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Abstract
Today, the Web of Data evolved to a semantic information network containing large
amounts of data. Since such data may stem from different sources, ranging from au-
tomatic extraction processes to extensively curated knowledge bases, its quality also
varies. Thus, currently research efforts are made to find methodologies and approaches
to measure the data quality in the Web of Data. Besides the option to consider the
actual data in a quality assessment, taking the process of data generation into account
is another possibility, especially for extracted data. An extraction approach that gained
popularity in the last years is the mapping of relational databases to RDF (RDB2RDF).
By providing definitions of how RDF should be generated from relational database con-
tent, huge amounts of data can be extracted automatically. Unfortunately, this also
means that single errors in the mapping definitions can affect a considerable portion of
the generated data. Thus, from a quality assurance point of view, the assessment of
these RDB2RDF mapping definitions is important to guarantee high quality RDF data.
This is not covered by recent quality research attempts in depth and is examined in
this thesis. After a structured evaluation of existing approaches, a quality assessment
methodology and quality dimensions of importance for RDB2RDF mappings are pro-
posed. The formalization of this methodology is used to define 43 metrics to characterize
the quality of an RDB2RDF mapping project. These metrics are also implemented for a
software prototype of the proposed methodology, which is used in a practical evaluation
of three different datasets that are generated applying the RDB2RDF approach.
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1. Introduction
Today, more than 20 years after Tim Berners-Lee first published his ideas of a ‘linked
information system’ [20], this vision of an information web evolved into a mature medium
for information access, communication, entertainment and commerce. Moreover this
World Wide Web (WWW) today is the major medium for all kinds of information
exchange. Initially, this information network mainly grounded on the idea of hypertext
documents that allow the linking to all kinds of related information, possibly other
hypertext documents. This Web of Documents is currently being extended to also serve
as a Web of Data. Inside, data is provided and stored using so called Semantic Web
technologies, which not only allow a database-style access but further come with linking
and inference capabilities which make this web a Semantic Web.
Besides the technological foundations, bootstrapping such a linked data network re-
quires data. Even though a vast amount of datasets is already part of such networks,
most of the data nowadays is stored in relational database systems [72, 27], of which
only a few also provide means for data access via Semantic Web technologies. Since
the logical foundations of relational databases and Semantic Web data endpoints are
comparable with regards to the underlying semantics [106], it seems natural to build
converters that are able to transform the one into the other. This was also considered
by Tim Berners-Lee back in 1998 [22] and a working group was founded under the
umbrella of the World Wide Web Consortium1 to standardize languages and approaches
to map relational databases and its schemas to the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [103] – the predominant Semantic Web data model. One such language is the
RDB to RDF Mapping Language (R2RML) [44] providing means to define mappings
between relational data and data expressed in RDF. This mapping process is in the
following referred to as RDB2RDF mapping. Apart from R2RML, there are further
languages that can be used to define RDB2RDF mappings. One example is the Spar-
1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/rdb2rdf/
1
qlification Mapping Language (SML)2, designed to be easy to read and write by human
beings, and which is convertible to R2RML and vice versa.
To make this Web of Data valuable and usable, not only the data generation and
preparation needs consideration, but also its quality evaluation and evolution [7]. Being
discusses in the context of many different domains within the last decades, the data or
information quality assessment became a current research topic for Semantic Web data.
Since it may stem from many different sources, ranging from crowdsourced user input or
automatic extraction processes to extensively curated knowledge bases, the consideration
of data quality in the Semantic Web context is of importance [147]. Accordingly, common
and generally accepted perceptions, like viewing data quality as a multi-dimensional
concept expressing the data’s ‘fitness for use’ [86], were applied to the Semantic Web
context to derive relevant quality aspects.
This thesis focusses on the combination of the two introduced fields, i.e. how the
findings of current data quality research can be applied and extended to be used in the
RDB2RDF context.
1.1. Motivation
The mapping of relational data to RDF is an ongoing topic which led to recent stan-
dardizations [44, 5] as well as commercial, free-to-use and free software tools (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.2). Currently there are many prominent RDF datasets that contribute to the
Web of Data, which were generated applying RDB2RDF mechanisms. Examples are
LinkedGeoData3, a Linked Data mirror of the OpenStreetMap4 project, the RDF version
of the data provided by the PanLex5 project, and LinkedBrainz6, which was mapped
to RDF from the MusicBrainz7 database. But although a considerable amount of RDF
data is generated from relational databases, quality considerations of RDB2RDF map-
2http://sml.aksw.org
3http://linkedgeodata.org
4http://www.openstreetmap.org
5http://panlex.org
6http://linkedbrainz.org
7http://musicbrainz.org
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pings are, to the best of our knowledge, not discussed extensively, yet. Even though
general Semantic Web-related quality assessment methodologies and tools could be ap-
plied to the data generated by RDB2RDF mappings, such attempts would not take
the actual data source and the transformation process into account. Accordingly, there
might be errors introduced during the data conversion, that are not detectable by just
assessing the RDF output. Moreover, since the mapping of relational data to RDF is a
mass generation approach [133], a single mapping error might have a great impact on
the resulting data. Thus, it is of crucial importance to develop theoretical concepts and
means to make such errors detectable, and the overall quality of RDB2RDF mappings
assessable.
1.2. Goal
In this thesis the RDB2RDF mapping process and the resulting data and schemas are
to be examined from a data quality point of view, deriving criteria for high quality
RDB2RDF mappings. Based on a structured evaluation of existing approaches an as-
sessment methodology shall be developed that suits the RDB2RDF process, considering
characteristics of the input data, the actual mapping configuration and the generated
output. Using a formalization of the proposed methodology, actual metrics are to be
defined. Besides this, a software prototype shall be developed, implementing this as-
sessment methodology and the proposed metrics for the Sparqlify RDB2RDF mapping
tool. The prototype shall further be used to run data quality assessments on real world
RDB2RDF mapping projects to detect actual quality errors and get some initial feedback
on which deficiencies are likely to occur in RDB2RDF settings.
1.3. Structure of this Thesis
In Section 2 the Semantic Web technologies and relational database theory are intro-
duced. The following section describes the state of the art with respect to RDB2RDF
mapping and data quality. These findings are used in Section 4 to develop an approach
to derive quality aspects of significance for RDB2RDF mappings and a methodology to
3
assess them, as well as actual metrics. In Section 5 the assessment tool is introduced,
followed by an evaluation of assessment runs on different RDB2RDF mapping projects
in Section 6. The conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
1.4. Conventions
In this thesis URIs are represented by their qualified names, if possible, for brevity and
to ease the reading. The prefixes used, are given in Table 1.
Prefix Namespace
dbr http://dbpedia.org/resource/
dcterms http://purl.org/dc/terms/
dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
ex http://ex.org/
foaf http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
geodata http://sws.geonames.org/
owl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rr http://www.w3.org/ns/r2rml#
sioc http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#
void http://rdfs.org/ns/void#
xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
Table 1: Prefix definitions of qualified names used in this thesis
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. The Semantic Web
The World Wide Web is a Web of Documents built for human reception, where infor-
mation in mainly encoded in continuous text. This has some severe drawbacks in cases
where human information processing is time consuming and error prone, e.g. when
searching certain facts or combining data (of multiple sources) to infer new knowledge.
Since the amount of data available on the WWW grows enormously, the data handling
becomes increasingly difficult.
Automatizing such tasks, however would require specialized computer programs apply-
ing different kinds of text information retrieval techniques like scraping Web pages. Such
extraction approaches are necessary, since the WWW does not provide means to uni-
formly access the actual data. The corresponding programs are expensive, not reusable
and prone to errors, in case structural characteristics of the referenced Web documents
change. To point this out more concretely, the following example is considered: A list
of potential flats has to be found that have certain properties like a balcony, a bathtub,
three rooms etc., and which are obtainable within the next two months. Additionally
these flats should be in the vicinity of an English French bilingual kindergarten and
there should be a cycle way to a certain address, e.g. the job location. Using the Web
of Documents this has to be done either manually or a dedicated computer program
has to be written, which for example scrapes a predefined set of Web sites to retrieve
the desired information. The automated approach then not only has to tackle problems
like synonym, polysemy and hypernym resolution, or the data integration. Furthermore
there are also semantic issues that need to be managed, e.g. whether a park way is
considered a cycle way.
To solve this problem, the Semantic Web approach tries to combine a Web-like data
model with a logically grounded knowledge representation that allows machine infer-
ence [22, 8]. This is achieved by encoding certain semantics by means of formal lan-
guages in a machine readable way. The technologies involved also provide a uniform
5
Figure 1: The Semantic Web technology stack8
data access and means to declare links between pieces of data. They are often depicted
as technology stack (cf. Figure 1) to show that there are basic technologies used for all
aspects of the Semantic Web and more special ones that build upon them.
In the remainder of this section, technologies relevant for this thesis are introduced.
They are discussed starting with the basic, lower layers of the technology stack, going
up to the logic layer. Accordingly, URIs are introduced in Section 2.1.1, followed by the
consideration of XML, RDF and RDFS in the sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, respectively.
After an introduction of the logical foundations in Section 2.1.5, OWL is discussed in
Section 2.1.6. The Semantic Web query language SPARQL is covered in Section 2.1.7,
followed by the presentation of the concepts and ideas of Linked Data in Section 2.1.8.
2.1.1. Uniform Resource Identifier
A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a string serving as an identifier for resources,
which can be all kinds of abstract or physical things [25, 26]. Its uniformity is ensured
due to a standardized URI pattern [25]. Additionally, concrete URI schemes are defined
8Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ASemantic_Web_Stack.png, by W3C [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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https://twitter.com/search?q=www2014#stream-item-tweet-426166327263232000
\___/ \_________/\_____/ \_______/ \__________________________________/
| | | | |
scheme authority path query fragment
Figure 2: Example displaying the parts of the URI pattern.
for the usage in certain (network) protocols [89]. An example URI and its related parts
of the URI pattern is given in Figure 2.
The way how resources are identified using a URI can be further distinguished [42].
A URI is called a Uniform Resource Name (URN) if it identifies a resource using a
certain name. In case a resource is identified by ‘a representation of its primary access
mechanism (e.g., its network “location”)’ [42], it is more precisely termed Uniform Re-
source Locator (URL). The relation between URIs, URLs and URNs is depicted in the
Venn diagram in Figure 3.
A common network protocol used in connection with URLs is the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). It was originally defined by Tim Berners-Lee as main protocol to re-
trieve hypertext documents in the WWW [21] and is now standardized in version 1.1 [53].
Accordingly, a URL is called HTTP dereferenceable if data can be retrieved successfully
accessing this URL via HTTP. ‘Successfully’ here means that the HTTP server returns
a status code indicating, that no error occurred and that there is data at the location the
URL pointed to [53]. The actual access method in HTTP differs depending on whether
a fragment identifier is used or not [26]. If a fragment identifier is used and thus only
a certain part of a document is addressed, the HTTP client has to retrieve the whole
document via HTTP and then extract the fragment.
URIs are restricted to a certain set of characters of which a few are also reserved to
delimit different URI parts. Thus all characters not being (part of) a delimiter and not
URL URN
URI
Figure 3: Venn diagram showing the relation between URIs, URLs and URNs
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belonging to the set of allowed characters, have to be encoded in a special way. As
proposed in [26] the so called percent-encoding is applied. To encode a character that is
either reserved or not part of the supported character set, its ASCII [40] or UTF-8 [3]
byte value is used and preceded by the percent sign %. To give an example, the letter
ö, having the (hexadecimal) byte sequence C3 B6, would be encoded as %C3%B6.
Another approach, allowing to use identifiers expressed in natural languages without
percent-encoding is the Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) [49]. Being based on
the Universal Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set (UCS) [84], IRIs may contain special
characters or even be expressed in writing systems other than Latin. Thus strings like
http://ex.org/mumatra lAEjm/23 would be valid IRIs.
When referring to URIs in the remainder of this thesis, both URIs and IRIs are meant,
if not distinguished explicitly.
2.1.2. Extensible Markup Language
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is intended to structure portions of data, called
XML documents [34], with plain text markup. It provides means to distinguish different
parts of these documents, e.g. text passages representing an abstract or numbers that
express postal codes, and relate them to each other hierarchically. Thus XML can be
used to encode certain semantics and structural characteristics. The major building
blocks are elements that can have attributes and content. The content could be textual
data, binary data or other elements, then called child elements. Since there always has to
be exactly one so called root or document element, XML documents have a tree structure.
To be well formed, XML documents further have to conform to the following syntactical
restrictions. Elements are represented by a pair of tags that mark their start and end.
Tags are expressed using the element’s identifier enclosed in angle brackets. To be able
to distinguish start and end tag, the end tag also contains a leading slash (/) after the
opening angle bracket. An example of such an element representation would be <node>
... </node>. Element attributes are added to the start tag as key value pairs where the
values are always quoted, as in <node key="value">. The content of an element is put
8
1 <?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="UTF -8"?>
2 <addressbook >
3 <person id="P0023">
4 <firstname >Klaus </firstname >
5 <lastname >Weichelt </lastname >
6 <e-mail >klaus@ex.org </e-mail >
7 </person >
8 </addressbook >
Listing 1: Example of a well formed XML structure
between its start and end tag. An example of an XML document with nested elements
is given in Listing 1.
XML allows to declaratively define the logical structure of the underlying XML doc-
ument [76]. Since every element of this structure has its own identifier, they can be
distinguished by computer programs. Depending on the identifier such a program can
perform different actions which makes the intended structure machine readable. Thus
XML can be used to express any kind of data format and is therefore suitable for data
exchange [76]. The whole set of identifiers used to describe such a logical structure can
be seen as a description vocabulary.
To be able to reuse such XML vocabularies without causing name clashes, XML name-
spaces were introduced [33]. Namespaces encapsulate all the element identifiers that are
assigned to it. So instead of referring to an element using its identifier only, the ele-
ment identifier, also called local name, and its corresponding namespace name are used.
Namespaces are identified using URIs which may contain characters not allowed in XML
element identifiers. Therefore namespace names are not used directly but prefix names,
1 <?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="UTF -8"?>
2 <!-- prefix names (’ex ’ in this case) are declared using the ’xmlns ’ keyword -->
3 <library xmlns:ex="http ://ex.org/library/">
4 <!-- ’ex:book ’ is the qualified name for ’<http :// ex.org/library/book >’ -->
5 <ex:book ex:book -id="B0666">
6 <ex:title >
7 Schnecken im Eismeer
8 </ex:title >
9 <ex:author >
10 Bert Stephan
11 </ex:author >
12 </ex:book >
13 </library >
Listing 2: Example of the declaration and usage of a prefix name
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declared to act as a surrogate without illegal characters. The prefix name together with
the local name is referred to as qualified name. An example for a prefix declaration and
its usage is given in Listing 2.
To express domain specific requirements for and restrictions on structures defined in
XML, the XML Schema Definition Language (XSD) [60, 117] can be utilized. Apart
from expressing, how the XML element tree should look like, XSD also allows to define
an element’s datatype, e.g. to be an integer (xsd:int) value.
2.1.3. Resource Description Framework
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [103] provides a language to express knowl-
edge about resources in the WWW. It therefore defines a data model and a basic vo-
cabulary. In the RDF data model resources are either identified using URIs or referred
to as anonymous resources, representing a certain resource without naming it explicitly.
Such anonymous resources are denoted using blank nodes. Knowledge about resources is
expressed by means of simple statements consisting of a subject pointing to the (anony-
mous) resource the statement is about, a predicate which defines the property to be
assigned and its actual value on the object position. The possible allocations of such
triples is depicted in Table 2. As shown there, not only relations between two resources
can be expressed, but also facts where literal values are assigned. Literal values can be
further divided into typed and plain literals. Typed literals have a certain type assigned,
e.g. using XSD datatypes. Plain literals do not have an associated datatype but can
have a language tag in normalized lowercase BCP 47 [118] representation, indicating
that the value is specific to this language.
Subject Predicate Object
URI URI URI
Blank node Blank node
Literal
Table 2: Possible allocations of triple positions
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http://ex.org/person/bertstephan
Bert
Stephan
http://ex.org/library/book0665
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator
Der Tisch der Frauen
"1997"^^xsd:gYear
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/firstName
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/lastName
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title
http://purl.org/dc/terms/created
Figure 4: Example of an RDF graph
Such triple statements can be displayed as graphs with subjects and objects being
vertices and predicates being directed edges from the subject to the object. An example
is given in Figure 4. To clearly differentiate between resources and literals, the former
are depicted using ellipses and the latter are illustrated as box.
Besides this there are also different textual serialization formats of RDF graphs.
XML/RDF [16] is a serialization format expressing RDF triples in XML. Since XML
is a mature standard [34] there is good tool support for processing XML documents.
Even though being textual and thus human readable in principle, RDF/XML has the
disadvantage that documents serialized accordingly contain a lot of ‘syntactic noise’.
A more concise serialization format is Notation3 (N3) [24]. Since N3 is not based on
a verbose syntax like XML, RDF triples can be expressed more compactly which also
eases writing RDF by hand and so makes the process less prone to errors. There are also
two subsets of N3 called Turtle [18] and N-Triples [17]. Whereas Turtle just lacks a few
syntactic elements, N-Triples is an even simpler, line based syntax to express RDF data.
Accordingly the syntactic elements of N-Triples are a subset of the syntactic elements
defined in Turtle.
Since all the mentioned formats are just different ways of serializing RDF, there is no
loss of information when transforming RDF from one format into another. The relations
of the sets of syntactic elements are shown in Figure 5. In the remainder of this thesis
the N3 format is used whenever RDF is expressed.
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Figure 5: Relations of the sets of syntax elements of RDF/XML, SPARQL, Notation3,
Turtle and N-Triples9
The RDF language introduces the notion of a class which allows an explicit typing
of resources and further provides the class rdf:Property to classify resources as proper-
ties. Resources being typed with a certain class are referred to as instances [76]. The
RDF vocabulary also allows expressing collections, containers, and statements about
statements, called reifications [103].
2.1.4. RDF Schema
RDF Schema (RDFS) is a vocabulary description language for RDF [35]. It introduces
additional classes to categorize resources. An overview of the RDFS classes is given in
Table 3. The properties rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf allow the definition of
class and property hierarchies, respectively. With RDFS properties can also be restricted
to certain domains (rdfs:domain) or ranges (rdfs:range). This means that domain and
range can be explicitly constrained to given classes [76].
9Source: http://www.codeproject.com/KB/recipes/OntologyNotation3SPARQL/venn_small.png
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Class Description
rdfs:Resource contains all things that can be described in RDF
rdfs:Literal contains all literal values (plain and typed)
rdfs:Datatype contains all datatypes (e.g. all XSD types)
rdfs:Container superclass of all RDF Container classes (i.e.
rdf:Bag, rdf:Seq, rdf:Alt)
rdfs:ContainerMembershipProperty subclass of rdf:Property that contains the RDF
properties rdfs:_1, rdf:_2, rdf:_3, . . .
rdfs:Class class of all classes
Table 3: Overview of classes introduced in RDFS
It is worth noting, that these restrictions are evaluated under an open world assump-
tion [55]. This means that if the domain of a given property is restricted to a certain class
and a resource uses this property, it is inferred that the resource is an instance of this
class. This inference is independent of any explicit type statements for the considered
resource. The same holds for range restrictions.
RDFS also defines properties to add human readable labels (rdfs:label) and com-
ments (rdfs:comment) to resources, as well as so called utility properties to refer to
resources that provide further information [35].
2.1.5. Description Logics
Description Logics (DL) are a family of knowledge representation formalisms to model
an application domain [9]. The main building blocks are atomic concepts, atomic roles
and individuals. Concepts can be seen as classes in the RDF sense and accordingly act as
a means to categorize entities of a domain of interest. Likewise roles can be considered
as counterparts of RDF properties that express relations between resources. Whereas
in RDF entities of a modeled domain are quite generically referred to as resources the
Description Logics clearly distinguish between concepts and individuals, the latter being
modelled logically as constants. So, other than in RDF where only the weak notion of
an instance (being an element of a certain class) exists, the Description Logics do not
allow concepts to be elements of other concepts.
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Rule Description
A atomic concept⊺ universal concept containing all individuals of the considered application do-
main the bottom concept being empty¬A the negation of an atomic concept
C ⊓D intersection/concept conjunction containing all individuals being in C and D∀R.C value restriction, stating that all individuals that are related to the described
concept via R must belong to the concept C∃R.⊺ limited existential quantification, stating that there must be at least one
individual being in a relation R with the concept being described
Table 4: Rules for the creation of arbitrary concepts in AL
To form terms of the language of Description Logics the main building blocks are
combined using certain connectives. The most basic language created that way is calledAL (attribute language). An overview of the allowed syntax rules to create complex
concepts is shown in Table 4. Within these rules A is an atomic concept, C and D
represent arbitrary (possibly complex) concepts and R stands for a role.
A knowledge base in Description Logics consists of two components: the TBox and
the ABox. The TBox contains the terminological or intensional knowledge in terms
of concept definitions. These concept definitions are expressed by means of existing
concepts and roles. Apart from these, subsumption relations between concepts can also
be part of the TBox. The Description Logics also provide means to express assertions
about individuals of the considered domain. Such statements are part of the ABox
and can be divided into concept assertions assigning individuals to concepts and role
assertions expressing relations between individuals. The ABox content is also referred
to as extensional knowledge.
As already stated, AL is a very simple Description Logics language. There are sev-
eral extensions allowing further syntactic elements, also leading to a higher complexity
in reasoning. Depending on the features added, a certain name of the considered De-
scription Logics language arises following a naming convention. In most cases adding a
feature means adding a letter to the name of the Description Logics language resulting
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in names like SHOIN or SROIQ. One such extension is the integration of so called
concrete domains [9] being the counterpart of RDF literals. Adding concrete domains to
the SHOIN language will give the name SHOIN (D). Most of the Description Logics
are decidable and all underlie an open world assumption.
2.1.6. Web Ontology Language
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a language to express ontologies on the WWW.
There are several definitions of an ontology, e.g. that an “ontology is a logical theory
accounting for the intended meaning of a formal vocabulary” [65]. The probably most
popular definition stems from Gruber stating that an “ontology is an explicit speci-
fication of a conceptualization” [64]. Later this definition was extended requiring the
specifications to be also formal and highlighting the aspect that vocabularies should
represent one shared intention [137]. Moreover Maedche and Staab list the following
concrete ontological primitives used in their work [102], which match quite well with the
Description Logics formalisms:
• a set of concepts
• a set of relationships between concepts, described by domain and range restrictions
• a taxonomy of concepts with multiple inheritance
• a taxonomy of relationships with multiple inheritance
• a set of axioms describing additional constraints on the ontology that allow to infer
new facts from explicitly stated ones
OWL is a vocabulary extension of RDF and exists in two versions: OWL [15] and
OWL2 [12] being an extension and revision of OWL. OWL defines three language profiles
of different expressiveness that were updated and extended in OWL2. An overview
together with the corresponding Description Logics languages is shown in Table 5. Since
OWL2 is fully compatible with OWL, in the following only OWL2 is considered and
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Profile Description Logics language
OWL Full is not a Description Logic
OWL DL SHOIN (D)
OWL Lite SHIF(D)
OWL2 Full is not a Description Logic
OWL2 DL SROIQ(D)
OWL2 EL EL++
OWL2 QL DL-Lite
OWL2 RL DLP
Table 5: OWL profiles with the corresponding Description Logics languages according
to [75]
simply referred to as OWL without the special mention of the version number if not
needed.
OWL introduces several language constructs allowing to express certain restrictions
that should hold in an ontology. Such restrictions could be the equality or inequality
of classes, properties or individuals, or explicit statements expressing of the absence of
properties, e.g. that two persons are not married. OWL further allows the definition
of complex classes, comparable to the terminological declarations in Description Logics
TBoxes, and restricted datatypes. Another feature is to explicitly state, that instances
of a class are uniquely identified by a certain property using owl:hasKey. OWL also
provides means to restrict properties with regards to its values or cardinalities. Besides
this, properties can be classified, e.g. as being (ir)reflexive, (a)symmetric, transitive,
functional or inverse-functional. The declaration of properties being inverse to each
other or being part of property paths, is possible as well. Finally OWL has an alternative
to the deprecated reification mechanism of RDF and language constructs for ontology
management, like owl:imports.
In contrast to RDF(S), only distinguishing between classes, properties and datatypes,
OWL has a more fine-grained entity conception. It clearly differentiates between object
and datatype properties. As in Description Logics, OWL also introduces the notion of
individuals being disjoint with classes for all profiles except OWL Full. Since this means
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that classes cannot be instances, an own, more restrictive class concept (owl:Class) is
introduced. Even though it is possible to create statements like
1 :John rdf:type :Father .
2 :Father rdf:type :SocialRole .
:Father in line 1 and 2 would be interpreted as different resources, if not stated otherwise
explicitly. In line 1 :Father would then be an owl:Class and in line two an individual [74].
This behaviour is called punning and applies to all OWL profiles except OWL Full.
Like Description Logics and RDF(S), OWL is based on open world semantics.
2.1.7. SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
The SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is the main query language
for RDF data. SPARQL queries are used to communicate with a SPARQL server that has
access to the considered RDF triples and returns the query results. SPARQL servers
usually group sets of RDF triples into graphs, which allows a distinction of different
(sub-)datasets. Such servers are in the following referred to as (SPARQL) endpoints.
Currently there are mainly two versions of SPARQL that are in use: version 1.0 [120]
and 1.1 [69], whereas SPARQL 1.0 is most widespread and there are only a few endpoints
fully supporting SPARQL 1.1 [36].
SPARQL queries are based on the concept of a triple pattern which is similar to a set
of RDF triples in Turtle syntax, except that the triples may contain variables. Apart
from triple patterns one could also state quad patterns to consider certain graphs. In
case no graph is mentioned, all existing graphs are searched.
In the following, no explicit distinction between ‘triples’ and ‘quads’ are made. Nonethe-
less, to be able to differentiate the notion of a triple or quad describing statements in
RDF datasets from the triple and quad terms used in SML view definitions (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.1), in the following triple is used when referring to the content of RDF datasets
or SPARQL endpoints. Moreover the term ‘quad’ will be mainly applied to denote parts
of SML view definitions.
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A triple pattern can be further restricted using filter rules or united with other triple
patterns. When processing a SPARQL query, the server creates the result set based
on a closed world assumption, only considering matching triples, i.e. triples that can
be unified with a triple in the considered triple pattern and satisfy the filter rules. To
evaluate a possibly complex (or even nested) query, it is reduced to primitives of the
SPARQL Algebra that can be executed.
The actual result of a query depends on the query form which can be one of SELECT,
CONSTRUCT, ASK or DESCRIBE. SELECT allows the definition of a subset10 of the
variables used in the triple pattern. The variable bindings of the matched triples will
then be returned in the result set. With CONSTRUCT one can define a set of result
triples based on triple variables which will be substituted with their value bindings.
Hence, in contrast to the SELECT form, the result RDF data returned by the SPARQL
endpoint can be modeled individually. To just check if there is at least one match of the
triple pattern (with its given constraints), ASK is used. Consequently, ASK just returns
true or false. DESCRIBE is used to return an RDF graph that describes the resources
found.
Besides the SPARQL query language there is also a specification describing the usage
of SPARQL as data modification language, called SPARQL Update [62].
2.1.8. Linked Data
As already addressed in the previous sections, the Semantic Web is a web of data allowing
clients to query data and infer new knowledge. To really make it a web, the corresponding
data has to be accessible in a standard format, and more importantly, relationships
among data should be provided [73]. Tim Berners-Lee therefore published the Linked
Data principles [23] setting up four requirements for Linked Data:
1. “Use URIs as names for things”
2. “Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.”
10Subset here is not used in the sense of a proper subset.
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3. “When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards
(RDF*, SPARQL)”
4. “Include links to other URIs. so that they can discover more things.”
Using HTTP to access RDF resources not only has the advantage of utilizing a mature
and widely used protocol, but also provides means to handle their different representation
and serialization formats. Since HTTP allows to define a set of preferred formats via
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [56] in an HTTP request header, these
can be used to determine a certain desired format or RDF serialization. So, if e.g. the
HTTP header Accept: text/turtle is set, the HTTP server should return RDF data
in Turtle serialization, if available. Thus, depending on the actual HTTP header, a
resource, could be retrieved in human readable HTML representation, e.g. if requested
by a web browser, or in a certain RDF serialization, e.g. if it is intended to be further
processed by software agents. This technique is called Content Negotiation [53] and is
commonly applied in Linked Data networks.
A well known community project applying these Linked Data principles to data avail-
able under free or open licenses is the W3C SWEO Linking Open Data project11. The
main aim is to compile a whole network of open linked datasets grounding on data
already gathered within the scope of the Open Data Movement. This network is also
referred to as Linking Open Data (LOD) Cloud (see Figure 6 for a visualization).
Within this network every data endpoint provides data access via standardized proto-
cols (HTTP, HTTPS, SPARQL), returning the data in standardized formats (RDFa,
RDF/XML, Turtle or N-Triples)13. Further requirements are the amount of at least
1,000 triples in the dataset and at least 50 links to other data endpoints. In Figure 6
the data endpoints are depicted as circles, whereas the size depends on the actual size of
the provided dataset. Existing interlinks between datasets are represented by (directed)
edges, with its thickness depending on the number of links.
11http://www.w3.org/wiki/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData
12Source: http://lod-cloud.net/versions/2011-09-19/lod-cloud_colored.pdf
13http://lod-cloud.net/#how-to-join
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2.2. Relational Database Systems
Within the last decades relational database systems were the prevalent and most suc-
cessful means to store data [129]. Relational database systems ground on a mature
theory [43] and underwent several improvements with regards to functionality and per-
formance within the last 30 years [129]. Currently there are a lot of commercial prod-
ucts14,15,16 as well as free software solutions17,18,19.
In the following sections the theoretical foundations of relational database systems
and its main data definition and query language are introduced.
2.2.1. Relational Model
The relational model was first introduced by Edgar Frank Codd in 1970 [43]. Its
main aim was to overcome data independence and consistency problems making use of a
new data view. This relational data view considers entities of the modeled world having
a certain type. For a type A a schema SA is defined as a fixed set of attributes and their
datatypes SA = (att1 ∶ datatype1, att2 ∶ datatype2, . . . , attn ∶ datatypen). Each datatype
has a certain domain dom(datatypei) (1 ≤ i ≤ n), e.g. integer numbers, strings etc.
A relation is a set of n-tuples, where every n-tuple contains a value from dom(datatype1)
on the first position, a value from dom(datatype2) on the second position and so on.
One such tuple represents one entity of the modeled application domain, being uniquely
identified by a set of attributes called primary key. It is also possible to uniquely refer
to other entities (possibly of other types) using their primary keys. This key reference
is called foreign key.
14http://www.oracle.com/us/products/index.html#cn02-Database
15http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sqlserver/default.aspx
16http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/db2/
17http://www.postgresql.org/
18http://www.mysql.com/
19https://mariadb.org/
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2.2.2. Structured Query Language
The Structured Query Language (SQL) is a relational database language which is spec-
ified in different versions or dialects, whereas SQL:2011 is the most current one [83].
Apart from being a query language, SQL is a data definition and data manipulation
language, too [130]. So, SQL not just provides means for querying but also to set up a
schema and add or update actual entity values. Even though adhering to the relational
data view, SQL uses a slightly different terminology: a relation is referred to as table,
attributes are called columns and instead of ‘tuple’ the term ‘row’ is used [141].
The constructs of the SQL query language allow a set-based definition of the de-
manded result. The most basic terms of a query are the keywords SELECT, FROM
and WHERE, where SELECT is used to choose columns to appear in the result table,
FROM determines the logical table to query and WHERE contains further query con-
straints like value or value range restrictions. A logical table can be a table defined in
the database or a nested query. Such queries could also be stored in the database and
referred to by name. These are then called view. A simple query could be ‘SELECT name
FROM employees WHERE age>30;’ requesting the names of all employees being older than
30 years. SQL queries are evaluated under a closed world assumption, meaning that
it is assumed that the database is complete and there are no facts missing. Similar to
SPARQL, an SQL query is therefore parsed and reduced to a tree of primitives of the
so called relational algebra which are then executed [46].
SQL also provides means to set up schemas and define constraints. On the one hand
there are key constraints, e.g. requiring unique primary keys or referential integrity in
case of foreign keys [141]. On the other hand there can be real value constraints, e.g.
requiring a value to exist or to be within a certain range. These constraints are, again,
evaluated under a closed world assumption. So, in case a row has no value for a certain
column, but there is a constraint stating this column cannot be empty, it is not just
inferred, that there is a value that is unknown. Instead, this scenario would violate
the given constraint and lead to an inconsistent database. In most cases constraints
are checked before data is inserted, where the database management system rejects the
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Constraint Description
NOT NULL the considered column of a row must have a value
PRIMARY KEY the considered column of a row is the primary key
and so must be unique
UNIQUE the considered column of a row must be unique
FOREIGN KEY (...) REFERENCES the considered column of a row references another
row’s primary key that must exist
CHECK(<expr> ) the considered column of a row must not violate
the expression <expr>
Table 6: Constraints in SQL
insertion of violating rows. An overview of constraints available in SQL is given in
Table 6. SQL defines the special constant ‘NULL’, used when no actual value exists or
the value is not known. Hence, its usage leads to unclear semantics, because whenever
NULL appears as value of a column, it is not clear whether there is no value or if it is
unknown.
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3. State of the Art
This section presents the current state of the art of the two major topics of this thesis:
RDB2RDF mappings and data quality. First, the main ideas, standards and tools of the
RDB2RDF approach are introduced. In the second part of this section, different models
and definitions for data quality are described. Afterwards, methodological aspects of the
process of determining the quality of data are considered.
3.1. RDB2RDF
Since nowadays most of the data stored digitally resides in relational databases [133],
they are an important data source for the Web of Data [150]. To utilize such data, one
can distinguish between three different approaches. First, a snapshot of the relational
data can be converted to the RDF data model and then made available via SPARQL
or as Linked Data. The advantage of this Extract Transform Load (ETL) approach is
that the RDF data is accessible in a certain serialization format which allows further
processing. Nonetheless, this approach is not optimal in cases where the database to
convert is frequently updated since the conversion has to be performed repeatedly to
stay up-to-date.
A second approach applies an on-the-fly conversion, using a service that translates
SPARQL queries against a virtual RDF graph to SQL queries against the considered
database. Therefore a special configuration is needed that defines, how the virtual
RDF graph is derived from the underlying relational data, or conversely, what the basic
specifications for the query translations are. Such a service can deliver current data but
requires some overhead for every query to translate.
Finally, these two techniques can be combined. In this case, the converting software
may pre-process the SPARQL query, generate SQL queries that return intermediate
results to derive the final result from. However, this approach may require quite a lot of
main memory to hold the intermediate results.
All these techniques are referred to as relational database to RDF mapping (abbrevi-
ated RDB to RDF or RDB2RDF mapping) approaches [126]. Apart from the differences
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concerning the point in time when to perform the conversion and on which portion of
data, they all have in common, that the conversion rules are applied to single tuples
retrieved via an SQL query [133]. Thus, the RDB2RDF quality considerations hold for
all of the introduced approaches.
These approaches can be applied following different strategies and using different
languages to express the transformation rules. The two basic strategies – retrieving the
mapping configuration automatically and defining them by hand – are introduced in the
following. To support the manual mapping definitions, several languages evolved. Two of
them – the RDB to RDF Mapping Language and the Sparqlification Mapping Language –
are also covered in the next section. Afterwards, current RDB2RDF implementations
are considered.
3.1.1. RDB2RDF Strategies and Mapping Languages
Direct Mapping Since the conceptions of the relational model and the Description Log-
ics have some structural similarities, they can be used to automatically derive a generic
RDB2RDF mapping. Regarding, e.g. relations as ‘containers’ for entities that share the
same relational structure, this notion can be compared to concepts in Description Logics.
Following this idea, the W3C RDB2RDF working group published a W3C Recommen-
dation [5] for the generic generation of an RDF schema, based on the schema structures
of a relational database. Some example translation patterns are shown in Table 7. In
its entirety this recommendation provides means to convert any input database to RDF
without manual mapping definitions.
Relational Database RDF
table class
row resource typed with its table class
column property
column value literal value assigned via column property
foreign key relation column property considered as object property;
object is the resource representing the target row
Table 7: Example translation patterns of the direct mapping approach
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Subject Map
Predicate Object Map
Triples Map
Predicate Map
Object Map
Logical Table
*
+
+
Figure 7: General structure of an R2RML triples map. Parts marked with ‘+’ and ‘*’
may appear at least once and zero or multiple times, respectively.
Being based completely on tables and its schema definitions, the resulting ontology is
a schema ontology reflecting the database structure. This has to be distinguished from
a domain ontology that is actually modeled by a knowledge engineer. Thus even though
direct mapping has the advantage of working automatically, it is not able to generate
ontologies that reflect the nature of a certain domain, or to map the database at hand
to a given vocabulary or ontology.
RDB to RDF Mapping Language Besides this automatic approach, modeling a domain
ontology by hand requires a language to express the corresponding mapping definitions.
One such language, that recently became a W3C Recommendation [44], is the RDB to
RDF Mapping Language (R2RML). It provides means to express so called triples maps,
that determine how a certain triple template is filled with relational data. Such defini-
tions are expressed as RDF graphs using the Turtle serialization. The main structure
of such a triples map is depicted in Figure 7. The logical table, the actual data is re-
trieved from, is defined via the rr:logicalTable property. Its value is a blank node that
can either refer to an existing relational table or view of the underlying database via
rr:table, or contain a custom SQL query assigned via the rr:sqlQuery property. The
definitions of how to generate RDF nodes, i.e. RDF resources or literals, are expressed
in term maps. These generate resources or literals based on column values of the un-
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1 <# DepartmentTriplesMap >
2 rr:logicalTable [ rr:tableName "DEPT" ];
3 rr:subjectMap [
4 rr:template "http ://ex.org/department{DEPTNO}";
5 rr:graphMap [
6 rr:constant ex:DeptGraph
7 ];
8 ];
9 rr: predicateObjectMap [
10 rr:predicateMap [
11 rr:constant ex:location
12 ];
13 rr:objectMap [
14 rr:column "DNAME"
15 ];
16 rr:graphMap [
17 rr:constant ex:DeptGraph
18 ];
19 ].
Listing 3: R2RML triples map example
derlying logical table or constant expressions. The column values may be used as is, or
referenced in a custom template string. Depending on where such term maps are used,
they are called subject map, predicate map or object map, with corresponding predicate
and object maps being grouped in one predicate object map. Moreover it is possible to
relate subject or predicate object maps to RDF graphs, which is also represented using
a term map. Such term maps are then called graph map. An example of an RDB2RDF
mapping defined in R2RML is given in Listing 3. Besides this, R2RML provides further
features like references between triples maps and a well defined datatype handling.
Sparqlification Mapping Language The Sparqlification Mapping Language (SML) is a
mapping language, designed to be intuitive and expressive [135]. Since there are tools
1 Create View employee As
2 Construct {
3 ?empl ex:worksAt ?dept .
4 ?dept rdfs:label ?dnme .
5 }
6 With
7 ?empl = uri(ex:employee , ’/’, ?emp_id)
8 ?dept = uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dpt_id)
9 ?dnme = plainLiteral(?name)
10 From
11 [[ SELECT emp.emp_id AS emp_id , emp.dept_id AS dpt_id , dept.name AS name
12 FROM emp JOIN dept ON emp.dept_id=dept.id]]
Listing 4: Example of a view definition in SML
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Argument 1 Argument 2 Argument 3 Argument 4
type:
va
lu
e
ex
pr
es
sio
n
0. . . blank node empty empty
1. . . URI empty empty
2. . . plain literal language tag empty
3. . . typed literal empty datatype
Figure 8: Overview of the arguments of SML term constructors
to convert SML to R2RML and vice versa20, both languages are of equal expressiveness
whereas SML is terser and requires less syntactical noise. The main entities defined with
SML are view definitions. Such a view definition is shown in Listing 421. The actual
view definition is declared by the Create View ... As keywords in line 1. The remainder
of a view definition is structured in three parts. The From directive (line 10-12) defines
the logical table based on a physical table or view contained in the considered database,
or a custom SQL query (denoted by the opening and closing double brackets). An RDF
quad pattern is defined in the Construct part by means of URI, blank node or literal
constants (e.g. ex:worksAt) and variables (e.g. ?empl, ?dept). This quad pattern has
the same purpose as in a SPARQL CONSTRUCT query: It is used to create triples,
replacing the variables with matching RDF nodes. The actual bridge between the logical
table and the quad pattern is given in the With part. There, the variables used in the
quad pattern are defined via term constructor expressions (line 7-9), where the term
constructor expressions refer to columns of the logical table (e.g. ?emp_id, ?dpt_id). Such
term constructor expressions can be seen as generic quaternary functions that require the
type of the RDF node to return and further expressions that are evaluated to represent
a URI, blank node or literal value as well as the datatype (in case of a typed literal)
and language tag (in case of a plain literal). An overview of the possible arguments
and their meanings is given in Figure 8. Accordingly, the typed literal "42"^xsd:int
can be created using the term constructor function tc(3,42, , xsd ∶int), with  being the
20https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify-Extensions
21Prefix definitions in Listing 4 are omitted for brevity
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TCE
(1,   ,_,_)
TCE
(3,  ,_,xsd:int)
TCE
(2,  ,en,_)
?b ?c ?d
rdf:type ex:Dept
rdfs:label
ex:deptNr
?b
?a
?b ?c
?d
relational tables/table views
logical table
term constructor
expressions
variables
quad pattern
variable
definitions RDB2RDF
mapping
RDF dump SPARQL
.
.
.
view
definition
TCE
(1,   ,_,_)
?a
Figure 9: The SML view definition system
empty input. A more schematic view of the SML view system, introducing the SML
terminology as defined in [135], is given in Figure 9.
Apart from the structures mentioned above, a view definition may also contain a
Constraint clause, used to give constraint hints to improve the query performance. Since
the Constraint clause does not contribute to the actual semantics as far as the RDB2RDF
mapping is concerned, it is not considered in the following.
3.1.2. RDB2RDF Tools
Currently there is a wide range of RDB2RDF tools. A selection of implementations men-
tioned in [133] and [121] comprises Ultrawrap22, D2RQ23, Virtuoso [111] and Spyder24.
22http://capsenta.com/ultrawrap
23http://d2rq.org/
24http://www.revelytix.com/content/spyder
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License Mapping Definition Version
Asio Semantic Bridge for
Relational Databases
proprietary; free of
charge for non-profit use
graphical (Snoggle) —
D2RQ Apache 2.0 License D2RQML —
-ontop- Apache 2.0 License Quest Mapping
syntax, R2RML
1.10
SparqlMap GNU Lesser General
Public License
R2RML 0.6.1
Sparqlify Apache 2.0 License Sparqlification
Mapping Language
0.6.6
Spyder proprietary; free of charge R2RML 2.1.2
Ultrawrap proprietary Direct Mapping —
Virtuoso GNU General
Public License
Virtuoso Meta
Schema Language
7.0.0
Table 8: Overview of RDB2RDF tools
Further state of the art solutions are -ontop-25, Asio Semantic Bridge for Relational
Databases26, SparqlMap [140] and Sparqlify27. An overview of the tools is given in Ta-
ble 8. There, the different ways to actually define an RDB2RDF mapping are shown.
Besides graphical tools like Snoggle28 and the mapping languages already introduced,
further custom languages to express transformation rules can be found. The direct
mapping approach, applied by the Ultrawrap tool, is also contained.
Besides this, the tools differ e.g. with regards to the license used, the supported
features, and their maturity. The Virtuoso triple store, which also has RDB2RDF ca-
pabilities, can be considered to be the most mature of the introduced tools. If the
performance of the query engine is of major importance, the -ontop- system proofed to
be very efficient29. A tool with a wide range of features is the Sparqlify SPARQL to SQL
rewriter, which e.g. supports the integration of the Linked Data publishing tool Pubby30
25http://ontop.inf.unibz.it/
26http://bbn.com/technology/knowledge/asio_sbrd
27http://sparqlify.org
28http://snoggle.semwebcentral.org/
29see http://ontop.inf.unibz.it/?page_id=74 for more details
30http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/pubby/
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and the SPARQL browser SNORQL31, provides an experimental web administration
interface32 and SPARQL UPDATE support33.
3.2. Data Quality
This section covers the state of the art with regards to data quality. Besides some
historical remarks, the term ‘data quality’ is introduced and different theoretical models
are presented. An established proceeding is to break down the quality of the considered
data into measurable quality dimensions. This approach is further discussed, followed
by an overview of common data quality assessment methodologies.
3.2.1. Overview
Quality is considered not just since the so called Information Age. First publications
on this subject go back to the 1940s [86], mainly considering quality from an economic
and management perspective. These considerations led to current standardizations like
the ISO 9000 standards familiy [82] and are also subject of published best practices of
local administrations and governments, e.g. in the education sector [52, 110, 37] or the
international financial marked [81].
Other than the approaches, dealing with quality of processes, products and services,
data quality refers to the quality of stored information34. The understanding of data in
this context, is based on the definition in [14], stating that data “represent real world
objects, in a format that can be stored, retrieved, and elaborated by a software pro-
cedure, and communicated through a network”. There are different categorizations of
data [45, 14], whereas the focus of this thesis is clearly on structured data, neglecting
other categorizations.
Even though the data quality domain differs from the economic and management
perspective, general quality definitions are still applicable. Phrases like ‘freedom from
31https://github.com/kurtjx/SNORQL
32https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify
33https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify-Extensions
34Though there are publications, e.g. [125], pointing out the difference between data and information,
this distinction is not made in this thesis.
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r-ideal r-real
Sinaccurate
Smismember
Saccurate
Sincomplete
Figure 10: Accuracy model of Parssian et al. [113]
deficiencies’ or ‘fitness for use’ [86] are also suitable definitions for data quality and are
used widely in the literature. In the following section further definitions and models are
introduced, giving a deeper understanding of data quality.
3.2.2. Data Quality Models and Definitions
“While fitness for use captures the essence of quality, it is difficult to measure quality
using this broad definition.” [87] Thus, further research was done to find more suitable
data definitions and models. One approach examined the weaknesses and strengths of
the definitions of quality in general as ‘excellence’, ‘value’, ‘conformance to specifications’
and ‘meeting or exceeding consumer expectations’ [124]. The outcome of this study was
that none of them alone can describe quality satisfyingly since it often depends on the
underlying use case.
Other approaches to find models that describe quality, especially data quality, in a
more formal way, often only refer to certain aspects of quality. One such model is
described by Parssian et al. [113, 114] and depicted in Figure 10. There, the process
of capturing a model (r-real) of the real world (r-ideal) is shown35. During this process
information gets lost (information flow to Sincomplete), corrupted (information flow to
Sinaccurate) or is added without describing the considered domain (information flow to
Smismember). Hence, this model concentrates on the accuracy and completeness of a
35Within the model r-ideal is used to denote a system that models the real world ideally, i.e. accurately
and completely, whereas r-real refers to a real system that might have errors.
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Proper  representation Incomplete representation Ambiguous representation Meaningless state
Figure 11: Quality model of Wand and Wang [143]. In each of the depicted mappings
the left hand side represents the real world system states and the right hand
side the mapped states in the information system.
system, describing the real world, and has similarities to Shannon’s model of a noisy
channel [132].
The model created by Wand and Wang [143] uses the notion of an information
system, being a “representation of a real world system as perceived by the user” and
describes the mapping problems between the real world and its representation. Certain
quality aspects are derived by looking at possible mapping deficiencies as shown in
Figure 11.
In both models quality is described as the difference between the domain that should be
expressed and the expression itself. The model of Wand and Wang moreover explicitly
considers data quality as the extend to which the real world system can be modeled
without errors. There are also other sources sharing this definition, e.g. [96, 97], or
Orr [112] stating that “Data quality is the measure of the agreement between the data
views presented by an information systems [sic] and the same data in the real-world”.
The question that remains, is how this difference can be determined and measured.
Other models share a more process oriented view, regarding the data quality of an
information product, being created in a chain of production steps [131, 100]. Such models
should provide means to examine why a particular piece of information has a certain
quality and which are the most influencing processing steps as for as data quality is
concerned. These approaches consider data quality as a composite phenomenon and
also try to develop calculation models to compute quality by means of a composition
algebra [107].
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Even though these models provide different views of quality, they all face the same
problem of making quality tangible and computable. Since quality is a broad concept
and depends on the use case, it was increasingly considered as multi-dimensional in the
sense that is has many different aspects that can be examined separately. This idea is
introduced in the following section.
3.2.3. Data Quality Dimensions
Since data quality touches many different aspects it can be decomposed into different
data quality dimensions. Depending on the use case, only a subset of all known dimen-
sions needs consideration, breaking the problem of measuring quality down into smaller
pieces. Even though regarding data quality as a multi-dimensional concept is a com-
mon view in the literature and an enormous amount of dimensions were proposed (see
Appendix C), “there is no agreement on the set of dimensions characterizing data qual-
ity” [128]. Another issue is that there is also no consensus on what particular dimensions
mean, leading to multiple definitions of single dimensions. This situation to some extent
reflects the circumstance that quality is often considered in connection with a certain
use case or application domain. Besides these differing views of quality dimensions there
are also different approaches to actually infer them from a given use case. These are
categorized into theoretical, empirical and intuitive approaches [128, 14].
In a theoretical approach the modeled system is considered in a more abstract way,
deriving a formal model to detect and describe quality issues. An example of such an
approach is the quality model of Wand and Wang. Due to the presented abstraction,
viewing the development of an information system as a mapping problem of the real
world, several artifacts can be derived that are of interest. These are design deficien-
cies referring to the errors shown in Figure 11 (incomplete representation, ambiguous
representation and meaningless state) and operation deficiencies standing for inappro-
priate behaviour of the system. With these deficiencies at hand one can define quality
dimensions as shown in Table 9. The process oriented models mentioned in the previous
section are theoretical approaches as well.
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Dimension Description
Accuracy and
Precision
“inaccuracy implies that the information system represents a real
world state different from the one that should have been represented.”
Reliability indicates “whether the data can be counted on to convey the rightinformation; it can be viewed as correctness of data.”
Timeliness
and Currency
refers to “the delay between a change of the real-world state and the
resulting modification of the information system state.”
Completeness is “the ability of an information system to represent every meaningfulstate of the represented real world system.”
Consistency
inconsistency of data values occurs if there is more than one state
of the information system matching a state of the real-world system;
therefore “inconsistency would mean that the representation mapping
is one-to-many.”
Table 9: Quality dimensions derived from the quality model of Wand and Wang [143]
The empirical approach does not consider formal models but takes stakeholder opin-
ions into account. In most cases such approaches are based on a user survey as in the
method of Wang and Strong [144]. There, a survey performed in multiple steps led
to a shortlisted catalogue of 19 quality dimensions grouped in four categories shown in
Figure 12.
When following an intuitive approach, data quality dimensions are defined “according
to common sense and practical experience” [14]. A concrete example of this approach
is given by Redman [123]. The corresponding data quality dimensions are listed in
Table 10.
These three approaches and their prerequisites are summarized in Figure 13. Apart
from the dimensions presented for the three approaches, an overview of all dimensions
introduced in the considered literature, can be found in Appendix C. To ease the un-
derstanding, the dimension definitions or descriptions were normalized using a shared
vocabulary for formulae, and consolidated in case multiple dimensions share the same
meaning.
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Data Quality
Intrinsic
Data Quality
Contextual
Data Quality
Representational
Data Quality
Accessibility
Data Quality
 - Believability
 - Accuracy
 - Objectivity
 - Reputation
 - Value-added
 - Relevancy
 - Timeliness
 - Completeness
 - Appropriate amount
   of data
 - Interpretability
 - Ease of understanding
 - Representational
   consistency
 - Concise representation
 - Accessibility
 - Access security
Figure 12: Quality dimensions according to Wang and Strong [144]
Type Dimension Description
Data
value
Accuracy “Distance between v and v′, considered as correct”
Completeness “Degree to which values are present in a data collection”
Currency “Degree to which a datum is up to date”
Consistency “Coherence of the same datum, represented in multiple
copies, or different data to respect integrity constraints and
rules”
Data
format
Appropriateness “One format is more appropriate than another if it is more
suited to the user needs”
Interpretability “Ability of the user to interpret correctly values from their
format”
Portability “The format can be applied to as a wide set of situations as
possible”
Format
precision
“Ability to distinguish between elements in the domain that
must be distinguished by users”
Format
flexibility
“Changes in user needs and recording medium can be easily
accommodated”
Ability to repre-
sent null values
“Ability to distinguish neatly (without ambiguities) null and
default values from applicable values of the domain”
Efficient use of
memory
“Efficiency in the physical representation. An icon is less
efficient than a code”
Representation
consistency
“Coherence of physical instances of data with their formats”
Table 10: Quality dimensions proposed by Redman [123] (cited from [14])
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theoretical
empirical
intuitive
experience/
intuition
survey
model/
formalization
dim
dim
dim
dim
dim
approachprerequisites dimensions
Figure 13: Approaches to derive quality dimensions to consider for a given domain and
their prerequisites
3.2.4. Quality Assessment Methodologies
Having defined the data quality dimensions to assess, a certain methodology for the
actual assessment has to be applied. Quality assessment here means “evaluating if a piece
of information meets the information consumer’s needs in a specific situation” [30], or, if
possible, “assigning numerical and categorical values to [data quality] dimensions” [59].
As with data quality dimensions, there are several different approaches proposed (cf. [13]
and [14] for current methodology surveys). Nonetheless, many of the methodologies
mentioned in the literature share the same general key quality evaluation activities [95,
119, 97]. These are to first specify the context-dependent quality requirements, followed
by the identification and distinction of actual quality problems. After that the current
quality status is assessed, analyzing the evaluation results afterwards. To present a
selection of more concrete methodologies, proposed in the literature, one popular general
data quality assessment methodology was chosen as well as three approaches focusing
on Semantic Web data.
The methodology proposed by Lee et al. to assess data quality in a general-purpose
manner is called AIMQ (AIM quality) [95]. The main components of AIMQ are sketched
in Figure 14. The first component defines which quality dimensions to use and groups
them into four categories arranged in a 2 × 2 matrix. The categories are sound informa-
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Usable information
- Believability
- Accessibility
- Ease of operation
- Reputation
Conforms to
specifications
Meets or exceeds
consumer expectations
Product
Quality 
Sound information
- Free-of-error
- Concise
  representation
- Completeness
- Consistent
  representation
Useful information
- Appropriate amount
- Relevancy
- Understandability
- Interpretability
- Objectivity
Service
Quality
Dependable
information
- Timeliness
- Security
1) 2 x 2 model 2) questionnaire
Usable
information
     avg: 5
Sound
information
     avg: 6
Useful
information
     avg: 8
Dependable
information
     avg: 3
vs.
best practices
organization
quality
estimations
(different
perspectives)
3) analysis
Figure 14: Schematic representation of the AIMQ components
tion, useful information, dependable information and usable information. Based on this
2 × 2 model a questionnaire is set up covering all dimensions mentioned. After doing the
actual measurement based on a survey using the questionnaire, the results are averaged
per quadrant of the 2 × 2 matrix. These results are then compared with a benchmark
of a fictional best practice company, as well as with the expectations and estimations of
different roles using or producing the data under assessment.
Another methodology considering semantic metadata is introduced by Lei et al. [97].
The main steps here are to first specify and weight the quality issues to assess and to pro-
vide a gold standard to compare with. Next, the actual assessment is run, encompassing
three tasks. The first task is to detect data problems (e.g. completeness, accuracy) based
on a comparison with the provided gold standard. In a second task it is checked if the
metadata reflects the real world status, considering other trusted knowledge resources.
Finally, the consistency of the involved ontologies is checked. Based on the assessment
results and comparisons with best practices the data quality status is calculated in the
last step.
A very recent methodology following the crowd-sourcing approach is applied by the
TripleCheckMate tool [92]. It is tailored for the assessment of RDF data providing a
user interface where users can log in and get credit points per detected error. The
methodology comprises four steps. In the first one, the resources to assess are chosen
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based on a manual choice, on the resource’s class, or selected randomly. In the follow-
ing step the evaluation mode is selected, which can be automatic, semi-automatic or
manual. Step three performs the resource evaluation. In case the manual mode was
chosen, the user then analyzes all resources individually otherwise the evaluation is run
(semi-)automatically. The improvement of the assessed data can be performed directly
by editing the erroneous resources or by creating a patch using the Patch Request On-
tology [90].
The last methodology presented is inspired by the ideas of test driven software de-
velopment, coined test-driven data quality methodology [91]. To assess the data quality
of a given RDF dataset, data quality test cases are used. These are SPARQL queries
checking if the dataset contains triples violating certain constraints that must hold. The
constraints can be inferred from the vocabularies and ontologies used in the dataset or
created manually. After having set up all quality test cases they are run against the
considered SPARQL endpoint which returns all constraint violations. These can then
be used to correct data or improve the processes that led to the erroneous data.
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4. Quality of RDB2RDF Mappings
Since RDB2RDF tools produce Semantic Web data, or even Linked Data, the considera-
tion of its quality is of even more importance because the data is re-used in many different
scenarios and the actual context is lost [58]. But even though data quality is well ana-
lyzed in the database and information system area [123, 50, 122, 145, 14] and there are
approaches to tackle data problems [6, 70, 94, 77, 38, 67, 68, 78, 79] and measure dataset
statistics [48] or even quality scores in the Semantic Web [58, 55, 66, 104, 148, 92, 147, 91],
there were none found that cover RDB2RDF applications in greater depth.
In this section the theoretical framework for a quality assessment of RDB2RDF map-
pings is considered. After motivating the major design decisions, formal foundations are
introduced. These cover a theoretical model and a terminology to describe a quality
assessment formally. Afterwards, a methodology is proposed and the derivation of ap-
plicable quality dimensions is analyzed. The section is closed with the definition and
discussion of concrete metrics to apply in an RDB2RDF quality assessment.
4.1. Design Considerations
Since the RDB2RDF approach is rather generic, covering a variety of application scenar-
ios, in this section the scope considered in this thesis is narrowed down by introducing
concrete design decisions. A classification scheme for the different RDB2RDF techniques
and their applications, proposed in [133], is depicted in Figure 15. The main applications
considered here are the mass generation of Semantic Web data and the ontology based
access to relational data. Accordingly, RDB2RDF techniques to model existing or new,
domain-specific ontologies are covered, without applying database reverse engineering.
More specifically, the data quality assessment methodology to develop should support
the modeling of datasets of a certain domain, backed by existing relational data. Hence,
ontology learning approaches like the direct mapping technique are not considered, since
“the resulting ontology looks a lot like a copy of the database relational schema as all
relations are translated to RDFS classes, even the ones which are mere artifacts of the
logical database design (e.g. relations representing a many-to-many relationship between
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RDB2RDF
New Ontology Existing Ontology
Database Schema
Ontology
Domain-specific
Ontology
No DB Reverse
Engineering
DB Reverse
Engineering
- semantic annotation of dynamic web pages
- mass generation of SW data
- definition of meaning of relational schema
- heterogeneous database integration
- ontology based access
- integration with other sources
- semantic annotation of dynamic web pages
- ontology based access
- mass generation of SW data
- heterogeneous database integration
- ontology based access
- mass generation of SW data
- heterogeneous database integration
- integration with other sources
- heterogeneous database integration
- ontology learning
- ontology based access
Figure 15: Classification of RDB2RDF techniques [133]
two entities)” [133]. Moreover, the direct mapping technique has some difficulties in
practice, e.g. with regards to composite (foreign) keys [93, 106] or NULL values [99].
Thus, a domain-driven modeling [126] is preferred to the automatic generation of a
schema ontology.
Even though, the quality of the relational data to map has an impact on the resulting
RDF data, it is not considered in this thesis. Data quality aspects of relational data are
already discussed in detail [14] and are thus not part of this study.
To evaluate the theoretical findings in terms of the quality of RDB2RDF mappings
in practice, any of the tools introduced in Section 3.1.2 can be used. Although all
implementations follow the same principle of a tuple-wise conversion based on mapping
definitions, they differ in the number of features, performance and maturity. So, to
avoid practical restrictions of the quality assessment and provide a usable and stable
evaluation software, the underlying tool should be flexible, feature-rich, performant and
mature. Besides this, the mapping language supported by the RDB2RDF tool which
will be utilized for the assessment should be expressive and at least compatible to the
R2RML standard to be as universal as possible. Furthermore the tool should be available
under a permissive license with the option to inspect its source code.
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One of the more feature-rich, flexible and mature state of the art RDB2RDF tools is
the Sparqlify SPARQL to SQL rewriter. Sparqlify is utilized to provide SPARQL ac-
cess to different important relational datasets like OpenStreetMap [134] or PanLex [146].
Moreover, Sparqlify proved to be competitive in terms of performance and scalabil-
ity [135] and turned out to be very efficient serving large datasets. The tool is available
as free software36 and the project team is open for community feedback and issue re-
ports. Besides this promising status quo, there are further development and research
efforts to improve and extend Sparqlify. The underlying mappings are defined in the
Sparqlification Mapping Language and there are also tools to convert them to R2RML
and vice versa37.
In its entirety the Sparqlify project is considered suitable to be utilized for a practical
RDB2RDF quality assessment. Sparqlify and the Sparqlification Mapping Language are
thus used as foundations for further quality considerations in this thesis.
4.2. Formal Foundations
In this section a formal terminology is defined to be able to describe an RDB2RDF
quality assessment methodology and actual metrics. Besides the concepts of a view
definition, a quad pattern and a relation which were introduced in previous sections, the
notion of a dataset is used. A dataset is usually defined as a set of graphs, that consist
of triples [69]. For the sake of simplicity, the terminology describing the assessment
methodology and metrics in this thesis uses a slightly different definition. Here, the
abstraction of a dataset to assess refers to a set of RDF triples, not regarding RDF
graphs. This deviation does not restrict the assessment capabilities, but eases later
definitions in terms of conciseness and understandability.
Further clarifications have to be made with regards to relations. In the following,
only non-metadata relations are considered. Moreover, it is assumed that they are in a
consistent state.
36https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify
37https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify-Extensions
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The notion of an RDB2RDF mapping is fundamental for the RDB2RDF approach
and defined as follows:
Definition 1. Let H denote the set of valid RDB2RDF mappings, V the set of valid
view definitions, P the set of valid quads in a pattern, Q the set of valid quad variables,D the set of valid RDF datasets and T the set of valid RDF triples. An RDB2RDF
mapping H ∈H is a tuple (V,RDB,D) where
• V ⊂ V is a finite set of SML view definitions, with the option to access the quads in
the quad pattern (quads(vi) ⊂ P) and relational table (rel_table(vi)) of each view
definition vi ∈ V . Given a quad variable q ∈ Q, its term constructor can be retrieved
via term_constructor(q). The term constructor’s RDF term type, i.e. whether
it generates a URI, blank node, typed or plain literal, is returned by the function
term_type(term_constructor(q)). Moreover, the set of relational columns refer-
enced in the term constructor of q can be retrieved with cols(term_constructor(q))
• RDB is the set of relations contained in a considered relational database
• D ∈ D is the RDF dataset generated when applying all view definitions vi ∈ V to
the relations in RDB. D ⊂ T is a finite set of valid RDF triples.
Based on this, the conception of a scope can be defined:
Definition 2. Given the sets N , R, L, Q, T , D, V and the power set function P(. . .)
with T , D, V, Q defined as above and
• D = P(T )
• N =R ∪L ∪Q denotes the set of valid nodes, i.e. all valid resources R, literals L
and quad variables Q
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The quality assessment scope of a piece of data x is a function defined as follows
scope(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
node scope SN if x ∈ N
triple scope ST if x ∈ T
dataset scope SD if x ∈ D
view scope SV if x ∈ P(V)
(1)
Accordingly, the scope is a categorization of the granularity a certain piece of data has.
This is useful since different ‘amounts’ of context information can be needed for the
assessment. These amounts correspond to the introduced scopes, i.e. they can either be
the whole dataset, one triple, one node or a set of view definitions. These scopes also
correspond to the possible domains of the functions that do the actual computation of
a quality score.
Definition 3. A mapping quality metric M is a pair (f, θ) where f is a quality score
function and θ is a numerical value representing a threshold. A quality score function f
computes a numeric quality score f(x) of a piece of data x. A low quality score reflects
low quality where the worst possible quality score is 0. Perfect quality is represented by
a quality score of 1.
A mapping quality metric M = (f, θ) can be further classified as follows:
M is called
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
node metric if dom(f) = N
triple metric if dom(f) = T
dataset metric if dom(f) = D
view metric if dom(f) = P(V)
where dom(. . .) returns the domain of a function.
It has to be noted, that other than proposed in [30, 55, 104], the concept of a quality
indicator is not used in the methodology proposed in this thesis. Another difference
is that the quality score function, there called scoring function, is not intended to be
reusable among different metrics. This is not due to a limitation of the methodology, but
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simply not regarded necessary as none of the metrics that were implemented in R2RLint
shared any considerable functionality to reuse.
To initialize an assessment run, a configuration is needed, which is defined as follows:
Definition 4. A quality assessment configuration C is a set of mapping quality
metrics {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn} representing all metrics enabled for an assessment, together
with their threshold initializations.
This conceptualization allows enabling and disabling metrics to fit the given assess-
ment needs as well as defining the per metric thresholds. The threshold concept was
introduced to reduce the amount of measurement data and to be able to concentrate on
cases that are considered to be critical, as only those quality scores are reported, that
are worse than the configured threshold.
Definition 5. A quality assessment (H,C,S) is the process of evaluating the quality
score function fi of every metric Mi ∈ C on a certain RDB2RDF mapping H with
• D ∈ D being the RDF dataset generated by H
• V ⊂ V being the view definitions of H .
It is further derived, that
T = ⋃
t∈D t (2)
is the set of triples in D and
N = ⋃
t∈T subject(t) ∪ predicate(t) ∪ object(t) (3)
the set of nodes of T , being either a resource or a literal. The functions subject(t),
predicate(t) and object(t) of a triple t return its subject, predicate and object, respec-
tively. When applied to sets of triples, these functions will return all subjects, predicates
and objects of the corresponding input triples. Additionally µMi is defined as a set of
metadata of a metric Mi.
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Representing the access to a certain tuple position (starting with 0) putting it in sub-
script brackets, the overall assessment result ρ is defined as
ρ = ⋃
Mi∈C
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⋃n∈N(µMi , fi(n)) if Mi[0] = fi ∧ dom(fi) ∈ N⋃t∈T (µMi , fi(t)) if Mi[0] = fi ∧ dom(fi) ∈ T(µMi , fi(D)) if Mi[0] = fi ∧ dom(fi) ∈ D⋃v∈V (µMi , fi(v)) if Mi[0] = fi ∧ dom(fi) ∈ P(V)
(4)
ρ is then written to an assessment sink S.
The assessment results comprising pairs (µMi , fi(x)) of a metric’s metadata together
with its calculated quality score (with respect to the input data x) can then be stored
in a configured sink for further inspection. This can be a relational database, a file or
other storage mechanisms.
4.3. Methodology
A quality assessment methodology as used in this thesis is a coarse description of how
to perform the actual assessment. An assessment methodology should therefore provide
a number of steps to be executed in the given order. To find such a general execution
plan it is first examined if there are already existing methodologies suiting the needs of
an RDB2RDF quality assessment.
The AIMQ methodology [95] uses surveys to get quality scores of considered dimen-
sions. This is not desired, since the assessment tool to develop should run automatically
and calculate values that represent the current status of the RDB2RDF mapping quality.
Apart from that, AIMQ needs a best practice dataset to compare the assessment results
with, which is usually not available in the case of RDB2RDF mappings.
The same problem holds for the methodology of Lei et al. [97] which considers se-
mantic metadata for assessment. Even though its application context might predestine
this methodology to be reused in Semantic Web-related quality evaluations, it is also
grounded on a gold standard comparison and thus not suitable for an RDB2RDF setup.
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The crowd-sourced approach of the TripleCheckMate tool is applicable to assess the
generated RDF data but does in no way regard the underlying semantics of an RDB2RDF
conversion nor does it allow to explicitly evaluate the mapping definitions. The same
holds for the test-driven data quality approach [91].
Thus, ideas of the methodology of Lei et al., the crowd-sourced approach and the test-
driven methodology could be used for certain parts of an RDB2RDF quality assessment.
But since the underlying structures and focuses differ it would be difficult to integrate
them in one methodology. Further methodologies proposed in the literature [113, 131,
51, 87, 119, 149, 105, 138, 4, 96, 13, 14, 57, 55, 66] were either too generic or tailored for
a specific scope and are thus not reusable in the RDB2RDF domain. As a consequence,
a methodology specific for the RDB2RDF situation is compiled in the following.
The R2RLint methodology (R2RLM) proposed in this thesis is based on the RDB2RDF
mapping and assessment definition as introduced above. Given a quality assessment
A = (H,C,S) its main steps are:
1) Assessment configuration The overall configuration of the assessment comprises
three parts: the setup of the database connection to access the set of relations RDB
of the RDB2RDF mapping H, the selection of metrics to apply together with their
thresholds (C) and the configuration of the assessment sink S to write the assessment
results to.
2) Automatic assessment run After the configuration, the actual assessment is run,
examining the RDB2RDF mapping on the different scopes. Every metric Mi may have
access to the underlying relations RDB and a service called pinpointer. Given a triple
t ∈D this service can determine all the information of view definitions Vt ⊆ V that most
probably generated t. The assessment runner feeds
• all dataset metrics with the generated dataset D
• all triple metrics with all triples tj ∈D
• all node metrics with all nodes nk ∈ N (with N defined as above)
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Figure 16: Approaches to derive quality dimensions to consider for a given domain and
their prerequisites (pale approaches are not applied)
• all view metrics with the set of definitions V defined in H
When a metric Mi finished the assessment of the given piece of input data, it writes
the quality score and a set of metadata µMi to the sink S. This metadata may contain
pinpointing information, scope information, the actual name of the metric etc. The
concrete set of metadata is defined by the metric.
3) Result analysis After the assessment finished, all assessment results ρ are written
to the sink S. Depending on the utilized sink, they can now be further aggregated,
visualized or stored to document a temporal quality progress. Since the results also
contain several metadata to locate the actual error causes, i.e. the view definitions’
quads, its term constructors and source relation, a manual repair phase may follow.
4.4. Quality Dimensions for RDB2RDF Mappings
To break down the problem of determining the actual quality of RDB2RDF mappings
and the resulting data, different quality dimensions are considered. To compile a set
of dimensions that are relevant for the RDB2RDF process the theoretical, empirical or
intuitive approach can be followed (cf. Figure 16). Since the application of the intuitive
approach would lack scientific soundness and comprehensibility, it is not considered.
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Create View emp As
 Construct {
  ?emp a ex:Person
 }
 With
  ?emp = uri(…)
 From
  [[SELECT …]]
Figure 17: Comparison of the quality model of Wand and Wang [143] with the
RDB2RDF workflow
Even though taking the experiences of a group of RDB2RDF users and experts into
account would be valid from a scientific point of view, the RDB2RDF technique seems
not widespread enough allowing a survey with a representative amount of questionees.
Thus, empirical results were only regarded indirectly in terms of metrics proposed by
other literature sources. The method to obtain quality dimensions, which is considered
in this thesis, is the theoretical approach.
To derive quality dimensions of importance for a considered domain on a theoretical
basis, a quality model is required. In the case of RDB2RDF mappings not all of the
introduced quality models are suitable. First of all, the underlying workflow involves
transformations of data that are already given in a relational database, which can be
viewed as an information system in the sense of Wand and Wang [143] (cf. Figure 17).
The data of this information system are then further transformed to be part of another in-
formation system, the Resource Description Framework. Accordingly, RDB2RDF could
be seen as a transitive mapping problem. But apart from these transformations, the
Sparqlification Mapping Language also provides means to add further information not
contained in the database. In the models of Parssian et al. or Wand and Wang, this
would be considered as introduced inaccuracy. Moreover, since the RDB quality is not
evaluated, it is difficult to apply models regarding data quality as an appropriate map-
ping from a real world to an information system. Even if the relational database would
be considered as real world, such a comparison may be unsuitable since the underlying
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use case does not follow the aim to just convert the hole data in the database to RDF.
Thus, a mismatch between database and RDF data may to some extent be intended and
should not be an indication of bad quality.
Regarding an RDB2RDF mapping not as a mapping but as a view brings up the
consideration of the global as view approach [139, 14]. Since such a view based perception
is conceptually more free as far as possible restrictions to quality policies are concerned,
its quality is also harder to measure. Accordingly there are only few dimensions proposed
for this approach [14]. These comprise the considerations whether views are sound,
complete and exact. In contrast to models assessing if a real world system is ‘copied’
accurately to an information system, the view based dimensions are rather abstract,
referring to a set oriented assessment. Thus, there are no explicit requirements, that
data are not modified, but just that data entities contained in a view must represent
entities of the dataset the view is defined on. But since these dimensions are meant to
characterize views in general, they are not always suitable to reflect the actual quality
of RDB2RDF mappings. Even though they give an impression of how well a mapping
definition covers a relational database, this should not be seen as a hard quality criterion.
Besides this, these three provided dimensions are not considered sufficient to describe
the quality of an RDB2RDF mapping adequately.
Since the RDB2RDF mapping can also be regarded as a process with certain steps
(e.g. data retrieval from the relational database, term construction, triple construction,
RDF serialization and RDF output), process oriented models are applicable and provide
the best abstraction of the given approaches. Thus, in the following this process is
analyzed with regards to points where data degradation may occur. Along with this,
quality aspects are considered that are affected by these possible degradations. To
divide the RDB2RDF mapping workflow into single steps, the mapping model of the
Sparqlification Mapping Language is regarded. In Figure 18 the case of processing a
SPARQL query is depicted. To answer a query, received by the SPARQL service (1), it
has to be parsed and transformed to primitives of the SPARQL algebra (2). Afterwards
the query is combined with the mapping definitions and translated to an SQL query sent
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Create View emp As
 Construct {
  ?emp a ex:Person
 }
 With
  ?emp = uri(…)
 From
  [[SELECT …]]
Figure 18: SML mapping workflow
to the relational database management system (3). Hereafter, the answer containing the
relational result set is retrieved (4), transformed to RDF (5) and output in a proper
serialization format (6).
With regards to possible quality degradations, step 1 is not of interest since the in-
put is uninfluenceable user input that has no effect on the quality of the actual output.
Step 2 performs a lossless, deterministic transformation that does not influence the out-
put as well. The first time quality is affected, is when the SQL query is built based
on the mapping definitions (3). Since these definitions provide a certain view of the
underlying database, this affects quality aspects like how complete an SML view defini-
tion is (in a global-as-view sense) or if the portion of data, to be generated by the view
definition is relevant for the modeled domain. Assuming, that its actual execution time
is neglectable38, running the SQL query in step 4 does not influence the quality. The
following transformation to RDF (5) however does have an effect on representational and
syntactic aspects of the generated data, since resource identifiers and literal values are
created based on the SQL result set and the mapping configuration. Moreover, the SML
quad patterns can be compiled to generate inconsistent RDF data. The serialization
step (6) is again a lossless and deterministic process that does not harm the quality.
This shows that the main influencing part within the workflow are the mapping defi-
nitions. But not all quality dimensions are really affected, as indicated in Figure 19. To
38This assumption was made, since the execution time depends on many different factors that are not
within the scope of this thesis. Apart from the fact, that the execution time does not depend on the
mere mapping definitions, in theory it can be optimized to be neglectable.
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Figure 19: Quality dimensions depending on RDB2RDF mapping
gather dimensions relevant for describing quality issues of RDB2RDF mapping, a short-
listing strategy is applied. Starting with data quality dimensions proposed in a recent
and comprehensive survey of quality assessment in Linked Data by Zaveri et al. [148]
(cf. Table 11), these dimensions are evaluated with regards to their applicability in the
RDB2RDF mapping process using the Sparqlification Mapping Language and the intro-
duced formal foundations (cf. Section 4.2). The applicability is determined based on two
issues. First, a dimension is not applicable if it is not relevant for the RDB2RDF process,
i.e. the actual quality score does not depend on the RDF transformation. Moreover, a
dimension is also considered not applicable if there are no quality indicators [30], i.e. it
is not possible to actually measure this dimension due to the lack of information needed
Category Dimension Category Dimension
Accessibility
Availability
Intrinsic
Syntactic Validity
Licensing Semantic Accuracy
Interlinking Consistency
Security Conciseness
Performance Completeness
Contextual
Relevancy
Representational
Representational Conciseness
Trustworthiness Interoperability
Understandability Interpretability
Timeliness Versatility
Table 11: Overview of the dimensions proposed in [148]
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to do so. In the following the proposed dimensions are considered in more detail giving
an explanation why they are used or why not.
Availability (considered) The availability dimension refers to the extend to which data
are “present, obtainable and ready for use” [148]. An SML view definition only indirectly
influences the availability of data, namely when URIs are generated that are not deref-
erenceable. All other aspects of availability are not influenced.
Completeness (considered) Viewing the completeness quality dimension as “the de-
gree to which all required information is present” [148], makes it hard to assess without
the provision of the gold standard, containing the required information to compare with.
Thus, the weaker completeness notion from the global-as-view approach is applied, re-
ferring to the portion of data, that is covered by a view. Since an RDB2RDF mapping
can be regarded as an RDF view on a relational database, the completeness term as used
here, describes how well the underlying database is covered. As there is conceptually
no need to map all the data values given in the database to RDF, this completeness
aspect is of less importance and should not be seen as a hard quality criterion. Never-
theless, getting feedback of the actual portion of data that is used by a view definition
helps finding errors in case the completeness value is much greater or much smaller than
expected. Moreover, additional completeness metrics can be introduced, like the inter-
linking completeness or the completeness with respect to modeled classes or properties
of reused vocabularies.
Conciseness (considered) Conciseness as understood here covers the avoidance of any
kinds of redundancy, be it on the schema, triple or instance level. Such redundancies
can arise from low quality view definitions and are considered in the quality assessment.
Consistency (considered) Consistency, expressing the degree to which a dataset is
“free of (logical/formal) contradictions” [148], highly depends on the view definitions’
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term constructors and quad patterns. These can produce datatype inconsistencies or
ontology violations and are thus considered in the quality assessment.
Interlinking (considered) The importance of providing interlinks to other datasets
is already reflected in the Linked Data guidelines [23]. Interlinking aspects can be
influenced by a view definition’s quad pattern and term constructors and are thus subject
of the assessment.
Interoperability (considered) Interoperability issues are violations of best practices
like term or vocabulary reuse. Since the generated RDF, and thus the degree of reuse,
depends on the term constructors and quad pattern defined in an SML view definition,
this dimension is considered in the quality assessment.
Interpretability (considered) This quality dimension measures “whether information
is represented using an appropriate notation” [148] and thus depends on generated re-
source identifiers or literal representations as well as certain quad pattern constructs.
Interpretability considerations also cover issues elsewhere referred to as uniformity or
readability, and is evaluated in the assessment.
Licensing (not considered) The licensing quality dimension is defined as “the granting
of permission for a consumer to re-use a dataset under defined conditions” [148]. Since
the terms of usage are already determined by the license used for the relational data,
in the most cases RDB2RDF tools are not able to influence whether data are open or
restricted. Only in rare cases where relational data is provided under a very permissive
license, it may be published under more restricted terms of usage by RDB2RDF tools.
Apart from this, there is no standardized way of retrieving the actual license information
from relational databases. Usually, such licensing meta information is part of the actual
relational data to be mapped to RDF. Since there is also no way to detect licensing
metadata in a relational database automatically, it can neither be measured, whether
the data contained is open or restricted, nor can be determined if there is any licensing
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information that could have been provided as RDF data. Thus, the licensing dimension
is not considered in the quality assessment.
Performance (considered) The mapping process as introduced comprises different ser-
vices influencing the overall performance. Besides the actual query rewriting engine there
is also the relational database with its search and indexing strategies, the actual RDF
generation and serialization, and network bandwidth and latency when transmitting
the query results to the client. The only point where RDB2RDF mapping definitions
may influence the performance negatively, is when they contain inefficient SQL queries
that define logical tables to map to RDF. This issue is not evaluated since the query
optimization topic is already covered widely in the literature. Moreover to optimize a
query in an RDB2RDF mapping definition, also database details like existing indexes
or the underlying storage architecture have to be taken into account, which may not be
accessible to the mapping author.
A further performance aspect, discussed controversially39 and examined in different
sources [55, 148], is the usage of hash URIs. In the data quality literature, they are
usually considered as bad practice as far as performance is concerned, since in case of
accessing a Web resource via a hash URI, the whole document has to be retrieved, even
though only a fraction of it was requested. Although the usage of hash URIs has no
influence on the performance of the RDB2RDF mapping workflow it is evaluated in the
quality assessment to be able to give feedback that a bad practice is applied that may
harm the performance in general.
Relevancy (considered) Even though there are models to compute the relevancy of a
document with regards to a certain topic or keywords [29], it is not trivial to calculate
if certain data values are relevant or not. Moreover, since relevancy refers to a certain
task and user [148], there is no easy way to determine relevant data in general. The only
issues that can be measured are coverage concerns, i.e. how detailed a dataset is or how
many resources are described. Relevancy is thus considered in the quality assessment.
39See http://www.w3.org/wiki/HashVsSlash for a further discussion
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Representational Conciseness (considered) Representational conciseness in the Se-
mantic Web context mainly refers to issues of URI design and the usage of certain
deprecated features of RDF. These depend on the term construction and quad design of
an SML view definition and are thus evaluated in the quality assessment.
Security (not considered) Security as a quality dimension mainly covers access control
and features to detect unauthorized alteration of data [148]. Since the Sparqlification
Mapping Language and the Sparqlify SPARQL to SQL rewriter (as well as the other
query rewriting tools) do not provide any means to tackle access control and data in-
tegrity, the security dimension is not regarded in the quality assessment.
Semantic Accuracy (considered) The semantic accuracy of data generated by RDB2-
RDF mappings comprises the accurate modeling of the semantics of the relational schema
and the relational data. Since there is no explicit semantic description that could be used
for a quality assessment, semantically inaccurate data can not be detected. Nonetheless,
if there are any constraints encoded in the relational schema, it can be checked whether
these are accurately modeled in the RDF domain. The semantic accuracy dimension is
thus evaluated in the quality assessment.
Syntactic Validity (considered) The syntactic validity refers to the correct representa-
tion and syntax conformance [148]. Since such syntactical aspects highly depend on the
actual usage of the term constructors, the syntactic validity dimension has to be covered
in the quality assessment.
Timeliness (not considered) Since the RDB2RDF mapping languages, introduced in
Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.2, provide no means to influence “how up-to-date data
is” [148], the timeliness quality dimension is not considered. Moreover, SPARQL to
SQL rewriters like Sparqlify are capable of transforming relational data to RDF on-the-
fly which makes the impact on time dependent aspects neglectable.
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Trustworthiness (not considered) Trustworthiness, “the degree to which the informa-
tion is accepted to be correct, true, real and credible” [148], primarily depends on the
relation between the data’s authors and its users. Since it is not the task of an RDB2RDF
mapping tool to keep track of data authors and users, trustworthiness is not included in
the quality assessment. Moreover, besides the fact that the authorship of the relational
data is usually not evaluated, data from different authors may be mixed up in one single
resource or statement, making a trust analysis unfeasible.
Understandability (considered) Understandability refers to the data’s ease of use by an
information consumer and is also called usability, readability, or comprehensibility. This
ease of use is mainly achieved by a user-friendly URI design and supporting metadata.
Since these aspects can be modeled with the Sparqlification Mapping Language, this
dimension is evaluated in the data quality assessment.
Versatility (not considered) Versatility means the versatility of the supported RDF
serializations and versatility with regards to internationalized representations of the data
values [148]. The former aspect is usually handled by the RDB2RDF tools, independent
of the mapping definitions and the created RDF output and thus does not reflect any
quality issues of the actual mapping process. Whether any internationalized versions of
the data exist, depends on the relational data to map and is therefore not subject of the
RDB2RDF quality assessment.
Besides the dimensions proposed by Zaveri et al. [148], further proposals from dif-
ferent literature sources were surveyed (cf. Appendix C). Among them no additional
dimensions were found, that could contribute to the quality assessment of RDB2RDF
mappings. Dimensions not covered by Zaveri et al. explicitly, either describe aspects
already concerned under a different name, or express more specific cases of dimensions
already chosen for the assessment. An overview of the dimensions to assess is given in
Table 12.
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Category Dimension Category Dimension
Intrinsic
Syntactic Validity
Accessibility
Availability
Semantic Accuracy Interlinking
Consistency Performance
Conciseness
Representational
Representational Conciseness
Completeness Interoperability
Contextual Relevancy InterpretabilityUnderstandability
Table 12: Overview of the dimensions considered in the RDB2RDF context
4.5. Metrics
In this section all the metrics that are implemented and usable in the context of the
R2RLint methodology are introduced and explained. To be consistent, these metrics’
names describe what is taken care of and not what the actual violations are.
Even though all implemented metrics are compliant with the specifications made in
Section 4.2, some definitions of quality score functions made in this section may differ.
In these cases the domain of data serving as input to the function does not match the
actual scope of the metric. Hence, e.g. a quality score function belonging to a dataset
metric and thus having a dataset scope may be presented, getting single triples as input.
This deviation was made to avoid complex tuple notations in the quality score function
definitions since, depending on what is assessed, e.g. dataset metrics may return multiple
quality score values, mathematically represented as quality score value tuples. These
slightly simpler expressions were chosen to increase the readability and brevity. Such
pseudo quality score functions are then marked as fˆ . Nonetheless it should be clear how
these pseudo quality score functions relate to the actual quality score functions defined
on the metrics’ scopes.
4.5.1. Availability
The only availability concern that is influenceable by the RDB2RDF mapping process, is
the dereferenceability of created URIs. To comply with the Linked Data principles [23],
and be able to provide further information of a resource via HTTP, the generated URIs
should be valid and dereferenceable. This metric was further proposed in different Se-
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Figure 20: Completeness dimensions in the relational database context
mantic Web related quality evaluation publications [78, 55, 79, 148]. The assessment of
this requirement is covered by the following metric:
Metric 1 (Dereferenceable URIs). The metric assessing the dereferenceability of a URI
resource is a node metric. For an input node n ∈ N the dereferenceability quality score
function f1 ∶ N → R is given as follows:
f1(n) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if
using n’s URI as URL and requesting the corresponding Web
resource via HTTP GET, the returned HTTP response code is
200 after resolving any redirects
0 otherwise
(5)
4.5.2. Completeness
To evaluate the completeness in the context of RDB2RDF mappings one can refer to
the established ‘dimensions’40 introduced in the relational database data quality assess-
ment literature [13]. These are shown in Figure 20 and express the completeness with
regards to the number of attributes used to represent real world properties, the number
of database entries used to represent individuals of the real world and the number of
relations describing certain entity types. Adaptions of the proposals in [13] led to the
metrics 2 (Schema Completeness), 3 (Population Completeness) and 4 (Property Com-
pleteness). So, when mapping a database to RDF, low quality scores of the Schema (i),
Population (ii) or Property Completeness Metric (iii) indicate, that
40These dimensions are to be understood as dimensions in a coordinate system, rather than quality
dimensions.
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(i) more properties could be created, mapping relational columns to RDF that are not
referenced, yet
(ii) more RDF instances could be created utilizing relational tables, not mapped yet,
or relaxing the selectivity of the queries that define the logical tables within the
view definitions
(iii) for a considered view definition a greater portion of data and thus a wider range
of possible property values could be covered, relaxing the selectivity of the query
that defines the view definition’s logical table
respectively. Accordingly, these metrics are intended to give hints and should not be
understood as hard scores, i.e. low completeness values may be intended and thus do
not express a bad quality in all cases.
Metric 2 (Schema Completeness). The metric assessing the ratio between the number of
relational columns referenced in the RDB2RDF mapping and the number of columns that
could be referenced, is a view metric. To evaluate the schema completeness, for a given
relation δ ∈ RDB with the attributes {γ1, γ2, . . . , γn}, δ’s column cardinality ∣δ∣col = n is
defined as the number of columns in δ. Introducing the referenced column cardinality∣V ∣ref_col of a set of view definitions V ⊂ V as
∣V ∣ref_col =
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
γ′
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
q ∈
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
subject(quads(vi))∪
predicate(quads(vi))∪
object(quads(vi))
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
∩Q ∧
γ′ ∈ cols(term_constructor(q))
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
(6)
the Schema Completeness quality score function f2 ∶ P(V)→ R is computed as follows:
f2(V ) = ∣V ∣ref_col∑
δ ∈RDB ∣δ∣col (7)
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Metric 3 (Population Completeness). The metric measuring the ratio between RDF
instances and objects of the relational database is a dataset metric. To get the number of
database objects of a relation δ ∈ RDB with the attributes {γ1, γ2, . . . , γn}, δ’s relational
object cardinality ∣δ∣rel_obj is used:
∣δ∣rel_obj = ∣piγp1 ,γp2 ,...,γpm (δ)∣ (8)
with Γpk = γp1 , γp2 , . . . , γpm representing the (not necessarily compound) primary key of
the relation δ and piγj ,γk,...,γl(δ) being the projection of δ to its attributes γj , γk, . . . , γl.
The cardinality expression of the projection of δ represents the tuple count with duplicate
elimination. To avoid counting m:n relations as database objects on its own, a further
restriction must hold. Given all referencing foreign key attributes Γfk = {γf1 , γf2 , . . . , γfs}
of δ, the following statement must be true for Equation 8:
Γfk ≠ Γpk
This means that tuples of δ are not counted, if the primary and the foreign key are the
same, as in pure m:n relations.
The instance cardinality ∣D∣inst of a dataset D ∈ D is defined as
∣D∣inst =
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
{r ∣ t ∈ D ∧ r ∈ subject(t) ∧ r ⋢ (rdfs:Class ⊔ owl:Class) } ∪
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
t ∈ D ∧ r ∈ object(t) ∧ r ⋢ (rdfs:Class ⊔ owl:Class) ∧
r ∉ L ∧ predicate(t) ≠ owl:sameAs
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
(9)
Thus ∣D∣inst counts all resources not being an rdfs:Class or owl:Class, whereas objects
of owl:sameAs statements are omitted, to avoid counting resources multiple times that
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are explicitly stated to be the same. Accordingly the Population Completeness quality
score function f3 ∶ D → R is given as
f3 = ∣D∣inst∑
δ ∈RDB ∣δ∣rel_obj (10)
It has to be noted, that since properties are excluded, the notion of an instance here
differs from the definition in the RDFS specification [35]. Usually properties are not
generated based on database objects, but are rather provided via constant expressions.
Hence, to keep the influence of constant and possibly reused external properties low,
they are not counted as instances. Moreover, multiple resources that refer to the same
instances are only counted once. Besides this, in case static triples are generated, re-
ferring to a logical dummy table, e.g. via ‘SELECT 1’, the relational object cardinality∣δ∣rel_obj is assumed to be 1.
Metric 4 (Property Completeness). The metric assessing the completeness with re-
spect to the available values of a property is a view metric. For a given view definition
vi ∈ V and the tuple cardinality ∣ ⋅ ∣ counting all tuples of a given relation, the Property
Completeness quality score of v is defined by the function fˆ4 ∶ V → R as follows:
fˆ4(vi) = ∣rel_table(vi)∣∣rel_table(vi)unrestricted∣ (11)
where rel_table(vi)unrestricted is the logical relational table underlying the view definition
vi with all WHERE clauses removed.
It has to be noted, that the Property Completeness, as proposed here, might be
misleading in cases where certain partitions of a (logical) relational table are covered
by dedicated view definitions. Assuming e.g. an employee table with a column that
holds the referencing foreign key to the department identifier an employee works in,
there might be the aim to create different URI schemes for the different departments.
In case the employees are equally distributed to three different departments, each of
the corresponding view definitions would have a Property Completeness score of 13 , even
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though the overall completeness is 1. To tackle this issue, the metric above could be
modified to consider multiple view definitions if they refer to different partitions of one
(logical) table. Nonetheless the metric was introduced in this weaker form to comply
with the actual implementation where the partition detection could not be realized due
to implementation limitations (cf. Section 5.1).
The introduction of a metric comparing the number of classes with the number of
relations, which would refer to the relations axis in Figure 20, is omitted here. This is
mainly due to the perception that these two quantities are only weakly related. Even
though showing how many of the relations of a database are mapped to classes would be
beneficial, RDF classes can be derived from many different RDB artifacts, e.g. relational
attributes, complex joins etc. which leads to a higher number of classes compared to the
number of relations.
Apart from the metrics derived from the completeness dimensions of relational data-
bases, further RDB2RDF related completeness metrics are introduced in the following.
One such metric is the assessment of the interlinking completeness, as proposed in the
Linked Data quality assessment survey by Zaveri et al. [148]. The interlinking com-
pleteness is motivated by the Linked Data principles [23]. Accordingly, the more inter-
links exist in a dataset, the better its quality score is with regards to the Interlinking
Completeness metric, which is defined as follows:
Metric 5 (Interlinking Completeness). The metric assessing the ratio of the number
of interlinked external instances and the total number of instances, is a dataset metric.
An instance is considered external, if the string representation of its URI does not start
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with one of the local URI prefixes, set up for a dataset D ∈ D. Otherwise the instance is
considered local. The set of local resources is thus defined as follows:
Rlocal = ⋃
t∈D
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(t) ∪
predicate(t) ∪
object(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩R ∧
the string representation of r’s URI starts with a local prefix
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(12)
The cardinality function ∣D∣ext_inst, counting the interlinked external resources is given
as:
∣D∣ext_inst =
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
{subject(t) ∣ t ∈D ∧ subject(t) ∉Rlocal ∧ object(t) ∈Rlocal ∧
subject(t)⋢ (rdfs:Class ⊔ owl:Class) } ∪
{object(t) ∣ t ∈D ∧ subject(t) ∈Rlocal ∧ object(t) ∉Rlocal ∧
object(t) ∉L ∧ object(t)⋢ (rdfs:Class ⊔ owl:Class) }
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
(13)
Given the quality score function f5 ∶ D → R, the Interlinking Completeness is calculated
as follows:
f5(D) = ∣D∣ext_inst∣D∣inst (14)
where ∣D∣inst is defined as in Metric 4.
Another best practice concerning the design of RDF data proposes the reuse of es-
tablished vocabularies. Besides the assessment of how often established vocabularies are
reused, which is covered by Metric 21, another aspect of importance is how many of
the vocabulary items are actually in use. Considering for example a dataset containing
linguistic data, it would be advantageous to reuse a lot of established vocabularies and
ontologies to describe the data in a highly interoperable way. But it would not be of
much benefit, if e.g. only type assignments for one single class, defined in a reused vo-
cabulary, are provided. Even though this would be vocabulary reuse, it would not allow
to query more complex facts using the corresponding vocabulary items, e.g. to retrieve
word translations or related part of speech information. This aspect is covered by the
following two metrics, assessing the vocabulary completeness with respect to defined
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classes and properties. These two metrics were introduced especially for the RDB2RDF
case and are not proposed elsewhere, so far.
Metric 6 (Vocabulary Class Completeness). The metric assessing the ratio of the num-
ber of classes used and the number of classes defined, with respect to a certain vocabulary
Dvoc ∈ D, is a dataset metric. The classes that are defined in a vocabulary Dvoc is the
set CLASSESvoc ⊂R:
CLASSESvoc = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR r ∈
⎛⎜⎝ subject(Dvoc)∪object(Dvoc)
⎞⎟⎠ ∧ r ⊑ (rdfs:Class ⊔ owl:Class)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (15)
Given the dataset D ∈ D and the quality score function f6 ∶ D → R, the Vocabulary Class
Completeness is calculated as follows:
f6(D) = ∣( subject(D) ∪ object(D) ) ∩CLASSESvoc∣∣CLASSESvoc∣ (16)
Metric 7 (Vocabulary Property Completeness). The metric assessing the ratio of the
number of properties used and the number of properties defined, with respect to a certain
vocabulary Dvoc ∈ D is a dataset metric. The properties that are defined in a vocabulary
Dvoc is the set PROPERTIESvoc ⊂R:
PROPERTIESvoc =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(Dvoc) ∪
predicate(Dvoc) ∪
object(Dvoc)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∧ r ∈ rdf:Property
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(17)
Given the dataset D ∈ D and the quality score function f7 ∶ D → R the Vocabulary
Property Completeness is calculated as follows:
f7(D) =
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(D) ∪
predicate(D) ∪
object(D)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ PROPERTIESvoc
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR∣PROPERTIESvoc∣ (18)
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The quality scores of the Vocabulary Class and Vocabulary Property Completeness
metrics could also be determined by just taking the view definitions and database values
into account. This would introduce further complexity into the metric definitions and
implementations but would be more efficient, especially in cases where bigger datasets
are assessed.
4.5.3. Conciseness
The conciseness dimension refers to the aim of providing data with low redundancy. This
is especially important to save network bandwidth, when querying data over a computer
network, to save hard disk space when storing the data and most notably to reduce the
time to process data.
The aspects of the conciseness dimension, proposed in Zaveri et al. [148] and adapted
for the RDB2RDF case, are the concise representation of properties of relational data
objects (intensional conciseness) and the non-redundant mapping of relational data ob-
jects to RDF resources (extensional conciseness). Furthermore, the conciseness with
respect to duplicate statements created by RDB2RDF mappings is regarded. The first
two aspects may occur accidentally when copying and pasting lines of the SML view
definition, forgetting to update the quad or column variables. Duplicate statements,
however, may be introduced e.g. by mapping logical tables that are based on relational
joins or in case the database already contains redundant data. The metrics to detect
such issues are presented in the following.
Metric 8 (Intensional Conciseness). The metric assessing how often redundant pred-
icates are used in an RDB2RDF mapping is a view metric. A predicate is considered
redundant if
1. the same subject and object quad pattern variables of a single view definition are
used more than once, e.g.:
1 ?a ex:worksIn ?b .
2 ?a ex:department ?b . # redundant
3 ?a ?p ?b . # redundant
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2. different subject and/or object quad pattern variables of a single view definition
are used more than once, with the different pattern variables being created by equal
term constructors e.g.:
1 Create View redundant As
2 Construct {
3 ?a ex:worksIn ?b .
4 ?a ex:department ?c . # redundant
5 ?a ?p ?c . # redundant
6 }
7 With
8 ?a = uri(ex:person , ?id)
9 ?b = uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)
10 ?c = uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)
11 ?p = uri(ex:works , ?kind_of_employment , ’In’) # e.g. ex:worksFullTimeIn
12 From
13 empl
3. different subject and/or object quad pattern variables of different view definitions
are used more than once, with the different view definitions referring to the same
(logical) table and the different pattern variables being created by equal term con-
structors e.g.:
1 Create View redundant1 As
2 Construct {
3 ?a ex:worksIn ?b .
4 }
5 With
6 ?a = uri(ex:person , ?id)
7 ?b = uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)
8 From
9 empl
10
11 Create View redundant2 As
12 Construct {
13 ?a ex:department ?c . # redundant
14 ?a ?p ?c . # redundant
15 }
16 With
17 ?a = uri(ex:person , ?id)
18 ?c = uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)
19 ?p = uri(ex:works , ?kind_of_employment , ’In’) # e.g. ex:worksFullTimeIn
20 From
21 empl
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Since 1. and 2. are special cases of 3., predicate redundancy can be formulated more
generally: A property (variable or constant) of a quad pattern is considered redundant
if it appears multiple times in connection with subjects and objects that have equal term
constructors using to the same column variables of the same (logical) table, respectively.
To track down such duplicates for a given set of view definitions V ⊂ V and the multiset
union ⊎, a multiset MM8 of tuples is generated as follows:
MM8 = ⊎
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
rel_table(vi),
term_constructor(subject(p)),
term_constructor(object(p))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
p ∈ quads(vi) ∧
subject(p) ∈ Q ∧
object(p) ∈ Q
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(19)
MM8 contains all available combinations of (logical) tables × subject term constructors× object term constructors and its counts. The count of a tuple τ ∈MM8 can be retrieved
via MM8(τ). Given the (multiset) cardinality n = ∥MM8∥ and the quality score function
f8 ∶ P(V)→ Rn the Intensional Conciseness is calculated as follows:
f8(V ) = ( 1
MM8(τ))τ∈MM8 (20)
f8 returns a tuple of quality scores containing one score for each of the quads, defined in
all vi ∈ V .
In case of the example under 3., MM8 would contain
1 (empl, uri(ex:person , ?id), uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)), # from ’?a ex:worksIn ?b .’
2 # in view redundant1
3 (empl, uri(ex:person , ?id), uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)), # from
4 # ’?a ex:department ?c.’
5 # in view redundant2
6 (empl, uri(ex:person , ?id), uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)) # from ’?a ?p ?c .’ in view
7 # redundant2
Thus, for each of these tuples 1MM8(τ) would yield 13 .
Metric 9 (Extensional Conciseness). The metric assessing redundant resources is a view
metric. RDF resources are considered redundant if they stem from the same database
object or artifact. In SML this is expressed using quad pattern variables that are built
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applying URI term constructors that refer to the same relational columns and (logical)
table. An example that introduces redundant resources in two view definitions is shown
below:
1 Create View redundant1 As
2 Construct {
3 ?a a ex:Employee .
4 }
5 With
6 ?a = uri(ex:employee , ?id)
7 From
8 empl
9
10 Create View redundant2 As
11 Construct {
12 ?b a ex:Person .
13 }
14 With
15 ?b = uri(ex:person , ?id) # redundant
16 From
17 empl
A special corner case with regards to the Extensional Conciseness is given, if referencing
foreign keys are used, as given in the following example.
1 Create View redundant1 As
2 Construct {
3 ?a a ex:Department.
4 }
5 With
6 ?a = uri(ex:dept , ?id)
7 From
8 dept
9
10 Create View redundant2 As
11 Construct {
12 ?b a ex:Person .
13 ?b ex:worksIn ?c
14 }
15 With
16 ?b = uri(ex:person , ?id)
17 ?c = uri(ex:department , ?dept_id) # redundant
18 From
19 empl # contains a foreign key empl.dept_id referencing dept.id
In the example above, ?c can be considered redundant or inconsistent, with the latter
case being covered by Metric 18. To also capture such cases, an extra normalization
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step has to be performed. Given there are two relational tables δj and δk with Γj be-
ing an ordered set of columns of δj and Γk an ordered set of columns in δk. Then(δk,Γk) ← (δj ,Γj) denotes the fact, that all columns in Γj define a foreign key depen-
dency, referencing the columns in Γk . The normalization step is then performed applying
the following function:
normalizeM9(δj ,Γj) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(δk,Γk) if (δk,Γk)← (δj ,Γj)(δj ,Γj) otherwise (21)
To track down extensional redundancies for a given set of view definitions V ⊂ V and
the multiset union ⊎, a multiset of pairs MM9 is generated as follows:
MM9 = ⊎
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(←Ðδvi ,←ÐÐΓvi,q)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
p ∈ quads(vi) ∧
q ∈ ( subject(p) ∪ predicate(p) ∪ object(p) )∩Q ∧
rdf_term_type(term_constructor(q))=uri ∧
Γvi,q = cols(term_constructor(q)) ∧ ∣Γvi,q ∣>0 ∧
(←Ðδvi ,←ÐÐΓvi,q)=normalizeM9(rel_table(vi),Γvi,q)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(22)
MM9 contains all available combinations of (logical) tables and their referenced columns,
as well as the corresponding counts. The count of a pair η can be retrieved via MM9(η).
Given the (multiset) cardinality n = ∥MM9∥ and the quality score function f9 ∶ P(V)→ Rn,
the Extensional Conciseness is calculated as follows:
f9(V ) = ( 1
MM9(η))η∈MM9 (23)
Again, the quality score function f9 returns a tuple of quality scores with one value for
each term constructor that reference at least one relational column. Given the example
view definitions above, MM9 would look like this:
1 (dept, {?id}), # from view definition redundant1: uri(ex:dept , ?id)
2 (dept, {?id}) # from view definition redundant2: uri(ex:department , ?dept_id)
Thus, for both of these pairs 1MM9(η) would yield 12 .
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For a more practical reporting of the actual error cause, the term constructors, the
corresponding quad variables and the view definitions they stem from would have to be
stored as well in Metric 9. This is omitted here for brevity.
With regards to the next metric, it has to be noted, that even though the terms
quad pattern and quad are used, as introduced in the description of the Sparqlification
Mapping Language in Section 3.1.1, the definition is formulated for an assessment of
duplicate triples. This restriction was also made for brevity and Metric 10 can easily be
extended to also work on graphs of triples.
Metric 10 (No Duplicate Statements). The metric assessing statement-level redun-
dancy is a view metric. RDF statements are considered redundant if there are multiple
occurrences having the same subject, predicate and object. In SML view definitions this
can occur due to multiple SML quads that are equal. The No Duplicate Statements
metric thus regards the SML quads of all possible combinations of view definitions P(V )
with V ⊂ V. The power set P(V ) is considered to precisely determine, which SML quad
combinations cause statement duplications.
For every subset V⊆ ∈ P(V ) all quads, referencing at least one relational column, are
normalized, replacing quad variables with their anonymized term constructors:
P̃ = ⋃
vi∈V⊆
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
normalizeM10(subject(p)),
normalizeM10(predicate(p)),
normalizeM10(object(p))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
p ∈ quads(vi) ∧
q ∈ ⎛⎜⎝
subject(p)∪
predicate(p)∪
object(p)
⎞⎟⎠ ∩ Q ∧∣cols(term_constructor(q))∣ > 0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(24)
with normalizeM10 being defined for a node input n ∈ N as follows:
normalizeM10(n) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
anonymize(term_constructor(n)) if n ∈ Q
n otherwise
(25)
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The anonymize function, applied to the term constructor, replaces all referenced rela-
tional column names with a fixed dummy column, e.g. ?col. Applying this normalization
to the quad of the view definition
1 Create View normalization_example As
2 Construct {
3 ?empl ex:worksAt ?dept .
4 }
5 With
6 ?empl = uri(ex:person , ?id)
7 ?dept = uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?dept)
8 From
9 empl
will result in a normalized quad
1 (uri(ex:person , ?col), ex:worksAt , uri(ex:dept , ’/’, ?col))
With P̃ containing these normalized tuples, one can easily keep track of all available
quads and their anonymized term constructors. To also preserve the link to the actual
(logical) table of these normalized quads, a mapping has to be established, e.g.
MAPV⊆ = ⋃
vi∈V⊆
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(p̃, δ)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
p ∈ quads(vi) ∧
p̃ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
normalizeM10(subject(p)),
normalizeM10(predicate(p)),
normalizeM10(object(p))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∧
δ = rel_table(vi)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(26)
Having the set of normalized quads and the mapping to the underlying relational tables,
a generic approach can be followed to detect the introduction of duplicate triples. Below,
expressions like m[i] refer to the ith entry of the tuple m. For quads pi ∈ (R ∪ Q) ×(R ∪Q) × (R ∪L ∪Q) and their corresponding normalized quads p̃i ∈ P̃ (0 ≤ i < ∣P̃ ∣) the
following SQL count queries are generated and executed:
a) count(p̃i,mj)each : for every map entry mj ∈MAPV⊆ with mj[0] = p̃i the count of distinct en-
tries of the table δj =mj[1] is queried, where δj is projected to the relational attributes
referenced in the original term constructors of pi
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b) count(p̃i)union: for all map entries mk ∈ Mp̃i with Mp̃i = {m ∣m ∈MAPV⊆ ∧ m[0] = p̃i}
the count of distinct values of the union of all tables {δ ∣m ∈Mp̃i ∧ δ =m[1]} (each
projected to the relational attributes referenced in in the original term constructors of
pi) is queried
Given a considered set of view definitions V⊆ ∈ P(V ), a quad p ∈ (R ∪Q) × (R ∪Q) ×(R∪L∪Q) and its normalized quad representation p̃ ∈ P̃ , the quality score with regards
to the No Duplicate Statements metric is determined by the function fˆ10 ∶ (R∪Q)×(R∪Q) × (R ∪L ∪Q)→ R:
fˆ10(p) = count(p̃)union∑
mj ∈{m∣m ∈MAPV⊆ ∧m[0] = p̃}count
(p̃,mj)
each
(27)
An example, presenting the different steps of Metric 10 is given in Figure 21. The
complexity of this metric had to be introduced due to the fact, that in a practical assess-
ment run, depending on which tools or libraries are used to provide access to the dataset,
duplicates may already be eliminated when the data are loaded. In such cases, dupli-
cates are only detectable using more complex algorithms like the one proposed above.
Nonetheless, the presented approach does not cover all possible ways to introduce dupli-
cate statements via RDB2RDF mappings. Redundant statements might for example be
created when different term constructors are involved, that generate the same URIs or lit-
erals, e.g. plainLiteral(?given_name, ’ ’, ?surname) and plainLiteral(?full_name).
Moreover, it has to be noted, that there might be cases, where the SQL union statement
of count(p̃)union fails due to incompatible datatypes.
4.5.4. Consistency
Since an erroneous view definition of an RDB2RDF mapping may affect a lot of gener-
ated RDF statements it is of special importance to check whether the created data is
consistent. An inconsistent dataset may be useless or even harm applications using its
data. Besides checking basic consistence aspects covered by the Basic Ontology Confor-
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relational tables
PERS
pers_id given_name surname
1 Klaus Weichelt
2 Olaf Schubert
3 Alex Köhring
EMPL
id full_name
3 Jochen Barkas
4 Bert Stephan
5 Stephan Gräber
view definitions
1 Create View view_01 As
2 Construct {
3 ?p a ex:Person .
4 }
5 With
6 ?p = uri(ex:person , ?pers_id)
7 From
8 PERS
1 Create View view_02 As
2 Construct {
3 ?e a ex:Person .
4 }
5 With
6 ?e = uri(ex:person , ?id)
7 From
8 EMPL
set of normalized quads
1 ( uri(ex:person , ?col) , rdf:type , ex:Person )
count
(p̃)
union query
1 # will return 5
2 SELECT count (*) AS count FROM (
3 SELECT DISTINCT col1 FROM (
4 (
5 # ?pers_id originally referenced in the term
6 # constructor of ?pers in view_01
7 SELECT pers_id AS col1 FROM PERS WHERE pers_id IS NOT NULL
8 ) UNION (
9 # ?id originally referenced in the term
10 # constructor of ?empl in view_02
11 SELECT id AS col1 FROM EMPL WHERE id IS NOT NULL
12 ) AS unified
13 ) AS dstnct
count
(p̃,mj)
each query
1 # (~p, m1): will return 3
2 SELECT count (*) AS count
3 FROM (
4 SELECT DISTINCT pers_id
5 FROM PERS
6 WHERE pers_id IS NOT NULL
7 ) AS pers_ids
1 # (~p, m2): will return 3
2 SELECT count (*) AS count
3 FROM (
4 SELECT DISTINCT id
5 FROM EMPL
6 WHERE id IS NOT NULL
7 ) AS empl_ids
score
count
(p̃)
union∑ count(p̃,mj)each =
5
3 + 3 = 56 Ð→ there are duplicates(<http://ex.org/pers3>)
Figure 21: Example demonstrating the approach of the No Duplicate Statements metric
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mance metric, other, more subtle issues like the homogeneous usage of datatypes and
possible defects of classes and properties are assessed. Moreover, the No Ambiguous
Mappings metric checks whether multiple database objects may get mapped to one sin-
gle RDF resource. Finally, metrics to detect known error patterns and the generation
of inconsistent URIs in case of referencing foreign key identifiers, are provided. With
these metrics a wide range of errors should be tracked down, increasing the quality of
an RDB2RDF mapping with regards to its consistency.
The first metric presented, covers the introduction of inconsistencies with respect to
the ontologies that are used. Such errors may occur, when using classes or proper-
ties without looking up possible restrictions on them, e.g. when using the property
foaf:interest with the literal value "RDB2RDF", even though foaf:interest is an object
property. Parts of this metric were proposed in the survey of Zaveri et al. [148].
Metric 11 (Basic Ontology Conformance). The metric checking the conformance of
different ontology consistency aspects is a dataset metric. Such aspects are
• Correct Datatype Property Value: reports property value violations of datatype
properties (e.g. when non-literal values are assigned via a datatype property)
• Correct Object Property Values: reports property value violations of object proper-
ties (e.g. when literal values are assigned via an object property)
• Disjoint Classes Conformance: reports violations of class disjointness axioms
• Valid Range: reports improper values w.r.t. a defined range
Accordingly, given a Dataset D ∈ D and a set of used vocabularies Dvoc ⊂ D, the actual
quality score is assigned per statement t ∈D by the function fˆ ∶ T → R as follows:
fˆ(t) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if a violation was found in D ∪ (⋃Dvoc)
1 otherwise
(28)
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This metric was introduced rather informal since there are several tools and reasoners
that may be utilized without having to know the internals. Apart from this, these generic
issues are already discussed in the literature, e.g. [8].
The Basic Ontology Conformance metric here was designed as a dataset metric. This
has the advantage of working and reasoning on the real data, but also has the dis-
advantage that it may not be practically computable at all, if the dataset is too big
and the machine running the assessment has not enough memory. A different approach
would be to run the metric just considering the view definitions and the underlying
database schema. Based on the schema definitions, dummy values could be created for
the relational columns referenced in view definitions. This would result in a very small
dataset, that only holds surrogate values, which can be assessed much faster and with
less memory demand. Compared to the straight forward approach, described in the
metric definition above, using dummy data based on the schema might even point to
errors that can not be discovered using the real RDF data. This would be the case, if
there is a view definition that would generate inconsistent triples, but the underlying
logical table is empty. On the other hand, there are also cases, where violations can
not be determined only considering the relational schema, e.g. when class disjointness
statements were generated using relational data.
Besides this ontological consistence there should also be a consensus on which datatypes
to use for property values. This is especially important when processing data in appli-
cations, e.g. when relying on a certain type for displaying or further processing steps.
A concrete example of such an issue was reported in the paper introducing the test-
driven data quality methodology [91]. There, data quality test cases yielded false positives
because certain dates were in an unexpected format. In the RDB2RDF context inho-
mogeneous datatypes may occur if different view definitions use the same property but
apply conflicting types to the properties’ values. The Homogeneous Datatypes metric
detecting such issues is defined as follows:
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Metric 12 (Homogeneous Datatypes). The metric assessing the homogeneity of the
datatypes of property values, is a dataset metric. Given a dataset D ∈ D the following
set is created to track occurrences of properties and their value types:
MAPM12 = ⋃
t∈D
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩(r, type)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r = predicate(t) ∧ object(t) ∈ L ∧
object(t) is of type ‘type’
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (29)
The function fˆ12 ∶ R → R determining the quality score of a predicate r ∈ R is then
defined as follows:
fˆ12(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ∣{ (rMAP , type) ∣ (rMAP , type) ∈ MAPM12 ∧ r = rMAP }∣ > 1
1 otherwise
(30)
In the definition above, some details are omitted for brevity. First, it is left open, if
plain literals should be considered. If so, their type would be just ‘plain’, allowing to
find inhomogeneities with regards to the usage of plain and typed literals. Metric 12 also
does not evaluate type hierarchies, e.g. as defined in the XML Schema specification [28].
Another detail left out in the definition, but implemented in R2RLint is the distinction
between outliers and type clashes. Given the threshold θ, a type inhomogeneity is con-
sidered to be an outlier, if just a portion of all occurrences is affected, that is smaller
than θ. So, if θ is 0.9 and 9% of the values of the considered property have one type
and 91% of the values are of a different type, the 9% are viewed as outliers. In case the
portion is bigger, e.g. 11% a type clash would be reported.
It also has to be noted, that this metric does not evaluate possible rdfs:range defini-
tions. Thus, a dataset could be consistent with respect to the datatype homogeneity of
property values but inconsistent as far as the compliance with ontological restrictions is
concerned, which is covered by Metric 11 (Basic Ontology Conformance). Moreover the
comments made for Metric 11 also hold for the Homogeneous Datatypes metric, i.e. that
inhomogeneities could also be detected considering the view definitions. Even though
this would reduce the amount of data to process, there are again cases where the in-
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troduction of homogeneity violations depends on the relational data, e.g. when variable
datatypes are used, as in typedLiteral(?value, ?type). Besides this, the distinction
between outliers and type clashes could not be made without evaluating the generated
RDF data.
In contrast to these literal inconsistencies, the next metric covers a more formal in-
consistency, concerning classes and properties. This metric assesses the usage of classes
and properties that are declared to be deprecated and thus should not be used because
they might be removed from the corresponding vocabulary and thus not be supported
in the future:
Metric 13 (No Deprecated Classes or Properties). The metric detecting if deprecated
classes or properties are used, is a dataset metric. Given a dataset D ∈ D and a set of
vocabularies Dvoc ⊂ D that are used within the dataset D, the No Deprecated Classes or
Properties metric looks for explicit statements tdep ∈ Tdep with
Tdep =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
tdep
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
tdep ∈D ∪ (⋃Dvoc) ∧ predicate(tdep) = rdf:type ∧⎛⎜⎝ object(tdep) = owl:DeprecatedClass ∨object(tdep) = owl:DeprecatedProperty
⎞⎟⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(31)
that express deprecation axioms using the classes owl:DeprecatedClass or owl:Deprecated-
Property.
Given the sets CLASSES ⊂ R containing all defined class resources in D, and PRO-
PERTIES ⊂R containing all defined property resources in D, the quality score of a class
rc ∈ CLASSES with respect to the No Deprecated Classes or Properties metric is defined
by the function fˆ13C ∶R→ R as follows:
fˆ13C(rc) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if rc ∈ subject(Tdep)
1 otherwise
(32)
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Analogously, the quality score of a property rp ∈ PROPERTIES is defined by the function
fˆ13P ∶R→ R as
fˆ13P (rp) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if rp ∈ subject(Tdep)
1 otherwise
(33)
The sets CLASSES and PROPERTIES are only introduced informally, since their actual
(sound and complete) acquisition is not within the scope of this thesis and can be
delegated to several reasoner tools or libraries to implement this metric. These sets are
also assumed to exist for the introduction of the following metrics.
Besides this, it has to be noted, that such deprecation statements refer to the identifier
of a resource and not to the resource itself [15]. Thus, as an example, deprecation can
not be inferred for a class that is linked via owl:equivalentClass to another class, which
has a deprecated identifier.
Even though, the authors that first drew attention to the following issue showed
that most of the concrete problems occur rather rarely [78], the corresponding metric
was included. Besides the intention of having a means to detect known, but hard to
find errors, this blacklist-based metric should also serve as place for further fixed error
patterns that may come up in the future.
Metric 14 (No Bogus Inverse-functional Properties). The metric looking for bogus
inverse-functional properties as reported in [78], is a triple metric. To detect such
deficiencies a black list proposed in [78] is used. This black list contains values of
inverse-functional properties that stem from not validated inputs and do in fact not
identify a resource uniquely. An example of such a bogus inverse-functional property
value is a SHA1 hashed empty e-mail address string ’mailto:’, used in connection with
the foaf:mbox_sha1sum property. The actual literal value of the empty, hashed e-mail
address is "08445a31a78661b5c746feff39a9db6e4e2cc5cf" which is the same for all empty
input data, violating the inverse functional nature of foaf:mbox_sha1sum. The whole
black list Tbogus ⊂ T is given in Appendix A.1.
A statement t ∈ D is considered a violation with respect to the No Bogus Inverse-
functional Properties metric if there is a triple tb ∈ Tbogus with predicate(t) = predicate(tb)
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and object(t) = object(tb). The quality score function f14 ∶ T → R is then given as fol-
lows:
f14(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ∃tb
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
tb ∈ Tbogus ∧
predicate(t) = predicate(tb) ∧
object(t) = object(tb)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1 otherwise
(34)
To be able to utilize datasets participating in the Web of Data in a dependable manner,
there must be clear authorities with regards to the definition of established vocabular-
ies and ontologies shared and reused amongst the different data endpoints. Since the
definition authorities in the Semantic Web are clearly determined by the domain names
used in the corresponding URIs and the domain owners, there should be no vocabulary
axioms, set up in datasets not belonging to the URI prefix of the so defined vocabulary.
Accordingly, a definition like rdfs:label rdf:type rdfs:Class ., in any dataset not pro-
vided by the authority of the RDF Schema prefix, is considered as ontology hijacking.
Thus, to avoid inconsistencies based on concurrent and conflicting statements published
by different datasets, the following metric checks if there are any definitions made for
foreign, i.e. non-local, resources. This metric was also part of the collected metrics in
Zaveri et al. [148].
Metric 15 (No Ontology Hijacking). The metric assessing if there are any re-definitions
of parts of vocabularies not being under the authority of the owner of a considered dataset
D ∈ D, is a dataset metric. Given a set Dvoc ⊂ D of known vocabularies, a triple t ∈D is a
violation with respect to the No Ontology Hijacking metric, if for any of the vocabularies
Dvoc ∈ Dvoc, subject(t) ∈ subject(Dvoc). In case the URI of subject(t) does not share
the local prefix(es) of D, but subject(t) ∉ subject(Dvoc), t is considered as ‘bad smell’.
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With Rlocal being defined as in Metric 5, the quality score of a triple t ∈D is determined
by the function fˆ15 ∶ T → R:
fˆ15(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ∃Dvoc ( Dvoc ∈ Dvoc ∧ subject(t) ∈ subject(Dvoc) )
0.5 if
subject(t) ∉ Rlocal ∧∄Dvoc ( Dvoc ∈ Dvoc ∧ subject(t) ∈ subject(Dvoc) )
1 otherwise
(35)
The No Ontology Hijacking metric, as defined here, is rather strict since it does not
allow any re-definitions, even if they are consistent with the corresponding vocabulary
and merely serve as a local cache. Consequently this metric could be weakened, allowing
re-definitions of external vocabularies if these are identical copies of the original axioms.
Another issue of RDB2RDF transformations is the silent loss of information due to
ambiguous mappings. In this case, multiple different relational database objects are
mapped to the same RDF resource. Even though, this metric was proposed by Zaveri
et al. [148] as conciseness metric, it is used in the context of the consistency dimension
here. This is motivated by the fact, that the transformation process from relational
data to RDF data is considered, and normally the unique name assumption holds in
relational database systems. Accordingly, it would be an inconsistent state, if two rela-
tional database objects have the same identifier. Thus, the introduction of ambiguities is
viewed as a hard consistency error, rather than a problem of redundant opportunities of
an interpretation of a given identifier, as done by Zaveri et al. [148]. In the RDB2RDF
context, such errors may occur when two term constructors generate the same URIs
based on different database objects. This happens e.g. when existing variable defi-
nitions are copied and pasted, without adapting the corresponding term constructors
properly.
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Metric 16 (No Ambiguous Mappings). The metric assessing if multiple different database
objects were mapped to one single RDF resource, is a view metric. Instead of actually
checking the database entries in connection with the views definitions’ term constructors,
this view metric considers settings in the view definitions that may lead to ambiguous
RDF resources. Such settings are given, if the same term constructor is used referring
to possibly different attributes of different relations, as in the following example:
1 Create View ambiguous1 As
2 Construct {
3 ?a a ex:Employee .
4 }
5 With
6 ?a = uri(ex:person , ?pid) # ambiguous
7 From
8 pers
9
10 Create View ambiguous2 As
11 Construct {
12 ?b a ex:Person .
13 }
14 With
15 ?b = uri(ex:person , ?eid) # ambiguous
16 From
17 empl
An exception of this simple rule is given in cases where the considered attribute of one
relation is the parent foreign key attribute of another considered relation (and vice versa).
Thus, assuming there is a foreign key dependency between the attribute empl.dept_id and
dept.id (e.g. employee relation pointing to the id of a department an employee works
in), the term constructors marked with a comment in the following view definitions are
not ambiguous, since both refer to the same database object:
1 Create View not_ambiguous1 As
2 Construct {
3 ?e a ex:Employee .
4 ?d a ex:Department .
5 ?e ex:worksIn ?d .
6 }
7 With
8 ?e = uri(ex:empl , ?id)
9 ?d = uri(ex:dept , ?dept_id) # not ambiguous
10 From
11 empl
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13 Create View not_ambiguous2 As
14 Construct {
15 ?d ex:name ?n .
16 }
17 With
18 ?d = uri(ex:dept , ?id) # not ambiguous
19 ?n = plainLiteral (?name)
20 From
21 dept
To find ambiguous mappings, an approach similar to Metric 10 is followed. First of
all, the anonymize function, introduced there, is reused. Applying anonymize to any
term constructor tc ∈ TC, available in the given set of view definitions V , with
TC = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
tc
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
q ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(quads(vi)) ∪
predicate(quads(vi)) ∪
object(quads(vi))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩Q ∧
tc = term_constructor(q)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(36)
it replaces the relational columns referenced in each term constructor tc with a dummy
variable, e.g. "?col". Besides this, the normalization function normalizeM9 from Met-
ric 9 is utilized. Given the foreign key dependency (δj ,Γj)← (δk,Γk), this normalization
step replaces the referencing table and foreign keys with their actual dereferenced target.
Accordingly normalizeM9(δk,Γk) would yield (δj ,Γj). To keep track of the (derefer-
enced) relational tables and the (dereferenced) columns the original term constructor
referred to, the set MAPM16 is used, given as follows:
MAPM16 = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(t̃c,←Ðδ ,←ÐΓ )
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
q ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(quads(vi)) ∪
predicate(quads(vi)) ∪
object(quads(vi))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ Q ∧
tc = term_constructor(q) ∧
t̃c = anonymize(tc) ∧(←Ðδ ,←ÐΓ ) = normalizeM9(rel_table(vi), cols(tc))
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(37)
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With T C being the set of all valid term constructors, the function fˆ16 ∶ T C → R to
determine the quality score of a term constructor tc ∈ TC is then defined as follows:
fˆ16(tc) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩(t̃c,
←Ð
δ ,
←ÐΓ ) RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
t̃c = anonymize(tc) ∧(t̃c, ←Ðδ , ←ÐΓ ) ∈ MAPM16
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR > 1
1 otherwise
(38)
Accordingly, if there are at least two different entries in MAPM16 having the same
anonymized term constructor, this may result in an ambiguous mapping and is thus
considered a violation.
Besides this process-oriented assessment approach to find ambiguities introduced by an
RDB2RDFmapping, the problem can also be tackled on an ontological basis. A weakness
of the No Ambiguous Mappings metric is that it does not cover ambiguities introduced
by different term constructors, i.e. when t̃ci ≠ t̃cj for two term constructors tci and
tcj holds. This can be the case, if e.g. tci builds URIs using complete URL strings
retrieved from the underlying relational table and tcj builds URIs only inserting cer-
tain strings gotten from the relational table into a URI template. Considering the two
database values ’http://ex.org/ont/ambiguous’ and ’ambiguous’, they will both result in
the URI <http://ex.org/ont/ambiguous> when applied to the different term constructors
url(?val) and url(ex:ont, ?val), respectively. Thus, the following metric is introduced
detecting ambiguities from an ontological perspective.
Metric 17 (No Resource Name Clashes). The metric assessing if resource identifiers
are used multiple times by different resources, is a dataset metric. To determine such
resource name clashes in a dataset D ∈ D, the following sets are used: CLASSES,
PROPERTIES and INDIVIDUALS, where the first two sets are defined as above and
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INDIVIDUALS ⊂R holds all individuals defined in D. The function fˆ17 ∶R→ R, return-
ing the quality score for a given resource r ∈R, is defined as follows:
fˆ17(r) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈ CLASSES ∧ (s, r, o) ∈D (a1)
0 if r ∈ CLASSES ∧ (r, p, o) ∈D∧ p is a datatype or object property (a2)
0 if r ∈ CLASSES ∧ (s, p, r) ∈D∧ p is a datatype or object property (a3)
0 if r ∈ PROPERTIES ∧ (r, p, o) ∈D∧ p is a datatype or object property (b1)
0 if r ∈ PROPERTIES ∧ (s, p, r) ∈D∧ p is a datatype or object property (b2)
0 if r ∈ INDIVIDUALS ∧ (s, r, o) ∈D (c1)
1 otherwise
(39)
Thus, to detect resource name clashes, this metric looks for invalid combinations of
occurrences of resources in triples of a dataset D. As shown e.g. in the cases (a1) to(a3), classes should not appear as predicates of triples or in connection with datatype or
object properties.
Since this metric assesses a dataset with regards to ontological violations, it could be
consolidated with Metric 11 (Basic Ontology Conformance). But due to the concrete
error pattern it covers (copy paste errors), Metric 17 was designed as separate metric to
provide a higher flexibility with regards to the configuration of an assessment run.
The last metric presented for the consistency dimension is assessing the consistent
mapping of relational objects being involved in a foreign key dependency. Since the
primary key values of such objects appear in two relational tables – the referencing and
the referenced one – it has to be taken care of a consistent mapping of the corresponding
foreign and primary key columns.
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Metric 18 (Consistent Foreign Key Resource Identifiers). The metric assessing, if ref-
erenced relational foreign key columns are mapped consistently, is a view metric. Given
there are two term constructors tc1 and tc2, each referring to exactly one relational
column γ1 and γ2 respectively, where γ1 is defined in relation δ1 and γ2 is defined in
relation δ2. It is further assumed, that there are no other term constructors, referring to
the columns γ1 and γ2. In addition to this, a foreign key dependency is assumed to exist
between both columns δ1.γ1 ← δ2.γ2 with δ1.γ1 being the referenced (or parent) part and
δ1.γ1 the referencing (or child) one. The relational foreign key column γ2 is not mapped
consistently if tc1 and tc2 construct different URIs. As a consequence such a mapping
would create two different resource identifiers for one single database object.
Let V ⊂ V be a set of view definitions, δi, δj be relational tables, each referenced in
one of the view definitions of V , and Γi, Γj ordered sets of columns defined in δi and δj,
respectively. Let (δi,Γi)← (δj ,Γj) further denote the fact, that all columns in Γj define
a foreign key dependency, referencing the columns in Γi. To find inconsistent foreign key
identifiers, a normalization function for term constructors is defined. Here ‘normalized’
means that in case all columns Γj, referred to in a term constructor tc, define a refer-
encing foreign key dependency (δi,Γi) ← (δj ,Γj) to another set of columns Γi, a new
term constructor will be created, where all occurrences of referencing columns in Γj are
replaced with the corresponding referenced column of Γi. This replacement is denoted
by tc∣Γi←Γj . The second part of the normalization is the replacement of the referencing
table δj with the referenced table δi. The function performing these transformations on
a relational table δj and a term constructor tc is introduced as follows:
normalizeM18(δj , tc) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(δi, Γi, tc∣Γi←Γj) if Γj = cols(tc) ∧(δi,Γi)← (δj ,Γj)(δj , cols(tc), tc) otherwise (40)
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To keep track of term constructors that refer to columns that are the target of some
referencing foreign key columns, a set PAR is introduced as follows:
PAR = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(δ,Γ, tc)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
q ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(quad(vi)) ∪
predicate(quad(vi)) ∪
object(quad(vi))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ Q ∧
tc = term_constructor(q) ∧
δ = rel_table(vi) ∧ Γ = cols(tc) ∧
∃(tc′, v′)
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
v′ ∈ V ∧
q′ ∈ ⎛⎜⎝
subject(quad(v′)) ∪
predicate(quad(v′)) ∪
object(quad(v′))
⎞⎟⎠ ∩Q ∧
tc′ = term_constructor(q′) ∧
δ′ = rel_table(v′) ∧
normalizeM18(δ′, tc′) = (δ,Γ, tc)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(41)
Given the set T C of valid term constructors, the set of valid relational tables ∆, the
function fˆ18 ∶ T C×∆→ R assessing, whether the identifier generated by a term construc-
tor tc, defined on a relational table δ, is consistent, is introduced as follows:
fˆ18(tc, δ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if
rdf_term_type(tc) = uri ∧ (a)
normalizeM18(δ, tc) = (←Ðδ , ←ÐΓ , ←Ðtc) ∧(δ, cols(tc), tc) ≠ (←Ðδ , ←ÐΓ , ←Ðtc) ∧ (b)∃e (e ∈ PAR ∧ e[0] = ←Ðδ ∧ e[1] = ←ÐΓ ) ∧ (c)∄e′ (e′ ∈ PAR ∧ e′[0] = ←Ðδ ∧ e′[1] = ←ÐΓ ∧ e[2] = ←Ðtc) (d)
1 otherwise
(42)
Accordingly,
(a) a uri term constructor tc
(b) with referencing foreign key columns
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is considered inconsistent with regards to the Consistent Foreign Key Resource Identifiers
metric, if
(c) the referenced table and columns are used by at least one term constructor,
(d) but only by term constructors different from the referencing one, i.e. there is no
entry in PAR for which also holds that its term constructor tc′ = e[2] equals ←Ðtc.
Since it is checked, if tc contains referencing foreign key columns, only those ‘referenc-
ing term constructors’ are assumed to violate the consistency, not the term constructors
holding the referenced columns. An exmple showing the main evaluation steps is given
in Figure 22.
4.5.5. Interlinking
To build a web of data, the linking between different datasets is of crucial importance.
This is also reflected in the Linked Data principles [23] and guidelines [73]. Thus, to
provide a high quality RDB2RDF mapping, an adequate portion of interlinks should be
contained. This is assessed by the following metric.
Metric 19 (External Same-as Links). The metric assessing the amount of statements
expressing that a local and an external identifier refer to the same resource, is a dataset
metric. Given a dataset D ∈ D, a triple t ∈ D is considered as external same-as link
if subject(t) is a local resource, predicate(t) = owl:sameAs and object(t) is a non-local
(i.e. external) resource. The same holds, if subject and object are are used conversely,
i.e. if the subject is an external resource connected to a local resource via owl:sameAs.
The number of external same-as links of D is expressed with ∣D∣ext_same_as. The quality
score function f19 ∶ D → R is defined as
f19(D) = ∣D∣ext_same_as∣D∣ (43)
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SML view definitions
1 Create View referenced As
2 Construct {
3 ?d a ex:Department .
4 ?d rdfs:label ?n .
5 }
6 With
7 ?d = uri(ex:dept , ?id)
8 ?n = plainLiteral(?name)
9 From
10 DEPT
11
12 Create View referencing As
13 Construct {
14 ?e a ex:Employee .
15 ?e ex:worksIn ?d .
16 }
17 With
18 ?e = uri(ex:person , ?id)
19 ?d = uri(ex:department , ?dept_id)
20 From
21 EMPL # has referencing foreign key EMPL.dept_id to DEPT.id
set of referenced tables & foreign key columns with corresponding term constructors
1 PAR = { ( DEPT, {id}, uri(ex:dept , ?id) ) }
condition (a)
rdf_term_type(uri(ex:department, ?dept_id)) = uri ✓
condition (b)
normalizeM18(EMPL, uri(ex:department, ?dept_id)) =(DEPT, {id}, uri(ex:department, ?id))
(EMPL,{dept_id}, uri(ex:department, ?dept_id)) ≠(DEPT, {id}, uri(ex:department, ?id)) ✓
condition (c)∃e(e ∈ PAR ∧ e[0] = DEPT ∧ e[1] = {id}) ✓
condition (d)∄e′(e′ ∈ PAR ∧ e′[0] = DEPT ∧ e′[1] = {id} ∧ e′[2] = uri(ex:department, ?dept_id)) ✓
Ð→ the URI created by uri(ex:department, ?dept_id) on table EMPL is inconsistent
with respect to the Consistent Foreign Key Resource Identifiers metric
Figure 22: Example showing the main evaluation steps of the Consistent Foreign Key
Resource Identifiers metric
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4.5.6. Interoperability
The interoperability dimension refers to the usage of well known formats and struc-
tures [148]. This mainly eases further processing as well as a data source independent
use and may also strengthen the interlinking between different datasets. In the context
of RDB2RDF mappings this can be achieved, if established terms and vocabularies are
introduced. Even though, the former is a generalization of the latter, also covering the
reuse of established individuals and the expression of relations to them, both aspects are
assessed separately, to provide a higher flexibility. Both metrics were also proposed in
Zaveri et al. [148] informally and are presented in the following.
Metric 20 (Term Reuse). The metric assessing to which extend established terms are
reused for the RDB2RDF mapping, is a dataset metric. To evaluate if a term is estab-
lished, a set NS is used containing strings of well known and established namespaces.
For a dataset D ∈ D, the set of established resources can be defined as follows:
Rest = ⋃
t∈D
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(t) ∪
predicate(t) ∪
object(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ R ∧
∃ns⎛⎜⎝ ns ∈ NS ∧the string representation of r starts with ns
⎞⎟⎠ ∧
using r’s URI as URL and requesting the corresponding
Web resource via HTTP GET, returns the HTTP response
code 200 after resolving any redirects
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(44)
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Accordingly, a resource is considered established if it shares an established namespace
and is dereferenceable. The set of resources that are not established is denoted by Rest
and defined as follows:
Rest =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝⋃t∈D
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(t) ∪
predicate(t) ∪
object(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ R
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∖Rest (45)
With the cardinality expressions ∣Rest∣ and ∣Rest∣, counting the distinct number of estab-
lished and not established resources, the Term Reuse quality score of a dataset D is given
by the quality score function f20 ∶ D → R:
f20(D) = ∣Rest∣∣Rest∣ + ∣Rest∣ (46)
To get the set NS of established namespaces, Metric 20 could use data of the LOD-
Stats [48] project or the prefix.cc41 namespace lookup service.
The concept of term reuse can be further modified to only consider the reuse of vocab-
ularies. Assessing the vocabulary reuse is of importance since established vocabularies
are a major requirement for an interoperable Web of Data. Instead of loosing semantic
relations between different vocabularies or having to state them explicitly, reusing estab-
lished vocabularies allows a direct interoperation amongst different datasets. In contrast
to term reuse, vocabulary reuse only refers to the usage of classes and properties stem-
ming from established vocabularies or ontologies. The corresponding metric is defined
as follows:
Metric 21 (Vocabulary Reuse). The metric assessing the usage of established vocab-
ularies within a dataset D ∈ D is a dataset metric. To evaluate the vocabulary reuse,
the set of established vocabularies Dest_voc ⊂ D and the sets CLASSES and PROPER-
41http://prefix.cc/
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TIES containing the classes and properties defined in D, are used. The set of established
classes and properties Rest_voc ⊂R of a dataset D can then be defined as follows:
Rest_voc = ⋃
t∈D
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(t) ∪
predicate(t) ∪
object(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ (CLASSES ∪ PROPERTIES) ∧
r ∈ subject(⋃Dest_voc)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(47)
Accordingly, a class or predicate is considered established if it is defined or explained in
an established vocabulary. The set Rest_voc ⊂R of not established classes and properties
is defined analogously:
Rest_voc = ⋃
t∈D
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
r ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(t) ∪
predicate(t) ∪
object(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩ (CLASSES ∪ PROPERTIES) ∧
r ∉ subject(⋃Dest_voc)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(48)
Having the two cardinality expressions ∣Rest_voc∣ and ∣Rest_voc∣ counting the distinct
established and not established classes and properties, the Vocabulary Reuse quality score
is given by the function f21 ∶ D → R:
f21(D) = ∣Rest_voc∣∣Rest_voc∣ + ∣Rest_voc∣ (49)
To retrieve the set Dest_voc of established vocabularies, the LODStats project or the
Linked Open Vocabularies dataset42 could be used.
4.5.7. Interpretability
The interpretability dimension refers to the degree to which data are represented using
a proper notation to support their machine processability. Accordingly, an RDB2RDF
mapping should generate RDF data, that is meaningful with regards to the applied
42http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
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representation capabilities of the Resource Description Framework. This means, on the
one hand, that if special notational constructs like RDF containers or RDF collections
are used, these must conform with the underlying specifications. On the other hand,
there should also be declarations, describing the semantics and ontological context of
RDF resources appropriately. Just having a resource, e.g. <http://ex.org/person23>
appearing in a statement like <http://ex.org/person23> rdfs:label "Jochen Barkas".,
may be useless for any further inference and may also be hard to search using SPARQL.
This is mainly because from a machine processing perspective it is not clear, whether
<http://ex.org/person23> is a class, a property, or an instance of a certain class. Since
datasets generated by RDB2RDF mappings tend to be rather simple as far as ontological
structures are concerned [58], giving feedback about a lacking ontological context seems
important. One such requirement for interpretable data, as pointed out by [78], is the
provision of type information of RDF resources, which is assessed by the following metric.
Metric 22 (Typed Resources). The metric assessing if local resources of a dataset
D ∈ D are properly typed, is a dataset metric. With Rlocal being defined as in Metric 5,
the quality score of an input resource r ∈ Rlocal is determined by the function fˆ22 ∶R→ R:
fˆ22(r) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if (r, rdf:type , o) ∈D ∧ o ∈R
1 if (r, rdf:type , rdfs:Class) ∈D
1 if (r, rdf:type , owl:Class) ∈D
1 if (r, rdfs:subClassOf , o) ∈D ∧ o ∈R
1 if (r, rdfs:subPropertyOf, o) ∈D ∧ o ∈R
1 if (r, owl:equivalentClass, o) ∈D ∧ o ∈R
1 if (r, owl:equivalentProperty, o) ∈D ∧ o ∈R
0 otherwise
(50)
Consequently, a bad quality score is assigned if there is no explicit type statement for r
and r is not a class itself.
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Besides the typing of an RDF resource, further information might be desirable, e.g.
subclass hierarchies, class equivalences, special characteristics of properties etc., which
can be described using the OWL vocabulary. This is checked by the following metric.
Metric 23 (OWL Ontology Declarations). The metric checking if a local resource is
anchored in an ontological context, described via the RDFS or OWL vocabularies, is a
dataset metric. ‘Ontological context’ is referred to as certain statements that define the
relations of a considered resource to an underlying ontology, e.g. its assigned type, sub-
class relations, disjointness statements or domain/range restrictions. The proposed prop-
erties, applicable for such statements are subsumed in the set ONTDEFPROPERTIES ⊂R
and can be looked up in Appendix A.2. The function fˆ23 ∶ R → R assigning a quality
score to an input resource r ∈ Rlocal (with Rlocal being defined as in Metric 5) is then
given as follows:
fˆ23(r) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ∄t⎛⎜⎝ t ∈ D ∧ subject(t) = r ∧predicate(t) ∈ ONTDEFPROPERTIES
⎞⎟⎠
1 otherwise
(51)
Most of the violation cases could also be detected, if this metric was designed as view
metric, looking for the respective predicate constants in the quad patterns. This would
have the advantage that an error is only reported once for a violating resource genera-
tion rule in the view definition. In contrast to this, the metric as defined above reports
each violating resource that was generated by the RDB2RDF mapping rule, which might
result in thousands of entries possibly all having the same cause. Nonetheless, certain
violations might not be detectable without assessing the actual database entries, e.g. if
predicate variables are used in the corresponding quad patterns. Thus, to reduce the
complexity of the metric, the simpler approach of assessing the dataset was followed.
Since the pinpointing results should also yield the candidates that most probably gen-
erated the violating resource, the reported information should suffice to find the actual
cause of the violations.
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Another characteristic of highly interpretable data is the conformance with current
best practices. One such best practice is to avoid blank nodes, since they cannot be
interlinked with other resources and hampers the consolidation or merging of data from
different data sources [79]. The metric covering this issue was also proposed by Zaveri
et al. [148] and is introduced in the following.
Metric 24 (Avoid Blank Nodes). The metric assessing if blank nodes are introduced
in a dataset D ∈ D via RDB2RDF mappings, is a view metric. Given the set of quad
variables Q defined in the view definitions of V ⊂ V
Q = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
q
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
q ∈
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
subject(quads(vi))∪
predicate(quads(vi))∪
object(quads(vi))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
∩Q
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (52)
the function fˆ24 ∶ Q → R assigning a quality score to a quad variable q ∈ Q is defined as
follows:
fˆ24(q) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if rdf_term_type(term_constructor(q)) = bNode
1 otherwise
(53)
For the creation of Q as well as for the following definitions it is assumed that quad
variables are resolved by view name and name (e.g. example_view.?example) to avoid
variable name clashes amongst different view definitions.
Further capabilities of the Resource Description Framework to describe more complex
structures, are RDF collections, RDF containers and RDF reifications. Since the un-
derlying expression mechanisms also introduce complexity and further constraints with
respect to syntactical structures, they are covered by dedicated metrics, described in the
following.
Metric 25 (Correct Collection Use). The metric checking the correct usage of RDF
collections in a dataset D ∈ D, is a dataset metric. For every statement tcollresti ∈D that
has an rdf:rest predicate, the following checks are performed:
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rdf:first
rdf:first
rdf:first
rdf:rest
rdf:rest rdf:first
rdf:rest
i
i+1
i-1
a)
b), e)
c) d)
f)
g)
Figure 23: Schematic depiction of the checks performed in the Correct Collection Use
metric on an RDF sub graph expressing an RDF collection
a) rest statement has rdf:nil subject: check, if subject(tcollresti ) = rdf:nil
b) rest statement has literal object: check, if object(tcollresti ) is a literal
c) none or multiple first statements: check, if there is none or more than one statement
t
collfirsti
with subject(t
collfirsti
) = subject(tcollresti ) and predicate(tcollfirsti ) = rdf:first
d) first statement has literal object: if there is a statement t
collfirsti
, check if object(t
collfirsti
)
is a literal
e) collection not terminated with rdf:nil: check, if object(tcollresti ) ≠ rdf:nil and there
is no statement tcollresti+1 with subject(tcollresti+1 ) = object(tcollresti )
f) multiple successors: check, if there are multiple statements tcollresti+1 with subject(tcollresti+1 ) =
object(tcollresti )
g) multiple predecessors: check, if there are multiple statements tcollresti−1 with object(tcollresti−1 ) =
subject(tcollresti )
A schematic depiction of these checks applied to an example RDF sub graph is given
in Figure 23. The function fˆ25 ∶ T → R determining the quality score of a collection
statement tcollresti is defined as follows:
fˆ25(tcollresti ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if any of the checks b) and d) is positive
0.5 if any of the checks a), c), e), f) and g) is positive
1 otherwise
(54)
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Since the RDF specification does not require a collection to be ‘well-formed’ [71], only
the rdfs:range violations in the cases b) and d) are actual errors with regards to the
underlying semantics. Accordingly, all the other cases, checked in a), c), e), f) and g) are
not violating the RDF specification. Nonetheless these cases are considered violations
of a well-formed collection thus yield a score of 0.5.
Metric 26 (Correct Container Use). The metric checking the correct usage of RDF
containers in a dataset D ∈ D, is a dataset metric. For every statement tconti ∈ D that
has a rdfs:ContainerMembershipProperty on predicate position, the following checks are
performed:
a) container not typed: if predicate(tconti) = rdf:_1, check if neither rdf:Bag, rdf:Seq,
nor rdf:Alt is assigned to subject(tconti) via rdf:type
b) literal objects: check, if object(tconti) is a literal
c) multiple entries for one container membership property: check, if there is a statement
tconti′ with subject(tconti′ ) = subject(tconti), predicate(tconti′ ) = predicate(tconti) and
object(tconti′ ) ≠ object(tconti)
d) numbering gaps: check, if
• there is a statement tconti+2 with subject(tconti+2) = subject(tconti) and the pred-
icates of tconti and tconti+2 are differing in two steps (with predicate(tconti+2)
being the bigger one),
• but no statement tconti+1 with subject(tconti+1) = subject(tconti) and the predi-
cates of tconti and tconti+1 differing in one step (with predicate(tconti+1) being the
bigger one)
e) container starts at rdf:_0: check if there is a statement tcont0 with predicate(tcont0) =
rdf:_0
f) container membership properties with leading zeros: check if there are statements
tconti with predicate(tconti) having leading zeros, e.g. rdf:_023
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The function fˆ26 ∶ T → R assigning a quality score to a container statement tconti is
defined as follows:
fˆ26(tconti) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if any of the checks b), e) and f) is positive
0.5 if any of the checks a), c) and d) is positive
1 otherwise
(55)
As with collections, the RDF specification does not impose many restrictions on con-
tainers, as far as semantics is concerned [71]. Thus, only the range violation of container
membership property instances as checked in b), the numbering violation checked in
e), and the syntax violation of d) are real errors with respect to the RDF specifica-
tion. The remaining cases are not excluded explicitly or even explicitly stated to be
not a semantic violation. Nonetheless they are considered erroneous with regards to the
‘well-formedness’ of an RDF container and thus yield a score of 0.5.
The last metric proposed for the interpretability dimension covers reification state-
ments. Even though, the Correct Reification Use metric only covers RDF reification, it
can be easily extended to also support OWL2 annotations, since the classes and prop-
erties involved in RDF reifications have their direct counterparts in OWL2.
Metric 27 (Correct Reification Use). The metric checking the correct usage of reification
statements in a dataset D ∈ D, is a dataset metric. For every statement treifi ∈ D with
either predicate(treifi) ∈ { rdf:subject , rdf:predicate , rdf:object}, or treifi being
typed as rdf:Statement, the following checks are performed:
a) reification not typed properly: check, if subject(treifi) is not typed as rdf:Statement
b) none or multiple rdf:subject statements: check, if there is none or more than one
statement t
reifsubji
with subject(t
reifsubji
) = subject(treifi) and predicate(treifsubji ) =
rdf:subject
c) literal value of rdf:subject property: if t
reifsubji
exists, check if object(t
reifsubji
) is a
literal
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d) none or multiple rdf:predicate statements: check, if there is none or more than one
statement t
reifpredi
with subject(t
reifpredi
) = subject(treifi) and predicate(treifpredi ) =
rdf:predicate
e) literal or blank node value of rdf:predicate property: if t
reifpredi
exists, check if
object(t
reifpredi
) is a literal or a blank node
f) none or multiple rdf:object statements: check, if there is none or more than one
statement t
reifobji
with subject(t
reifobji
) = subject(treifi) and predicate(treifobji ) =
rdf:object
The function fˆ27 ∶ T → R assigning a quality score to an input statement treifi involved
in a reification, is defined as follows:
fˆ27(treifi) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if any of the checks a) - f) is positive
1 otherwise
(56)
4.5.8. Performance
RDB2RDF mappings usually have no influence on the actual performance of the under-
lying service, which is mainly determined by characteristics of the server machine and
the implementation. The only aspect that can be influenced concerns the URI design.
Since slash URIs are considered preferable to hash URIs as far as performance is con-
cerned [55], Metric 28 reports hash URI occurrences. This metric was also proposed by
Zaveri et al. [148].
Metric 28 (No Hash URIs). The metric checking if a hash URI is used as identifier
of a local resource, is a node metric. Assuming that for every URI the percent-encoding
was applied and Rlocal is defined as in Metric 5, the function fˆ28 ∶ R → R determining
the quality score of an input resource r, is defined as follows:
fˆ28(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 r ∈ Rlocal ∧ the URI string of r contains the hash character ‘#’
1 otherwise
(57)
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Even though, the usage of hash URIs is mostly considered as bad, as far as performance
is concerned, it might also be advantageous in some cases. Given an application will
have to access a bigger portion of hash URIs via HTTP, it can be designed to just
retrieve the document located at the URL without the fraction part once and save it
for caching purposes. Thus, further accesses could be served from the cache without
needing any HTTP requests at all, which would be a performance benefit. Accordingly,
it also depends on the actual use case and the dataset, if such URIs really harm the
overall performance.
4.5.9. Relevancy
The relevancy dimension “refers to the provision of information which is in accordance
with the task at hand” [148]. Since this is usually not assessable without further specifi-
cations of the requirements a certain task has, more general aspects are considered here.
These comprise the categorization of the created dataset with respect to its triple count
and the evaluation of characterizing ratios. Having the triple count, gives at least some
rough feedback, whether the dataset can be expected to contain the desired information.
For the actual categorization the scale of Flemming [55] is applied. The values used by
Flemming reflect the size distribution of the datasets contributing to the LOD Cloud
in the year 2011. Based on the current statistics of the LODStats project43, these values
are considered to be still applicable for a categorization and are thus used here. The
corresponding metric is defined as follows:
Metric 29 (Amount of Triples). The metric assessing the size of a dataset D ∈ D is a
dataset metric. The actual size of D is determined by counting the triples t ∈D, denoted
43http://stats.lod2.eu/stats
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by the cardinality bars ∣D∣. The quality score function f29 ∶ D → R for an input dataset
D is defined as follows:
f29(D) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if ∣D∣ ≥ 1,000,000,000
0.75 if 1,000,000,000 > ∣D∣ ≥ 10,000,000
0.5 if 10,000,000 > ∣D∣ ≥ 500,000
0.25 if 500,000 > ∣D∣ ≥ 10,000
0 if 10,000 > ∣D∣
(58)
The ratio characteristics to be evaluated in the assessment are the coverage with
respect to the level of detail of a dataset and with respect to its scope. As introduced
by Flemming [55], these characteristics reflect the aim of providing enough properties
to describe resources in detail, and of having enough of these resources to cover the
considered domain. Accordingly, if a dataset contains only few distinct RDF properties,
its coverage with respect to the level of detail is low. On the other hand, if there are
actually only few instances described in the dataset the scope coverage is considered to
be bad. Thus, both aspects are contradictory in the sense, that a dataset can not have
a perfect scope coverage and detail coverage at the same time. Instead, increasing one
of them lowers the other one. The corresponding metrics are defined as follows:
Metric 30 (Coverage (Detail)). The metric assessing the coverage of a dataset with
respect to its level of detail is a dataset metric. For a dataset D ∈ D this coverage is
given as the ratio of the number of properties ∣D∣prop and the number of triples ∣D∣. The
quality score function f30 ∶ D → R for an input dataset D is defined as follows:
f30(D) = ∣D∣prop∣D∣ (59)
Metric 31 (Coverage (Scope)). The metric assessing the coverage of a dataset with
regards to its scope is a dataset metric. For a dataset D ∈ D this coverage is given as
the ratio of the number of instances ∣D∣inst (as introduced in Metric 3), and the number
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of triples ∣D∣. The quality score function f31 ∶ D → R for an input dataset D is defined
as follows:
f31(D) = ∣D∣inst∣D∣ (60)
4.5.10. Representational Conciseness
The representational conciseness dimension covers best practices that guarantee a terse
and clear representation of the RDF data. The main aspects, proposed by Zaveri et
al. [148], are short and query parameter free URIs and the avoidance of so called ‘prolix
features’ [79]. Short URIs can be memorized more easily by users. Moreover, they are
better suited for efficient storage concerns, e.g. on-disk indexes, compression techniques
or caching [79]. The avoidance of prolix features like RDF collections, RDF containers
and reification statements is motivated in [73, 79] with the assertion, that they lack a
wide tool support and are hard to query via SPARQL.
The actual metrics assessing these issues are introduced in the following.
Metric 32 (Short URIs). The metric assessing the length of the identifier string of a
resource r ∈R is a node metric. Assuming a certain threshold θ was set up, the function
fˆ32 ∶R→ R assessing the quality score of an input resource r, is defined as follows:
fˆ32(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 the URI string length is greater than θ
1 otherwise
(61)
Metric 33 (No Prolix Features). The metric checking if prolix features are used in an
RDF statement is a triple metric. According to [79] such prolix features are (a) RDF
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reifications, (b) RDF containers and (c) RDF collections. The function f33 ∶ T → R
determining the quality score of an input triple t ∈D (D ∈ D) is given as:
f33(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if predicate(t) = rdf:subject (a1)
0 if predicate(t) = rdf:predicate (a2)
0 if predicate(t) = rdf:object (a3)
0 if subject(t) ∈ rdf:Statement (a4)
0 if predicate(t) ∈ rdfs:ContainerMembershipProperty (b1)
0 if subject(t) ∈ rdf:Alt (b2)
0 if subject(t) ∈ rdf:Bag (b3)
0 if subject(t) ∈ rdf:Seq (b4)
0 if subject(t) ∈ rdf:Container (b5)
0 if predicate(t) = rdf:first (c1)
0 if predicate(t) = rdf:rest (c2)
0 if subject(t) ∈ rdf:List (c3)
1 otherwise
(62)
The conditions checked in f33 are grouped as follows: (a1) − (a4) check for reification
use, (b1) − (b5) asses if t is an RDF container statement, and (c1) − (c3) covers RDF
collection expressions.
Metric 34 (Query Parameter-free URIs). The metric checking whether the identifier
string of a resource r ∈ R contains query parameters, is a node metric. Assuming that
percent-encoding was applied for every URI, the quality score of an input resource r is
determined by the function fˆ34 ∶R→ R, which is defined as follows:
fˆ34(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if the URI string of r contains the question mark character ‘?’
1 otherwise
(63)
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4.5.11. Semantic Accuracy
The semantic accuracy dimension refers to the extent “to which data values are repre-
sented correctly” [148]. Since the actual values are copied from the database to become
(parts of) RDF literals or URIs, an accuracy degradation with regards to the extensional
data seems implausible. Even the decision, if values should be represented as own re-
sources or whether they should be mapped to literals, highly depends on the actual use
case and can not be judged in general. In case inaccuracies are introduced, the actual
variations have to be stated explicitly using the corresponding modification expressions.
Thus, the introduction of extensional inaccuracy based on erroneous mappings is unlikely
to occur.
Semantic information that should be accurate in both, the RDB and RDF context,
and can degrade during the conversion, are intensional data stored in the relational
schema definitions. Such relational schema information can be divided into intrarelation
and interrelation constraints [14]. Their translation to RDF will result in richer ontolo-
gies, which are desired from an accuracy perspective. Intrarelation constraints define
restrictions on single attributes as well as constraints that must hold between multiple
attributes. One representative of this category is the NOT NULL constraint, stating that
a certain attribute of a relation must exist. To preserve this in the RDF data, cardi-
nality constraints have to be introduced for properties using values derived from NOT
NULL-constrained attributes. To give an example, an employee database can be consid-
ered. There, a relational table EMPL, holding employee entries, might have a column
birth_date which is constrained to be not NULL. In case the birth_date column is used
in an RDB2RDF mapping, to accurately translate this to RDF, the modeled vocabulary
or ontology should contain a corresponding hint, that every employee resource has a
birthday. The metric to assess this is defined as follows:
Metric 35 (Preserved NOT NULL Constraints). The metric assessing the preservation
of relational NOT NULL constraints is a view metric. Given a set of view definitions V ⊂ V,
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the set of quad object variables referencing database values having a NOT NULL constraint,
can be defined as follows:
QNOT_NULL = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
q
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
q ∈ ( object(quads(vi)) ∩Q ) ∧
Γ = cols(term_constructor(q)) ∧∃γ (γ ∈ Γ ∧ γ has a NOT NULL constraint)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(64)
The function fˆ35 ∶ N ×N ×N → R assigning a quality score to a quad p ∈ quads(vi) of a
view definition vi ∈ V is given as
fˆ35(p) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if
object(p) ∈ QNOT_NULL ∧
∄pc
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
pc ∈ ⋃vi∈V quads(vi) ∧
subject(pc) = predicate(p) ∧⎛⎜⎝ predicate(pc) = owl:cardinality ∨predicate(pc) = owl:minCardinality
⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1 otherwise
(65)
Another intrarelation constraint is the UNIQUE restriction, forbidding multiple equiv-
alent values of a certain attribute. Conversely, this means, that a database object
is identified by such an attribute uniquely. The corresponding OWL class to be as-
signed to the respective RDF properties used in conjunction with the UNIQUE values,
is the owl:InverseFunctionalProperty class. A metric checking the accurate mapping
of UNIQUE values could be defined analogous to Metric 35 (Preserved NOT NULL Con-
straints), which is omitted here for brevity.
A further means to define intrarelation constraints in SQL (cf. Table 6) is the CHECK
clause. Such an expression can contain arbitrary conditions that must hold and would
require a formal introduction of the SQL, and on the implementation side a full fledged
SQL parser to read all constraints. Moreover all these constraints that refer to parts of
the relational database, that are also mapped to RDF must be translated to suitable
OWL constraints. Since this is not an easy task and may not be feasible in a generic and
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automatic way at all, this is not considered here and also not checked by the R2RLint
prototype.
Apart from such restrictions stated explicitly, another kind of constraint arises from the
semantics of relational databases. In one single tuple, every attribute can be considered
functional for the entry at hand. Regarding the birthday example of the employee
database again, this would also impose the explicit declaration of the introduced birthday
property to be functional. The preservation of such functional attributes is assessed by
the following metric.
Metric 36 (Preserved Functional Attributes). The metric assessing the preservation of
relational attributes’ characteristics of being functional is a view metric. Given a set of
view definitions V ⊂ V, the set of quad object variables, whose term constructors refer to
functional columns of the underlying relational table, can be defined as follows:
Qfunc = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
no
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
t ∈ quads(vi) ∧ ns = subject(t) ∧ no = object(t) ∧
ns ∈ Q ∧ no ∈ Q ∧
∃Γ
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Γ ⊆ cols(term_constructor(ns)) ∧
Γ can be considered as primary key of
the underlying (logical) relational table
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(66)
Qfunc then contains all quad variables on object positions that should be declared func-
tional via the appropriate type of the corresponding property. The function fˆ36 ∶ N ×N ×N → R assigning a quality score to a quad pattern p ∈ quads(vi) of a view definition
vi ∈ V is given as
fˆ36(p) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if
object(p) ∈ Qfunc ∧
∄pf
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
pf ∈ ⋃vi∈V quads(vi) ∧
subject(pf) = predicate(p) ∧
predicate(pf) = rdf:type ∧
object(pf) = owl:FunctionalProperty
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1 otherwise
(67)
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Interrelation constraints, in contrast, are restrictions defined over multiple relations.
Besides more complex CHECK constraints, foreign key dependencies are the most promi-
nent representatives. One major condition that can be checked with respect to accuracy
is whether foreign key relations are preserved by the RDB2RDF mapping. Given a tuple
that contains a foreign key reference to another tuple, at least two RDF resources can
be introduced: one that represents the considered tuple entity and another one for the
referenced tuple. In case, both resources were generated in an RDB2RDF mapping, to
preserve the foreign key relation between them, there should also be a statement having
the former as triple subject and the latter as triple object (cf. Figure 24). The metric
evaluating this aspect is given as follows:
Metric 37 (Preserved Foreign Key Constraints). The metric assessing the preservation
of foreign key relations between relational database entries is a view metric. Given the
set Ψ of all foreign key dependencies (δi,Γi) ← (δj ,Γj) defined over RDB and the set
of view definitions V ⊂ V, a set PSUB of pairs can be constructed. Each pair in PSUB
represents a view definition’s quad subject that is constructed using data from columns
that are the target of a foreign key dependency. The first entry of each pair contains the
corresponding relational table and the second one holds the actual quad variable. PSUB
is then defined as follows:
PSUB = ⋃
vi∈V
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(δ, q)
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
δ = rel_table(vi) ∧ q ∈ ( subject(quads(vi)) ∩Q ) ∧
Γ = cols(term_constructor(q)) ∧∃(δ′,Γ′) ( (δ,Γ)← (δ′,Γ′) ∈ Ψ )
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(68)
With this set, violations with regards to the Preserved Foreign Key Constraints metric
can be found. To give an example, the RDB2RDF mappings depicted in Figure 24 are
considered. Due to the foreign key dependency (DEPT, id)← (EMPL, dept) between the two
relational tables EMPL and DEPT, PSUB would contain (DEPT, uri(ex:dept, ?id)). This
means that there are URIs constructed, using data from the id column of the DEPT table.
Since the view definition empl_view also generates statements about resources, that are
constructed using the primary key columns of EMPL (via uri(ex:person, ?id)), there
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?b
rdf:type  ex:Employee
ex:worksIn
?a
?a ?b
.
.
?a
rdf:type  ex:Department?c .
uri(ex:dept, ?id)
?c
'foreign key link'
EMPL DEPT
foreign
key
constraint
uri(ex:dept, ?dept)uri(ex:pers, ?id)
empl_view dept_view
Figure 24: Example showing the preservation of a relational foreign key constraint via a
‘foreign key link’ SML quad expression
should be an assertion, expressing the ‘foreign key link’ that existed in the relational
database (cf. Figure 24). Accordingly, the function fˆ37 ∶ V → R assinging a quality score
to a view definition vi ∈ V , is defined as follows:
fˆ37(vi) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if
qs ∈ ( subject(quads(vi)) ∩ Q ) ∧ δ = rel_table(vi) ∧
Γs = cols(term_constructor(qs)) ∧
Γs are the primary key columns of δ ∧(δ′,Γ′)← (δ,Γo) ∈ Ψ ∧
∃(δ′, q′)⎛⎜⎝ (δ
′, q′) ∈ PSUB ∧
cols(term_constructor(q′)) = Γ′
⎞⎟⎠ ∧ †
∄p′
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
p′ ∈ quads(vi) ∧ subject(p′) = qs ∧
object(p′) ∈ Q ∧
cols(term_constructor(object(p′))) = Γo
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
‡
1 otherwise
(69)
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In the definition of fˆ , the term marked with † expresses the requirement, that there is
a quad, generating statements about a resource constructed using data from the target
columns of a foreign key dependency. Assessing empl_view from the example above, this
would correspond to the existence of the quad variable ?c in dept_view. The term marked
with ‡ however, checks if no ‘foreign key link’ exists. Since the example contains the quad
expression ?a ex:worksIn ?c with ?c referring to the referencing foreign key columns
Γo = {dept}, it is not violating the preservation of a relational foreign key dependency.
It has to be noted, that even though it could have been defined somewhere else, in
this metric the ‘foreign key link’ is only searched within one view definition. This was
done to reduce complexity and is not a limitation of the overall approach.
4.5.12. Syntactic Validity
The syntactic validity dimension refers to the conformance of data with given syntax
specifications [148]. Since the specifications of most importance in the RDB2RDF case
are those that define the structures of RDF data, the assessment of syntactic validity, as
considered here, should ensure that valid RDF data is generated. Due to the fact that
the Sparqlification Mapping Language does not allow to create invalid RDF structures
in general, the only aspects to cover are the datatype compatibility of typed literals, as
proposed by Zaveri et al. [148], and the usage of valid language tags. The introduction
of literals with invalid datatypes may occur due to copy and paste errors, when setting
up a view definition. Invalid language tags, on the other hand, might be introduced by
accident, e.g. because of typing errors, or if database values are used to generate the
language tags. The metrics covering these issues, are introduced as follows:
Metric 38 (Datatype-compatible Literals). The metric assessing the compatibility of
literals with respect to their XML Schema datatypes is a node metric. A typed literal’s
value is compatible with the literal’s datatype if its lexical representation is within the
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datatype’s value range as specified in [28]. The quality score function f38 ∶ N → R for an
input node n ∈ N is given as
f38(n) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if n ∈ L ∧ n’s value is not compatible with n’s datatype
1 otherwise
(70)
As a convention, f38 returns 1, if the input node is not a literal.
This metric could also be designed as view metric. But, since its formalization would
be very complex, especially for the consideration of all the term constructor functions
defined in the Sparqlification Mapping Language, this simpler node metric was intro-
duced.
The same holds for the next metric. Here language tags, defined as constant expres-
sions, could also be evaluated in the corresponding view definition and would not require
the assessment of all generated plain literals. But since the actual language tag could also
be defined referring to database values, and to avoid an overly complex formalization,
again the simpler definition of a node metric is introduced as follows:
Metric 39 (Valid Language Tag). The metric assessing the validity of a literal’s lan-
guage tag is a node metric. A plain literal’s language tag is considered valid if it is
compliant with the BCP 47 standard [118]. The quality score function f39 ∶ N → R for
an input node n ∈ N is given as
f39(n) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if n ∈ L ∧ n has a language tag ∧ n’s language tag is not valid
1 otherwise
(71)
Again, 1 is returned by convention for non-literal nodes or literal nodes not having a
language tag.
4.5.13. Understandability
The understandability dimension contains metrics assessing whether RDF data, gen-
erated by an RDB2RDF mapping can be easily consumed by humans. One first step
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towards this ease of consumption is the provision of human readable labels for resources,
as proposed by Zaveri et al.[148]. The corresponding metric is introduced in the fol-
lowing.
Metric 40 (Labeled Resources). The metric assessing whether a resource r ∈ R is
properly labeled, is a dataset metric. With Rlocal being defined as in Metric 5, the
function fˆ40 ∶ R → R assessing the Labeled Resources quality score of a resource r is
given as follows:
fˆ40(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r ∈ Rlocal ∧ (r , rdfs:label , l ) ∉D
1 otherwise
(72)
This metric could be further extended, to also regard the provision of labels in different
languages. Then, the requirements would be to support as much languages as possible
and to cover these languages homogeneously. This means, that if e.g. 10 languages are
supported, every resource that is labeled, should have a label in each of these languages,
which would require 10 labels in the given example. Conversely, if e.g. 50 languages
are supported, but every labeled resource just had one label in one single language, this
would be regarded as bad quality.
Apart from human readable labels of resources, their actual identifiers, the URIs,
should be sounding to be easy to remember and easy to type manually. Since it can
not be directly derived if a URI is sounding, a dictionary approach could be used.
But applying a dictionary comparison introduces further problems of natural language
processing, e.g. finding word boundaries in case a URI contains multiple words not
separated explicitly or the resolution of abbreviations. To assess if a URI contains
parts, that sound like words of a given language several trials were made to apply
phonotactic [10] techniques [101, 1, 98], libraries44 and tools45. Unfortunately, none
of them were able to provide or persist phonotactic rules, to be reused for the quality
assessment, with a reasonable effort. Thus, a probabilistic phonotactics [142] approach
44e.g. https://github.com/marytts/marytts/tree/master/marytts-lang-en
45e.g. http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/Phonotactics/Manual.pdf
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based on trigrams was developed. With this approach trigrams that are common in a
given language get a higher score than uncommon ones. Accordingly, strings that sound
like real words, e.g. ‘uffish’ in the English language are rated higher than words like
‘czvfgw’. The corresponding metric is defined as follows:
Metric 41 (Sounding URIs). The metric assessing whether a URI is sounding, is a node
metric. The degree to which a URI is sounding, is determined using trigram statistics of
a training set of words stemming from a corpus in a certain language. For every word
the occurrences of its contained trigrams are counted and added to a global statistic Φ. Φ
then contains the more frequent trigrams of a language (w.r.t. to the underlying corpus)
with higher counts and uncommon, less frequent trigrams with lower counts. The global
count of a trigram φ can be retrieved via Φ(φ), returning 0 if φ is not contained in Φ.
It is further possible to query the maximal count gathered with max(Φ). The maximal
count can be used to set up a normalization factor ν as follows:
ν = 1
max(Φ) (73)
With φ ∈ r expressing that a certain trigram φ is contained in the identifier of a resource
r ∈R, and ∣r∣tri denoting the number of trigrams contained in r, the function fˆ41 ∶R→ R,
assessing the quality score of an input resource r is given as:
fˆ41(r) = ∑φ∈r Φ(φ)∣r∣tri ν (74)
One detail, omitted in the metric definition for brevity, is that actually not the whole
URI string, but its parts as introduced in Section 2.1.1 are assessed. The corresponding
partial results are then aggregated for the whole URI string. This was mainly done to
avoid counting characters like ‘/’ and ‘:’, intended to serve as word separator.
Another important issue concerning the understandability dimension is the provision
of further information on the Web. Thus URIs should also be valid HTTP URLs. Since
in the RDB2RDF case URIs are mostly generated, it is of importance to verify that the
created URIs are valid with respect to the underlying standards. Unfortunately there
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are different standards that should be taken into account, depending on the considered
part of the URI. Even though there are URI and URL schema definitions46,47 as well
as corresponding standards [25, 26] provided by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) and W3C, these are not throughout consistent with other standards, e.g. for
internet host names [32], URIs based on IP addresses [39] or Internationalized Domain
Names (IDN) [88]. To actually check, if a URI is a valid HTTP URI a regular expression
was compiled taking into account most of the involved standards. The regular expression
can be looked up in Appendix A.3. This regular expression is used in the following metric,
defined to assess if resource identifiers are valid HTTP URIs.
Metric 42 (HTTP URIs). The metric assessing whether an identifier of a resource
r ∈R is a valid HTTP URI, is a node metric. The function fˆ42 ∶R→ R determining the
quality score of an input resource r is defined as:
fˆ42(r) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if r is not a valid HTTP URI
1 otherwise
(75)
Another way to support the understandability is the provision of certain metadata [148].
Such metadata may concern the actual data (e.g. a short description, the intended lan-
guage or the covered topic), their titles or the creators. There are many different vo-
cabularies that might be used to express such information. The vocabularies proposed
here are the Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID)48, the Dublin Core Metadata
Initiative (DCMI) Metadata Terms vocabularies49 and the Friend of a Fried (FOAF)
vocabulary50. Following the proposal of [55] to check, whether metadata is contained in
the dataset, the corresponding metric is defined as follows:
Metric 43 (Dataset Metadata). The metric assessing if certain metadata descriptions
are provided, is a dataset metric. Given the three sets of proposed metadata properties
46http://www.w3.org/Addressing/URL/5_BNF.html
47http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-fielding-url-syntax-09#appendix-A
48http://vocab.deri.ie/void
49http://dublincore.org/documents/2012/06/14/dcmi-terms
50http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
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Rtitle ⊂ R, Rcontent ⊂ R and Rcreator ⊂ R, as defined in Appendix A.4. For a dataset
D ∈ D the quality score function f43 ∶ D → R is given as follows:
f43(D) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if ∃ti ∃tj ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ti,tj∈D ∧
predicate(ti)=rdf:type ∧ object(ti)=void:Dataset ∧
subject(tj)= subject(ti)∧ tj≠ti ∧
predicate(tj)∈(Rtitle ∪Rcontent ∪Rcreator)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
0.5 if ∃ti ∃tj ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ti,tj∈D ∧
predicate(ti)=rdf:type ∧ object(ti)=void:Dataset ∧
subject(tj)= subject(ti)∧ tj≠ti ∧
predicate(tj)∉(Rtitle ∪Rcontent ∪Rcreator)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
0 otherwise
(76)
Accordingly, a quality score of 0 is returned in case D does not contain a dataset resource
rvoid∶Dataset typed as void:Dataset or D does contain a dataset resource, but no further
statements about it are contained. A score of 0.5 is assigned if further statements about
rvoid∶Dataset are made, but without using the proposed properties of the sets Rtitle, Rcontent
or Rcreator. Only if at least one of these properties is used, the score 1 is returned.
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QualityAssessment
readViewDefs()
setUpDataset()
setUpMetrics()
exec()
environment
configuration
metrics
configuration
MetricA
DataSetMetric
<<interface>>
assessDataset(dataset : SparqlifyDataset)
MetricB
MetricC
TripleMetric
<<interface>>
assessTriple(triple : Triple)
MetricD
MetricE
MetricF
NodeMetric
<<interface>>
assessNodes(triple : Triple)
MetricG
MetricH
MetricI
ViewMetric
<<interface>>
assessViewDefs(viewDefs : Collection<ViewDefinition>)
MetricJ
MetricK
MetricL
Pinpointer
getViewCandidates(triple : Triple)
SparqlifyDataset
it() : Iterator<Triple>
com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model
<<interface>>
MeasureDataSink
<<interface>>
write(datum : MeasureDatum)
RdbSink
...registered to all metrics
javax.sql.DataSource
...registered on demand to all metrics that utilize it
Figure 25: Class diagram of the R2RLint prototype
5. R2RLint
This section introduces R2RLint, the software prototype implementing the R2RLint
methodology. Besides its basic features, implementation limitations are presented to
also show the differences to the proposed definitions.
R2RLint is designed as a command line tool, aligned with the requirements for qual-
ity evaluation frameworks [97, 30]. Due to the decoupling of assessment runner (Qual-
ityAssessment), configuration (environment configuration, metrics configuration), and
the actual metrics (example metric classes MetricA - MetricL, cf. Figure 25), R2RLint
allows to customize the assessment, defining which metrics to apply with which thresh-
olds. Even though R2RLint is equipped with the 43 metrics, introduced in Section 4.5,
the R2RLint framework provides an easy way to define own metrics. A simple dummy
example is given in Listing 5. Due to decoupling mechanisms of the Spring Frame-
work51 no further wiring or interaction with the assessment framework is needed. This
51http://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/
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1 package org.aksw.sparqlify.qa.metrics.example;
2
3 import org.aksw.sparqlify.qa.dataset.SparqlifyDataset;
4 import org.aksw.sparqlify.qa.metrics.DatasetMetric;
5 import org.aksw.sparqlify.qa.metrics.MetricImpl;
6 import org.springframework.beans.factory.annotation.Autowired;
7 import org.springframework.stereotype.Component;
8
9 @Component
10 public class Example extends MetricImpl implements DatasetMetric {
11
12 @Autowired
13 DataSource rdb;
14 @Autowired
15 Pinpointer pinpointer;
16
17 @Override
18 public void assessDataset(SparqlifyDataset dataset) {
19 // custom dataset assessment
20 }
21 }
Listing 5: Simple example metric defined for the R2RLint framework
is mainly achieved applying Springs component autowiring mechanisms. The same holds
for the actual reporting entity of R2RLint, the measure data sink. Besides the existing
RDB sink, writing the assessment results to a configured relational database, and the
logging sink, just logging the results to the console, own sinks can be programmed easily,
implementing the initialization and write methods of the corresponding interface. This
was also used for testing, where special sinks were introduced to easily verify expected
results.
R2RLint, comprising the R2RLint framework and 43 implemented metrics backed by
420 software tests, currently contains 16661 lines of code (comments, empty lines and
import statements excluded) and is available on GitHub52 under the Apache License53.
R2RLint was developed using the state-of-the-art software project management tool
Maven54 and the RDF libraries of the Jena project55.
Even though R2RLint was implemented as a prototype of the R2RLint methodology
and the proposed metrics, there were some practical limitations that forced changes
leading to certain deviations. These are covered in the following section.
52https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify-Extensions/tree/patrick/sparqlify-qa
53http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html
54http://maven.apache.org
55http://jena.apache.org
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5.1. Implementation Limitations
Although the R2RLint methodology and the proposed metrics are all implementable in
theory, there were some hurdles in practice. The major limitations faced during the
development of R2RLint and the practical evaluation were hardware resource short-
ages when running the assessment on big datasets and the complexity in terms of the
programming effort required to calculate intermediate results of certain corner cases.
Thus, three metrics could not be run on all assessed datasets, or at least not without
modifications.
Besides this, there is one case, also shown in Figure 25, where R2RLint differs due
to practical reasons: Since the pinpointing mechanism, yielding the actual RDB2RDF
mapping rules that most probably generated a given RDF statement, only works on
triples or quads, the node metric method assessNodes(...) is defined for triple instead
of node input. Nonetheless, internally all node metrics implemented assess the subject,
predicate and object node separately, without the need of a triple scope. The whole
triple is just used to provide the triple context information, required by the pinpointer
to find view definition candidates that led to the erroneous data.
The more severe difference to the formal metric definitions, is that in most cases logical
tables used in view definition, that are based on SQL expressions are not evaluated due
to the lack of an applicable SQL parser. Even though there are SQL parsers, they either
required an amount of memory typically not available on current desktop or notebook
computers or they are embedded in larger software libraries and are hard to reuse or
not intended for reuse at all. Thus, the SQL parsing is left out in the prototype which
means that the evaluation of logical tables based on SQL expressions is skipped. This
affects the metrics 2, 10, 16, 35, 36 and 37.
Another case, where the effort to work with up-to-date external data was not made,
concerns the Vocabulary Reuse (Metric 21) and Term Reuse (Metric 20) metric. To
determine a quality score, the top 100 ranking of the namespace lookup service prefix.cc
is used. Instead of requesting the current top 100 namespaces before running the assess-
ment, the results retrieved Sep 16, 2013 were hard coded. Apart from the effort to write
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the source code to fetch the desired entries, in some cases results were discarded because
they seemed not to be reasonable – a verification step that can hardly be automatable.
One example is the entry <http://dbpedia.org/property/years/> for the prefix dbpprop.
The last case where things left unimplemented, concerns the regular expression used
to detect valid HTTP URIs in Metric 42. Even though a big effort was made to integrate
different standards, the specifications for Internationalized Domain Names [88] and IPv6
zone identifiers [39] were left out.
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6. Evaluation
To get an impression on actual data quality deficiencies of real RDB2RDF mappings,
practical assessment runs were performed on three different datasets. These should also
serve to proof the proper functioning of the R2RLint framework and to get feedback
with regards to the applicability of the implemented metrics. The assessed RDB2RDF
mapping projects are introduced in the following, discussing the assessment results of
each quality dimension afterwards.
The first data source under assessment is part of the LinkedGeoData [134] project,
being the Linked Data mirror of OpenStreetMap. LinkedGeoData provides spatial data
stemming from crowd-sourced user input covering the whole globe. Since the amount of
data is far to much to be assessed as a whole, only a small portion of LinkedGeoData
was chosen for evaluation. This portion was created using the OpenStreetMap database
snapshot for the smallest of Germany’s federal states, Bremen. After having loaded
the snapshot, a full RDF dump was created using the Sparqlify tool and the mapping
definitions from the LinkedGeoData GitHub repository56. This RDF dump was then
loaded into a Virtuoso 7.0.0 triple store57 which was used for the assessment. Event
though the RDF dataset of Bremen is just a very small portion of the whole dataset
provided by the project, it is referred to as LinkedGeoData in the following for brevity.
LinkedGeoData was chosen as a medium size dataset with RDB2RDF mapping def-
initions that are assumed to have a high quality. This assumption is backed by the
fact that LinkedGeoData is part of GeoKnow58, a comprehensive, EU funded research
project aiming at connecting heterogeneous spatial data with Semantic Web technolo-
gies. General statistics of the LinkedGeoData dataset are shown in Table 13.
The second dataset that was evaluated is an RDF version of parts of the Leipzig Cor-
pora Collection (LCC) provided by the Wortschatz project of the University of Leipzig60.
56https://github.com/GeoKnow/LinkedGeoData/blob/master/linkedgeodata-core/src/main/
resources/org/aksw/linkedgeodata/sml/LinkedGeoData-Triplify-IndividualViews.sml
57http://sourceforge.net/projects/virtuoso/files/virtuoso/7.0.0/
58http://geoknow.eu/Project.html
59http://download.geofabrik.de/europe/germany/bremen-latest.osm.pbf, retrieved Nov 17, 2013
60http://corpora.uni-leipzig.de
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LinkedGeoData bremen-latest.osm.pbf59 13,726,852 3,726,142 6,200,583
LCC (Eng) eng_wikipedia_2010_10K 656,704 128,582 149,788
LinkedBrainz musicbrainz-server-2013-10-14 197,399,205 1,048,239 92,183,398
Table 13: General statistics of the assessed datasets
The dataset61 contains per-language statistics about co-occurrences of different words
stemming from different corpora, e.g. Wikipedia pages or news sites. It was generated
ad-hoc to support the creation of multilingual Linked Open Data applications at the
Multilingual Linked Open Data for Enterprises (MLOD) conference 201262. Being an
ad-hoc attempt, created for a very limited purpose, the mapping is assumed to be of
poor quality. It does not contain much ontological structures, but merely the core statis-
tics. Since the original RDF data is not available anymore, the dataset was rebuilt using
the original SML mapping definitions. Even though the data, as created at the MLODE
conference, comprised statistics of different languages, only those of the English language
were loaded for this assessment. The RDF data was generated using the 10K version
of a tab-separated values (TSV) dump63 holding statistics of words and stemming from
10,000 sentences of the English Wikipedia. After loading each TSV file, again a full
RDF dump was created utilizing the Sparqlify tool with the original SML mapping def-
initions64. This RDF dump was then loaded into a Virtuoso 7.0.0 triple store, used for
the assessment run. The dataset is referred to as LCC (Eng) in the following and its
general statistics can be looked up in Table 13.
61http://datahub.io/dataset/lcc
62http://sabre2012.infai.org/mlode
63http://corpora.uni-leipzig.de/downloads/eng_wikipedia_2010_10K-text.tar.gz
64https://github.com/AKSW/Sparqlify/blob/master/sparqlify-examples/src/main/resources/
sparqlify-examples/wortschatz-merged.sparqlify
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The last RDB2RDF mapping project under assessment is LinkedBrainz which provides
SPARQL access to an RDF version of the MusicBrainz database. Initially funded by the
non-departmental public body Jisc65, LinkedBrainz later became part of the EUCLID66
EU project. LinkedBrainz is now maintained at the British Museum67. Accordingly,
this dataset is also expected to be of high quality.
Since the RDB2RDF mapping definitions for the LinkedBrainz data were only avail-
able in R2RML, they were translated to SML in the first step. Afterwards an RDF
dump was generated using the MusicBrainz database embedded in the MusicBrainz
Server Virtual Machine generated on October 14 2013 and the Sparqlify tool. This
dump was loaded into a Virtuoso 7.0.0 triple store for the assessment. General statistics
of the LinkedBrainz dataset are given in Table 13.
In the following the assessment results for the introduced RDB2RDF mapping projects
are discussed, considering single quality dimensions in separate sections. A more detailed
overview, showing the outcome of all metrics is given in Appendix B.
6.1. Availability
The only metric that was evaluated for the availability dimension, was the dereference-
ability of generated URIs. For the assessment run, only external URIs were considered.
With regards to the dereferenceability, LinkedGeoData attained a perfect result with-
out any violations.
The only errors found in the LCC dataset were non-dereferenceable URLs pointing
to Wikipedia pages that were the actual corpus sources, but do not exist anymore.
Since these were also the only external URIs in this dataset, the assessment result of 117
violations within 9,543 assessed Wikipedia URLs amounts to an overall dereferenceability
of about 99%.
The main cause of dereferenceability violations of the LinkedBrainz dataset were
Discogs URLs like http://www.discogs.com/artist/AC%2FDC. Even though they can
65http://jisc.ac.uk/
66http://euclid-project.eu/
67http://www.britishmuseum.org/
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all be looked up in a browser, trying to retrieve them via the corresponding Java libraries
or curl command line queries results in a response ‘500 Internal Server Error’. These
errors amount to 97% of all dereferenceability problems. An actual mapping error could
be found via the Dereferenceable URIs metric, where bare integer values were mapped to
URIs. Further dereferenceability issues arose for owl:sameAs links to different DBpedia
datasets.
6.2. Completeness
For the completeness dimension, the schema, property, interlinking and vocabulary com-
pleteness were assessed. First of all, the results of the Schema Completeness metric are
highly influenced by the implementation limitation, that SQL parsing is not supported.
Since view definitions with query based logical tables could thus not be evaluated, the
corresponding results are not meaningful at all. The actual scores are in fact much
higher than evaluated in the assessment. In case of the LCC dataset, for example, the
correct value would be 0.54 instead of 0.04. This clearly shows the need to extend the
R2RLint prototype with SQL parsing support.
With the Property Completeness metric a view definition of the LinkedBrainz RDB2-
RDF mappings could be detected, that does not generate any triples. Besides this, it can
be observed that the LinkedBrainz and LCC datasets are only poorly interlinked. The
different results of the vocabulary completeness metrics show, that only in rare cases
higher scores are achieved.
6.3. Conciseness
Regarding the conciseness dimension, it can be said, that even though the assessed
datasets are perfectly concise with respect to the intentional conciseness, there are often
single view definitions that generate multiple different RDF resources, based on single
database objects.
An obvious outlier in the results of the LinkedBrainz dataset could be detected for the
No Duplicate Statements metric. The value of 0.04 showed that a lot of duplicate triples
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were introduced. In fact, this was caused by an erroneous mapping, referring to a wrong
relational column68. Further, it has to be noted, that in case of the LinkedGeoData
and LinkedBrainz dataset, the No Duplicate Statements metric did not assess the whole
power set P(V ) of view definitions V , since the power set generation was refused by the
underlying library. The corresponding number of view definitions was too big, so that,
as a fallback, only single view definitions were considered.
6.4. Consistency
With regards to the consistency metrics it showed that two of them, the Basic On-
tology Conformance and the No Resource Name Clashes metric, were not computable
for all datasets due to RAM shortages. In the case of the Basic Ontology Conformance
metric the LinkedGeoData dataset could only be assessed using sample triples. Nonethe-
less, these yielded violations for the object property <http://linkedgeodata.org/
page/ontology/wheelchair> used with literal values, the datatype property <http:
//linkedgeodata.org/page/ontology/agricultural> used with non-literal values, as
well as several properties used with a wrong range datatype. Further, LinkedGeoData
made statements about external resources from the geodata and dbr namespaces, which
are thus considered to be bad smells with regards to the No Ontology Hijacking metric.
Actual hijacking violations were also found, since the LinkedGeoData dataset contained
ontological re-definitions concerning the foaf:mbox property. But it has to be noted,
that only one of these four statements differs from the original definitions of the FOAF
vocabulary.
The reported warnings of the No Ambiguous Mappings metric all stem from cases,
where references to tables embedded in logical table definitions could not be resolved due
to the lack of SQL parsing capabilities. Thus, after validating most of these violations
by hand, it turned out, that these are false negatives and the number of errors should
be much smaller.
68The object map in the mapping https://github.com/LinkedBrainz/MusicBrainz-R2RML/blob/
de10106bde0ae0c14b2a7e51baac49abc7dcd823/mappings/artist.ttl#L212-L224 erroneously refers
to gid instead of recording_gid
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Besides this, no further violations were found. In some cases, this can be attributed to
rather poor ontologies, that do not define many consistency restrictions, as in the case of
the LCC dataset. The Consistent Foreign Key Resource Identifiers, on the other hand,
could not be violated during the assessment of the LinkedGeoData and LinkedBrainz
mappings, since no foreign key dependencies were defined on the underlying databases
for performance reasons.
6.5. Interlinking
Even though there are great differences between the LinkedGeoData dataset on the one
hand, and LCC (Eng) and LinkedBrainz on the other hand, it has to be noted, that
the External Same-as Links metric creates noticeable low scores. Nonetheless it can be
seen, that LinkedGeoData is better interlinked than LinkedBrainz, and LCC (Eng) only
provides a very small portion of owl:sameAs links.
6.6. Interoperability
With regards to their interoperability, the LinkedGeoData and LinkedBrainz datasets
clearly outperform the LCC (Eng). Whereas LinkedGeoData and LinkedBrainz have
a similar score for the Term Reuse metric, LinkedBrainz has the more comprehensive
vocabulary reuse.
6.7. Interpretability
The interpretability concerns under assessment comprise the typing of resources, the
anchoring of resources in ontological structures, the avoidance of blank nodes and the
correct usage of more complex RDF structures, like collections, containers or reification.
An obvious quality deficiency with regards to the typing and the provision of an onto-
logical context for classes and properties, can be determined for the LCC (Eng) dataset.
Thus, from a formal semantic perspective, for the most of the contained resources it is
not clear, if they are instances, classes or properties.
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Besides this, it could be detected, that in LinkedBrainz certain resources are not typed.
The resources that are explicitly excluded from the type assignments in the RDB2RDF
mappings are MusicBrainz release events that are not dated with a year, month and
day. Nonetheless, since the LinkedBrainz RDB2RDF mappings also generate release
event resources, that are just dated with a year or a year and month, this seems to be
an error, especially because all other introduced resources are typed.
It further turned out, that the only resources that did not have an ontological context,
as measured by the OWL Ontology Declarations metric, were those that were not typed.
Thus, the more general OWL Ontology Declarations metric did not find any violations,
other than those already reported by the Typed Resources metric.
Another significant error pattern was detected for the LinkedGeoData mappings.
There, the first container member is declared using the container membership property
rdf:_0 instead of rdf:_1.
6.8. Performance
The only performance aspect, considered relevant for the assessment of RDB2RDF map-
pings, was the introduction of local hash URIs. With respect to the view that hash URIs
should be avoided, the LinkedBrainz dataset is of bad quality, since all local URIs are
designed to contain the hash sign. Nonetheless, nearly all of them have the fixed fraction
part #_. Thus, there are usually no two resources sharing a non-fraction part. Accord-
ingly, the argumentation, that hash URIs would harm the performance does not hold in
this case.
6.9. Relevancy
The assessment of the relevancy dimension comprises the classification of the datasets
with regards to their triple counts as well as the detection of two different coverage values.
With regards to the triple counts, LinkedGeoData and LinkedBrainz are considered of
good quality, whereas LCC (Eng) has only medium quality.
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The coverage metrics yielded noticeable low scores, which nonetheless do not seem to
reflect a bad quality of the assessed datasets, but rather should be normal for datasets
of a certain size. The coverage scores of the LinkedGeoData dataset are considerably
higher than those of the other datasets, with LinkedBrainz having the lowest quality
with regards to the combination of detail and scope. For the Coverage (Scope) metric,
evaluated with the LCC (Eng) dataset, the worst possible quality score was assigned.
This is also not considered to reveal its actual quality, but has to be attributed to the
missing type information. Since the dataset does not contain type statements, there are
no explicitly defined instances, which have a direct influence on the calculated score.
6.10. Representational Conciseness
The assessment of the representational conciseness dimension comprises the check, if
short and query parameter-free URIs are introduced, and if so called prolix features
were avoided. With regards to the URI length, it has to be noted, that only a smaller
portion of the very long URIs can be attributed to a bad URI design. Instead many of
the violations are URIs that contain a lot of special characters, being percent-encoded.
With this respect, resource identifiers based on characters from writing systems not
allowed within URIs, have a clear disadvantage. The only exception, where URIs were
considerably long by design was given in the RDB2RDF mappings of the LinkedBrainz
dataset. There, URIs were generated that hold two UUID69 strings, each having 36
characters.
The only URIs found in the assessment, that contain query parameters were introduced
by the mappings of the LinkedGeoData dataset. Since the corresponding resources were
external, built to express interlinks, these are not considered as an indication of bad
quality.
The only prolix features were also found in the LinkedGeoData dataset. There con-
tainers are used to express node paths. Since such node paths have to be expressed as an
69http://www.opengroup.org/dce/info/draft-leach-uuids-guids-01.txt
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ordered list, it is doubtful if the usage of containers has to be considered as an indicator
of bad quality.
6.11. Semantic Accuracy
The metrics assessing the semantic accuracy of RDB2RDF mappings all refer to certain
characteristics of the relational schema definitions of the underlying database. Since a
view definition’s logical table was not assessed, if it is based on an SQL query, all these
metrics were affected by the missing SQL parsing support of the R2RLint prototype.
Nonetheless, with respect to the tables, that could be assessed, a considerable number
of inaccuracies could be found. Thus it can be generally stated, that there was certain
semantic information contained in the corresponding relational databases, that was not
considered in the RDB2RDF mappings under assessment. On the other hand, it has
to be noted, that gathering all these (partly implicit) relational constraints is rather
cumbersome if it is done by hand. Thus, the R2RLint tool could be extended to propose
the corresponding mappings based on an automatic schema evaluation.
6.12. Syntactic Validity
The aspects, assessed with regards to the syntactic validity dimension, were the use of
valid datatypes and language tags. The only violation found, was the invalid typing of
date information as xsd:dateTime. The corresponding RDB2RDF mapping definition
stems from the LCC (Eng) project.
Even though, this shows a good quality with regards to the syntactic validity of the
assessed datasets, the R2RLint tool could again be used to make guiding suggestions.
These concern the datatype to use, in cases where values from relational tables where
transformed to typed literals without any modifications. In such cases, the datatype of
the underlying schema could be used to propose an XSD datatype.
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6.13. Understandability
The understandability dimension was assessed, checking if resources are labeled, whether
their URIs are sounding and valid HTTP URLs and if certain metadata are provided.
All of the three datasets contained a considerable number of resources that are not la-
beled and not sounding. With regard to sounding URIs, again a notable portion of
the violating URIs contain percent-encoded strings. It further has to be noted, that
the training corpus of the Sounding URIs metric stemmed from English Wikipedia
sources. Thus, language specific resource names, like for example Czech artists from
the LinkedBrainz dataset, might have gotten a lower score than they could have, if
they were assessed using a training corpus of their native language. Apart from this,
the Sounding URIs showed also some weaknesses. Besides the fact, that some rela-
tively short, but sounding URIs were reported as violations with respect to the con-
figured threshold, there were also URIs that are obviously not sounding, but got suffi-
ciently high scores. These are for example the URIs containing two UUID strings, e.g.
http://musicbrainz.org/release/3b52a520-88b8-4ecb-bbf7-2168ab6c9499#489ce91b-
6658-3307-9877-795b68554c98. A proposed deviation of the underlying metric would be
to just consider the local part of the URI, omitting the URI namespace. Thus, in the
example above just the string of hex symbols with dashes would be assessed – a combi-
nation that is not likely to appear in natural languages. A further improvement would
be to decode percent-encoded URIs before assessing them, to reduce the bias of giving
preference to URIs expressible in ASCII characters.
The URIs reported because they are not valid HTTP URLs, mainly contained certain
characters that should have been percent-encoded, e.g. the colon character in http:
//dbpedia.org/resource/Che:_Chapter_127.
The metric assessing, whether dataset metadata is contained within the dataset under
assessment, yielded a score of 0 for all datasets. One interpretation of these results
could be, that it is uncommon to embed such metadata in the actual dataset. In fact,
there is a corresponding W3C Interest Group Note, proposing a deployment of VoiD
information “alongside a dataset” [2]. So even though there are datasets with embedded
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VoiD metadata, the provision of such information might not be assessable this way in
general.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, a quality assessment methodology as well as aspects to consider for an
RDB2RDF quality assessment were developed systematically. After a comprehensive
survey of literature sources covering information and data quality, a set of dimensions
suitable for the quality assessment of RDB2RDF mappings were compiled. Each quality
dimension was substantiated with a set of quality assessment metrics that were intro-
duced formally.
Besides the formal and conceptual considerations, a software prototype was developed,
implementing the assessment methodology framework and proposed metrics. In prac-
tical assessment runs on three different datasets, generated via RDB2RDF mappings,
the software could extract clear characteristics with regards to the considered dataset.
The provision of actual quality scores allowed a comparison of the three datasets, gen-
eral judges on their quality and, most of all, showed actual mapping errors. Making
deficiencies measurable and visible further enables the data providers to improve their
mappings and fix errors. Thus, the overall goal to provide effective means for a quality
assurance of RDB2RDF mappings could be accomplished.
Apart from this, the developed prototype also showed directions for further improve-
ments. The major drawback was, that the computation of some metrics took imprac-
tically long time or was not feasible at all due to memory shortages. This scalability
problem occurred mainly during the computation of metrics requiring dataset scope.
Thus, one future task will be to put effort into the transformation of dataset metrics to
view metrics. Some suggestions in this respect were already given in Section 4.5.
Moreover, the practical assessment showed the strong need of an SQL parser to be
able to also evaluate logical tables used in the mapping definitions that are expressed as
SQL queries. Since the lack of this capability led to a considerable high number of false
results, the corresponding extension of the R2RLint prototype is of high importance.
Another future step will be to improve the presentation of the assessment results.
Currently the only implemented, practically relevant assessment sink writes the quality
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scores and the corresponding metadata to a relational database. Since the sink produces
a quite complex database schema, the exploration capabilities of the results are weak.
Besides the actual assessment of existing mapping definitions, the prototype could
also be extended to make mapping suggestions, which improve the overall quality. Thus,
a further vision would be to use the R2RLint tool as back-end for an RDB2RDF edit-
ing workbench, which interactively guides RDB2RDF mapping authors to optimize the
mapping’s quality.
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A. Auxiliary Definitions
This section contains several auxiliary definitions referred to in the actual metrics defi-
nitions in Section 4.5. All symbols and variables used in the auxiliary definitions were
introduced and defined in the sections 4.3 and 4.5.
A.1. Metric 14 (No Bogus Inverse-functional Properties)
Blacklist of statements expressing bogus inverse-functional properties (?s ∈ Q):
Tbogus ={(?s, <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/mbox_sha1sum>, "08445a31a78661b5c746feff39a9db6e4e2cc5cf"),(?s, <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/mbox_sha1sum>, "da39a33ee5e6b4b0d3255bfef95601890afd80709"),(?s, <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/homepage>, <http://>),(?s, <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/mbox_sha1sum>, ""),(?s, <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/isPrimaryTopicOf>, <http://>)}
A.2. Metric 23 (OWL Ontology Declarations)
List of proposed properties providing ontological context of an RDF resource(ONTDEFPROPERTIES ⊂R):
ONTDEFPROPERTIES = { rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain,
rdfs:range, owl:complementOf, owl:disjointWith,
owl:equivalentClass, owl:equivalentProperty,
owl:intersectionOf, owl:inverseOf, owl:oneOf, owl:unionOf}
A.3. Metric 42 (HTTP URIs)
Definition of the regular expression intended to find valid HTTP URIs, as taken from
the Java Source code of R2RLint:
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1 public static final String httpUrlPattern = "^" +
2 // protocol: http :// or https ://
3 "(?:(?: https?)://)" +
4 // user info , e.g. user@ or user:passwd@
5 "(?:\\S+(?::\\S*)?@)?" +
6 // host part , e.g. localhost , aksw.org , 127.0.0.1
7 "(?:" +
8 // IP address based host names , like 193.239.40.138
9
10 // exclude host names based on local IP addresses because they
11 // cannot be resolved in the WWW
12 // 10.x.x.x
13 "(?!10(?:\\.\\d{1 ,3}) {3})" +
14 // 127.x.x.x
15 "(?!127(?:\\.\\d{1 ,3}) {3})" +
16 // 169.254.x.x
17 "(?!169\\.254(?:\\.\\d{1 ,3}) {2})" +
18 // 172.16.0.0/12 (172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255)
19 "(?!172\\.(?:1[6 -9]|2\\d|3[0 -1]) (?:\\d{1,3}) {2})" +
20 // 192.168.x.x
21 "(?!192\\.168(?:\\.\\d{1 ,3}) {2})" +
22
23 // all remaining and valid IP addresses:
24 // first octet:
25 // 1-99 1xx 2xx up to 223
26 "(?:[1 -9]\\d?|" + "1\\d\\d|" + "2[01]\\d|22[0 -3])" +
27 // second and third octet
28 // 0-99 1xx 2xx up to 255
29 "(?:\\.(?:\\d{1,2}|" + "1\\d\\d|" + "2[0 -4]\\d|25[0 -5])){2}" +
30 // fourth octet
31 // omitting network (x.x.x.0) and broadcast (x.x.x.255)
32 // addresses
33 // 1-99 1xx 2xx up to 254
34 "(?:\\.(?:[1 -9]\\d?|" + "1\\d\\d|" + "2[0 -4]\\d|25[0 -4]))" +
35 "|" +
36 // domain name based host names like aksw.org or
37 // mail. informatik .uni -leipzig.de
38
39 // TODO: add support for internationalized domain names
40
41 // domain name
42 // restrictions : only one hyphen *between* two chars; a char can
43 // be a letter or digit
44 "(?:(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0 -9]-?) *(?:[a-zA-Z0 -9]) +\\.) +)" +
45 // TLD identifier
46 "(?:[a-z]{2 ,})" +
47 ")" +
48 // port number
49 "(?::\\d{2,5})?" +
50
51 // path
52 //
53 // according to
54 // http :// tools.ietf.org/html/draft -fielding -url -syntax -09# appendix -A :
55 // path = [ "/" ] path_segments
56 // path_segments = segment *( "/" segment )
57 // segment = *pchar *( ";" param )
58 // param = *pchar
59 // pchar = unreserved | escaped | ":" | "@" | "&" | "=" | "+"
60 // unreserved = alpha | digit | mark
61 // escaped = "%" hex hex
62 // alpha = lowalpha | upalpha
63 // mark = "$" | "-" | "_" | "." | "!" | "~" |
64 // "*" | "’" | "(" | ")" | ","
65 "(?:(?:/([a-zA-Z\\d_~’,\\Q$ -.!*() \\E]|%[a-fA-F\\d]{2})*)*)" +
66
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67 // opaque URLs not considered here
68
69
70 // query
71 //
72 // http :// tools.ietf.org/html/draft -fielding -url -syntax -09# appendix -A:
73 //
74 // rel_path = [ path_segments ] [ "?" query ]
75 // query = *urlc
76 // urlc = reserved | unreserved | escaped
77 // reserved = ";" | "/" | "?" | ":" | "@" | "&" | "=" | "+"
78 // unreserved = alpha | digit | mark
79 // escaped = "%" hex hex
80
81 // http :// tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986#page -23:
82 //
83 // query = *( pchar / "/" / "?" )
84 // pchar = unreserved / pct -encoded / sub -delims / ":" / "@"
85 // unreserved = ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" / "." / "_" / "~"
86 // sub -delims = "!" / "$" / "&" / "’" / "(" / ")"
87 // / "*" / "+" / "," / ";" / "="
88 "(?:\\?" +
89 "(?:" +
90 // field
91 "(?:([a-zA-Z\\d;/:_~’,\\Q-?@$ +*.!() \\E]|%[a-fA-F\\d]{2}))+" +
92 // =
93 "(?:=" +
94 // value &
95 "(?:([a-zA-Z\\d;/:_~’,\\Q-?@$ +*.!() \\E]|%[a-fA-F\\d]{2}))+) ?[&;]" +
96 ")*" +
97
98 "(?:" +
99 // field
100 "(?:([a-zA-Z\\d;/:_~’,\\Q-?@$ +*.!() \\E]|%[a-fA-F\\d]{2}))+" +
101 // =
102 "(?:=" +
103 // value
104 "(?:([a-zA-Z\\d/:_~’,\\Q;-?@$ +*.!() \\E]|%[a-fA -F\\d]{2}))+)?" +
105 ")" +
106 ")?" +
107
108 // fragment
109 "(?:#(?:([a-zA-Z\\d/:_~’,=&\\Q;-?@$ +*.!() \\E]|%[a-fA -F\\d]{2}))*)?" +
110 "$";
Listing 6: Regular expression to detect HTTP URIs, defined in Java source code
A.4. Metric 43 (Dataset Metadata)
Rtitle = {dcterms:alternative, dcterms:title, dc:title, sioc:name}
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Rcontent =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dc:coverage, dc:description, dc:language, dc:source, dc:subject, dc:type,
dcterms:abstract, dcterms:accrualMethod, dcterms:accrualPeriodicity,
dcterms:accrualPolicy, dcterms:audience, dcterms:available, dcterms:coverage,
dcterms:description, dcterms:language, dcterms:provenance, dcterms:source,
dcterms:spatial, dcterms:subject, dcterms:tableOfContents, dcterms:type,
foaf:primaryTopic, foaf:topic, sioc:about, sioc:has_space, sioc:topic,
void:classPartition, void:classes, void:class, void:dataDump,
void:distinctObjects, void:distinctSubjects, void:documents, void:entities,
void:exampleResource, void:feature, void:inDataset, void:linkPredicate,
void:objectsTarget, void:openSearchDescription, void:properties,
void:propertyPartition, void:property, void:rootResource, void:sparqlEndpoint,
void:subjectsTarget, void:subset, void:target, void:triples,
void:uriLookupEndpoint, void:uriRegexPattern, void:uriSpace, void:vocabulary
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
Rcreator = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
dc:contributor, dc:creator, dc:publisher, dcterms:contributor,
dcterms:creator, dcterms:publisher, foaf:maker, sioc:has_creator
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
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B. Evaluation Results
B.1. Availability
Dataset M
et
ric
1
LinkedGeoData 0
LCC (Eng) 117
LinkedBrainz 239,924‡
Table 14: Assessment results of the availability dimension metric:
Metric 1: Dereferenceable URIs.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold. Values
marked with ‡ are projections based on sample data.
B.2. Completeness
Dataset M
et
ric
2†
M
et
ric
3
M
et
ric
4‡
M
et
ric
5
LinkedGeoData 0.30 2.62 (0.02/0.94/1.00) 0.54
LCC (Eng) 0.04 2.81 (1.00/1.00/1.00) 0.08
LinkedBrainz 0.02 0.69 (0.00/0.88/1.00) 0.03
Table 15: Assessment results of the completeness dimension metrics:
Metric 2: Schema Completeness,
Metric 3: Population Completeness,
Metric 4: Property Completeness,
Metric 5: Interlinking Completeness.
The table shows the quality scores of the corresponding metrics. The scores
of metrics marked with † are affected by implementation limitations (cf. Sec-
tion 5.1) and might thus in fact be higher. The content of columns marked
with ‡ represents the (minimum/average/maximum) of the metric’s values
with respect to the given dataset.
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Vocabulary M
et
ric
6
M
et
ric
7
http://geovocab.org/geometry# 0.11 0.09
http://geovocab.org/spatial# 1.00 0.00
http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 0.05 0.07
http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql# 0.00 0.03
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 0.17 0.14
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 0.00 0.44
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# 0.12 0.02
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos# 0.00 0.40
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 0.00 0.04
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 0.00 0.03
Table 16: Assessment results of the completeness dimension metrics
Metric 6: Vocabulary Class Completeness,
Metric 7: Vocabulary Property Completeness
applied to the LinkedGeoData dataset
Vocabulary M
et
ric
6
M
et
ric
7
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 0.00 0.14
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 0.00 0.22
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# 0.00 0.08
Table 17: Assessment results of the completeness dimension metrics
Metric 6: Vocabulary Class Completeness,
Metric 7: Vocabulary Property Completeness
applied to the LCC (Eng) dataset
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Vocabulary M
et
ric
6
M
et
ric
7
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 0.17 0.43
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# 0.65 0.45
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos# 0.50 0.00
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 0.00 0.04
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 0.00 0.08
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ — 0.13
http://open.vocab.org/terms/ 0.00 0.01
http://purl.org/ontology/mo/ 0.20 0.08
http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl# 0.00 0.11
Table 18: Assessment results of the completeness dimension metrics
Metric 6: Vocabulary Class Completeness,
Metric 7: Vocabulary Property Completeness
applied to the LinkedBrainz dataset
B.3. Conciseness
Dataset M
et
ric
8
M
et
ric
9
M
et
ric
10
LinkedGeoData (1.00/1.00/1.00) (0.20/0.95/1.00) (0.94/0.99/1.00)∗
LCC (Eng) (1.00/1.00/1.00) (0.50/0.97/1.00) (0.15/0.92/1.00)
LinkedBrainz (1.00/1.00/1.00) (0.33/0.93/1) (0.04/0.99/1.00)∗
Table 19: Assessment results of the conciseness dimension metrics:
Metric 8: Intensional Conciseness,
Metric 9: Extensional Conciseness,
Metric 10: No Duplicate Statements.
The table shows the (minimum/average/maximum) of the quality scores of the
corresponding metrics. Values marked with ∗ are affected by implementation
limitations (cf. Section 5.1).
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B.4. Consistency
Metric Part. Whole, est.
Correct Datatype Property Value 9 18
Correct Object Property Value 2,942 5,884
Disjoint Classes Conformance 0 0
Correct Datatype Range 47,773 95,546
Table 20: Assessment results of the consistency dimension metric
Metric 11: Basic Ontology Conformance
applied to the LinkedGeoData dataset. Due to memory limitations only sam-
ple data of the whole dataset was assessed (cf. Section 5.1). The number of
violations w.r.t. a sub-metric and with a disabled threshold are presented in
column Part.. A simple projection of these numbers to the whole dataset are
given in column Whole, est..
Metric Whole
Correct Datatype Property Value 0
Correct Object Property Value 0
Disjoint Classes Conformance 0
Correct Datatype Range 0
Table 21: Assessment results of the consistency dimension metric
Metric 11: Basic Ontology Conformance
applied to the LCC (Eng) dataset. The number of violations w.r.t. a sub-
metric and with a disabled threshold are presented in column Whole.
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Dataset
M
et
ric
12
Metric 13 M
et
ric
14
M
et
ric
15
M
et
ric
16
M
et
ric
17
M
et
ric
18
C P
LinkedGeoData 0 0 0 0 (602,151/4) 13∗ 0 0
LCC (Eng) 0 0 0 0 (0/0) 4∗ 0 0
LinkedBrainz 3 0 0 0 (0/0) 12∗ — 0
Table 22: Assessment results of the consistency dimension metrics:
Metric 12: Homogeneous Datatypes,
Metric 13: No Deprecated Classes or Properties,
Metric 14: No Bogus Inverse-functional Properties,
Metric 15: No Ontology Hijacking,
Metric 16: No Ambiguous Mappings,
Metric 17: No Resource Name Clashes,
Metric 18: Consistent Foreign Key Resource Identifiers.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold where
the columns labeled with C refer to the number of violating classes and the
number of violating properties are given in the columns labeled with P. Values
marked with ∗ are affected by implementation limitations (cf. Section 5.1) and
may thus in fact be smaller. The values of Metric 15 are given as value pair,
where the first entry represents the number of bad smells and the second entry
the number of violations.
B.5. Interlinking
Dataset M
et
ric
19
LinkedGeoData 0.044
LCC (Eng) ~ 0.000
LinkedBrainz 0.001
Table 23: Assessment results of the interlinking dimension metric
Metric 19: External Same-as Links.
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B.6. Interoperability
Dataset M
et
ric
20
M
et
ric
21
LinkedGeoData 0.41 0.56
LCC (Eng) 0.13 0.25
LinkedBrainz 0.47 0.79
Table 24: Assessment results of the interoperability dimension metrics:
Metric 20: Term Reuse,
Metric 21: Vocabulary Reuse.
B.7. Interpretability
Dataset M
et
ric
22
M
et
ric
23
M
et
ric
24
M
et
ric
25
M
et
ric
26
M
et
ric
27
LinkedGeoData 546,154 546,154 0 0 140,737 0
LCC (Eng) 75,837 75,837 0 0 0 0
LinkedBrainz 526,529 526,529 0 0 0 0
Table 25: Assessment results of the interpretability dimension metrics:
Metric 22: Typed Resources,
Metric 23: OWL Ontology Declarations,
Metric 24: Avoid Blank Nodes,
Metric 25: Correct Collection Use,
Metric 26: Correct Container Use,
Metric 27: Correct Reification Use.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold.
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B.8. Performance
Dataset M
et
ric
28
LinkedGeoData 0
LCC (Eng) 2
LinkedBrainz 397,343,729
Table 26: Assessment results of the performance dimension metric
Metric 28: No Hash URIs.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold.
B.9. Relevancy
Dataset M
et
ric
29
M
et
ric
30
M
et
ric
31
LinkedGeoData 0.75 0.000351 0.017343
LCC (Eng) 0.50 0.000171 0.000000
LinkedBrainz 0.75 0.000001 ~0.000000
Table 27: Assessment results of the relevancy dimension metrics:
Metric 29: Amount of Triples,
Metric 30: Coverage (Detail),
Metric 31: Coverage (Scope).
The table shows the quality scores of the corresponding metrics.
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B.10. Representational Conciseness
Dataset M
et
ric
32
(75)
M
et
ric
32
(95)
M
et
ric
33
M
et
ric
34
LinkedGeoData 747,934 34 (0/1,274,822/0) 747,127
LCC (Eng) 13,807 32 (0/0/0) 0
LinkedBrainz 4,103,053 2,829,088 (0/0/0) 0
Table 28: Assessment results of the representational conciseness metrics:
Metric 32: Short URIs,
Metric 33: No Prolix Features,
Metric 34: Query Parameter-free URIs.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold, except
in case of Metric 32 (Short URIs). For this metric two results are presented:
Metric 32(75) with a URI length threshold of 75 and Metric 32(95) with a URI
length threshold of 95 characters. The values shown for Metric 33 refer to the
number of the RDF reification, RDF container and RDF collection statements,
respectively.
B.11. Semantic Accuracy
Dataset M
et
ric
35
M
et
ric
36
M
et
ric
37
LinkedGeoData 7∗ 15∗ 0∗
LCC (Eng) 0∗ 2∗ 0∗
LinkedBrainz 17∗ 19∗ 0∗
Table 29: Assessment results of the accuracy dimension metrics:
Metric 35: Preserved NOT NULL Constraints,
Metric 36: Preserved Functional Attributes,
Metric 37: Preserved Foreign Key Constraints.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold. Values
marked with ∗ are affected by implementation limitations (cf. Section 5.1) and
may thus in fact be greater.
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B.12. Syntactic Validity
Dataset M
et
ric
38
M
et
ric
39
LinkedGeoData 0 0
LCC (Eng) 9,543 0
LinkedBrainz 0 0
Table 30: Assessment results of the accuracy dimension metrics:
Metric 38: Datatype-Compatible Literals,
Metric 39: Valid Language Tags.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold.
B.13. Understandability
Dataset M
et
ric
40
M
et
ric
41
M
et
ric
42
M
et
ric
43
LinkedGeoData 1,007,987 66,778 21,980 0
LCC (Eng) 77,592 2 53,968 0
LinkedBrainz 1,019,219 1,019,001 1,199,716 0
Table 31: Assessment results of the understandability dimension metrics:
Metric 40: Labeled Resources,
Metric 41: Sounding URIs,
Metric 42: HTTP URIs,
Metric 43: Dataset Metadata.
The table shows the number of violations with a disabled threshold, except
for Metric 41 (Sounding URIs). This metric’s threshold is adjusted to accept
the score of rdf:type. In case of Metric 43 the actual score is shown.
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C. Data Quality Dimensions Overview
This overview shows the data quality dimensions found in the literature sources. The
table contains not all dimensions mentioned but these that were actually proposed by
the corresponding publication. This means, that in publications where first dimensions
from all the considered literature sources were collected and in a second step shortlisted
according to the given use case, only the shortlisted dimensions will appear in the table.
When possible formulas are shown to calculate a score of the given dimension. For
this sake identifiers are used, defined below:
β sensitivity parameter chosen by the user
attrdata set of unique attributes of data in a data source
attrdom set of unique attributes of individuals in the considered domain
currency see the Currency dimension in the overview table
C(t) function that estimates the given value completeness at a point in time
t (timepub ≤ t ≤ timemax)
Dcorr set of data values that are correct (or ‘accurate’)
Derr set of data values that are erroneous
Dideal set of data values reflecting the modeled domain without any errors
Dnon−null set of data values not being NULL
Dreal set of all data values as given in the considered data source
Fexp(t) probability distribution function of the probability that for a given
point in time t holds: t = timeexp
objdata set of unique objects (individuals of the modeled domain) stored in a
data source
objdom set of unique objects (individuals) of the considered domain
obj∣prop set of all unique objects (individuals of the modeled domain) with a
property prop, stored in the data source
obj∣propuniq set of all unique objects (individuals of the modeled domain) having a
unique value for a property prop, stored in the data source
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obj∣propcons set of all unique objects (individuals of the modeled domain) not having
any conflicts for a property prop, stored in the data source
timecurr the current point in time
timeexp the point in time when the data expires
timelast_update the point in time when the last update of the data source occurred
timemax the latest point in time the whole system is observed
timenext_change the point in time when the next change of the underlying modeled
domain (real world) will occur
timenext_update the point in time when the next update of the data source will occur
timepub the point in time when the data was published
period_of_validity see the Period of validity dimension in the overview table
Apart from these, abbreviations were used in citations quoted literally. These are: IS
(information system), RW (real world) and NSI (National Statistical Institute).
Within a dimension entry, the corresponding descriptions are sorted as follows: Entries
with no description (marked with ‘—’) are put on top, followed by descriptions sorted by
year (ascending). If there are multiple literature sources, they are noted in chronological
order as well. If authors referred to dimensions under a different name, this is marked
as here ‘Different name’ . In case of specializations or sub-dimensions these are noted
un-italicized at the beginning of the description.
Dimension Definition Source
Ability to repre-
sent null values
“Ability to distinguish neatly (without ambiguities) null and default
values from applicable values of the domain”
[123]
Accessibility
—
[144, 136,
51, 95,
128, 138]
Schema: “Is the schema definition accessible by the users?” [85]
Type: “Is the type visible and accessible for users?” [85]
Agent: “Is the network sufficient for delivered data?” [85]
Data Store: “Is the data store accessible?” [85]
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Accessibility
(cont.)
“extent to which information is available, or easily and quickly re-
trievable”
[119, 29]
“physical conditions under which users can obtain data: where to go,
how to order, delivery time, clear pricing policy, convenient market-
ing conditions (copyright, etc.), availability of micro or macro data,
various formats (paper, files, CD-ROM, Internet etc.) etc.”
[19]
“refers to the proper functioning of all access methods” [55]
Accuracy
—
[144, 136,
51, 128,
97]
“Distance between v and v′, considered as correct” [123]
Agent: “Number of delivered accurate tuples” [85]
Data Store: “Level of preciseness; Number of accurate tuples” [85]
∣Dcorr ∣∣Dreal ∣ [113, 108]
Known: “True or error-free w/respect to some known value” [31]
Assigned: “True or error-free w/respect to some designated or as-
signed value”
[31]
Measured: “True or error-free w/respect to a measured value” [31]
“The extent to which collected data are free of measurement errors.” [100]
1 − ∣Derr ∣∣Dreal ∣ [138]
“closeness of computations or estimates to the (unknown) exact or
true values”
[19]
“degree of correctness and precision with which information in an
information system represents states of the real world”
[29]
distinction: syntactic accuracy vs. semantic accuracy
[13, 59,
148]
here: ‘Semantic accuracy’: “degree to which data values correctly
represent the real world facts”
[148]
Aesthetics — [61]
Amount
of data
— [136]
here ‘Appropriate amount of data’ [144, 95]
“size of the query result, measured in bytes” [108]
here ‘Appropriate amount of data’ : “The extent to which the volume
of information is appropriate for a specific theory.”
[100]
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Amount
of data (cont.)
“extent to which the volume of data is appropriate for the task at
hand”
[119, 29,
55]
Applicability — [51]
Appropriateness
— [138]
“One format is more appropriate than another if it is more suited
to the user needs”
[123]
Arrangement — [138]
Availability
Schema: “Frequency of updates” [85]
Type: “Frequency of updates” [85]
Agent: “Response time” [85]
Data store: “Uptime of data store, response time” [85]
“probability that a feasible query is correctly answered in a given time
range”
[108]
“extent to which information is physically accessible” [4]
“extent to which data (or some portion of it) is present, obtainable
and ready for use”
[148]
Believability
—
[144, 136,
95, 138]
“degree to which the data is accepted as correct by the user” [108]
“extent to which information is regarded as true and credible” [119, 29]
Clarity
— [51]
“The extent to which data contain no fuzzy and ambiguous observa-
tions.”
[100]
“the data’s information environment whether data are accompanied
with appropriate documentation and metadata, illustrations such as
graphs and maps, whether information on their quality is also avail-
able (including limitation in use etc.) and the extent to which addi-
tional assistance is provided by the NSI”
[19]
Coherence
“adequacy to be reliably combined in different ways and for various
uses”
[19]
Comparability
“impact of differences in applied statistical concepts and measure-
ment tools/procedures when statistics are compared between geo-
graphical areas, non-geographical domains, or over time”
[19]
Completability ∫ timemaxtimecurr C(t)dt [116]
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Completeness
—
[11, 144,
136, 95,
128, 97]
here ‘Spurious’ [97]
“Degree to which values are present in a data collection” [123]
here ‘Complete’ : “Improper representation: missing IS states” [143]
∣Dreal∩Dideal ∣∣Dideal ∣ [107]
Model: “Level of covering, number of represented business rules” [85]
Concept: “Number of missing attributes; Are the assertions related
to the concept complete?”
[85]
Schema: “Number of missing entities wrt. conceptual model” [85]
Type: “Number of missing attributes wrt. conceptual model” [85]
Agent: “Number of tuples delivered wrt. expected number” [85]
Data Store: “Number of stored null values where there are not ex-
pected”
[85]
“All required parts present; all attributes needed are present; no
missing records; some tolerance for missing values”
[31]
∣Dnon−null ∣∣D∣ [108]
“All values that are supposed to be collected as per a collection theory
are collected.”
[100]
“degree to which information is not missing” [119, 29]
extensional: coverage, completeness of entities [109]
intensional: density, completeness of attributes [109]
value completeness: “capture the presence of null values for some
attributes of tuples”
[127]
tuple completeness: “characterize the completeness of a whole tuple
with respect to the values of all attributes”
[127]
attribute completeness: “measure the number of null values of a
specific attribute in a relation”
[127]
relation completeness: “captures the presence of null values in the
whole relation”
[127]
Schema completeness: “degree to which entities and attributes are
not missing in a schema”
[29, 59]
Column completeness: “function of the missing values in a column” [29, 59]
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Completeness
(cont.)
Population completeness: “ratio of entities represented in an infor-
mation system to the complete population”
[29, 59]
“degree to which a given data collection includes data describing the
corresponding set of real-world objects”
[13]
extensional: ∣objdata ∣∣objdom ∣ [104]
intensional: ∣attrdata ∣∣attrdom ∣ [104]
of property prop: ∣obj∣prop∣∣objdom ∣ [104]
“degree to which all required information is present in a particular
dataset”
[148]
Schema Completeness/Ontology Completeness: “degree to which the
classes and properties of an ontology are represented”
[148]
Property completeness: “measure of the missing values for a specific
property”
[148]
Population completeness: “percentage of all real-world objects of a
particular type that are represented in the datasets”
[148]
Interlinking completeness: “degree to which instances in the dataset
are interlinked”
[148]
Comprehensiveness — [51]
Comprehensibility
“ease with which human consumers can understand and utilize the
data”
[55]
Concise
representation
—
[144, 136,
95, 138]
here ‘Representational conciseness’ : “degree to which the structure
of the data matches the data itself”
[108]
“extent to which information is compactly represented” [119, 29]
here ‘Representational conciseness’ : “refers to the representation of
the data which is compact and well formatted on the one hand and
clear and complete on the other hand”
[148]
Conciseness
— [51]
here ‘Duplicate’ [97]
here ‘Minimality’, Model: “Number of redundant entities/relation-
ships in a model”
[85]
here ‘Minimality’, Concept: “Equivalence of the description with
that of other concepts in the same model”
[85]
here ‘Minimality’, Schema: “Number of redundant relations” [85]
here ‘Minimality’, Type: “Number of redundant attributes” [85]
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Conciseness
(cont.)
here ‘Redundancy’ : “same real-world entity or relationship is repre-
sented more than once”
[58]
here ‘Uniqueness’ : “degree to which data is free of redundancies in
breadth, depth, and scope”
[59]
of property prop:
∣obj∣propuniq ∣∣obj∣prop∣ [104]
“refers to the minimization of redundancy of entities at the schema
and the data level”
[148]
distinction: ‘intensional conciseness’ (schema level, redundant
classes and properties) vs. ‘extensional conciseness’ (data level, re-
dundant instances)
[148]
Conformance — [61]
Consistent
representation
—
[136, 95,
138]
here ‘Representation consistency’ : “Coherence of physical instances
of data with their formats”
[123]
here ‘Representational consistency’ [144]
here ‘Representational consistency’ : “degree to which the structure
of the data conforms to previously returned data”
[108]
“extent to which information is represented in the same format” [119, 29]
here ‘Representational inconsistency’ : “data quality problems that
originate from an actual state σ′ of an element E to differ from the
required state σ for E”
[58]
Consistency
—
[50, 51,
97]
“Coherence of the same datum, represented in multiple copies, or
different data to respect integrity constraints and rules”
[123]
Agent: “Is the delivered data consistent with other data” [85]
Data Store: “Number of tuples violating constraints, number of cod-
ing differences”
[85]
Discrete: “Same value across all cases” [31]
Continuous1: “Same value across multiple occurrences” [31]
Continuous2: “Tightly dispersed values across multiple measures” [31]
“Different data in a database are logically compatible.” [100]
distinction:‘format level’ vs. ‘instance level’ [128]
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Consistency
(cont.)
“Consistency implies that two or more values do not conflict with
each other”
[29]
“refers to the violation of semantic rules defined over a set of data
items”
[13]
“degree to which the statements of a source’s data are conflict-free
and no conflicting statements are inferable”
[55]
of a property prop: ∣obj∣propcons ∣∣obj∣prop∣ [104]
“means that a knowledge base is free of (logical/formal) contradic-
tions with respect to particular knowledge representation and infer-
ence mechanisms”
[148]
Convenience — [51]
Correctness
— [51, 138]
here ‘Correct’ : “Garbling (map to a wrong state)” [143]
Model: “Number of conflicts to other models/real world” [85]
Concept: “Correctness of the description wrt. real world entity” [85]
Schema: “Correctness of mapping of the conceptual model to logical
schema”
[85]
Type: “Correctness of the mapping of the concept to a type” [85]
Cost
“How the user measures the cost of retrieving the information.” [31]
own cost model [138]
“sum of the cost of data quality assessment and improvement activ-
ities, also referred to as the cost of the data quality program and the
cost associated with poor data quality”
[13]
Credibility
Agent: “Believability in the process that delivers the values” [85]
Data Store: “Number of tuples with default values” [85]
Currency
— [51]
“Degree to which a datum is up to date” [123]
“Recentness of collection” [31]
timenext_update − timelast_update Ð→ “age [. . . ] from generation to
status change”
[138]
Customer support “amount and usefulness of human help via email or telephone” [108]
Data deficiency — [80]
Data
interpretability
Agent: “Number of tuples with interpretable data, documentation
for key values, is the format understandable?”
[85]
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Data interpretabi-
lity (cont.)
Data Store: “Number of tuples with interpretable data, documenta-
tion for key values, is the format understandable?”
[85]
Design deficiencies — [80]
Documentation “amount and usefulness of documents with metadata” [108]
Durability — [61]
Ease of
manipulation
“The extent to which data can be processed easily (e.g., indexed and
analyzed).”
[100]
“the extent to which data is easy to manipulate and apply to different
tasks”
[119]
Ease of operation — [95]
Ease of querying — [85]
Efficiency
Software efficiency: “Performance, response time, processing time” [85]
Storage efficiency: “It takes less space to store data.” [100]
Retrieval efficiency: “It is fast to find desired information.” [100]
Efficient use of
memory
“Efficiency in the physical representation. An icon is less efficient
than a code”
[123]
Faithfulness
“The extent to which the presented data are identical to the origin
in meaning and precision.”
[100]
Features — [61]
Formality “Data are presented concisely and consistently” [100]
Format flexibility
“Changes in user needs and recording medium can be easily accom-
modated”
[123]
Format precision
“Ability to distinguish between elements in the domain that must be
distinguished by users”
[123]
Free-of-error
— [95]
“extent to which data is correct and reliable” [119]
Functionality
“Number of functions not appropriate for specified tasks, number of
modules unable to interact with specified systems”
[85]
Heterogeneity
structural: “same real-world domain is represented by different
schema elements”
[58]
semantic: “difference in the intension of the compared schemata with
overlapping elements”
[58]
Intelligibility “Capable of being understood, apprehended or comprehended” [31]
Interactivity — [51]
Interlinking — [66]
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Interlinking
(cont.)
“degree to which entities that represent the same concept are linked to
each other, be it within or between two or more linked data sources”
[148]
Interoperability
“degree to which the format and structure of the information con-
forms to previously returned information as well as data from other
sources”
[148]
Interpretability
—
[144, 136,
95, 128,
138]
“Ability of the user to interpret correctly values from their format” [123]
Model: “Quality of documentation” [85]
Concept: “Quality of documentation” [85]
Schema: “Quality of documentation”, “Is the schema understand-
able?”
[85]
Type: “Quality of documentation”, “Is the type understandable?” [85]
Agent: “Is the data delivered understandable?” [85]
Data Store: “Is the data stored understandable?” [85]
“degree to which the information conforms to the technical ability of
the consumer”
[108]
“Data have clear meaning.” [100]
“extent to which information is in appropriate languages, symbols,
and units, and the definitions are clear”
[119, 29]
“refers to technical aspects of the data, that is, whether informa-
tion is represented using an appropriate notation and whether the
machine is able to process the data”
[148]
Lack of confusion — [63]
Latency
“amount of time in seconds from issuing the query until the first
data item reaches the user”
[108]
Licensing
here ‘License’ : “degree to which the provided data can be used with
own applications”
[55]
“granting of permission for a consumer to re-use a dataset under
defined conditions”
[148]
Maintainability
— [51]
“Man-hours needed for maintaining and testing this software” [85]
Meaningfulness — [138]
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Meaningfulness
(cont.)
“If intelligible, the information has some minimum level of mean-
ing to the user. The meaning content may be increased by adding
structure or organization.”
[31]
here ‘Meaningful’ : “Meaningless IS state and Garbling (map to a
meaningless state)”
[143]
Metadata
evolution
Model: “Is the evolution of the model documented?” [85]
Concept: “Is the evolution of the concept documented?” [85]
Schema: “Is the evolution of the schema documented?” [85]
Type: “Is the evolution of the type documented?” [85]
Navigation
here ‘Navigability’ : “One can navigate around the related informa-
tion.”
[100]
“extent to which data are easily found and linked to” [4]
Non-
fictitiousness
Records: “No false or redundant records exist” [31]
Attributes: “No false or redundant attributes exist” [31]
Values: “No false values exist” [31]
Objectivity
— [144, 136,
95, 138]
here ‘Freedom from bias’ [47]
here ‘Neutrality’ : “Data selected for presentation are not in favor of
any particular opinion or purpose.”
[100]
“degree to which data is unbiased and impartial” [108, 119,
29]
“The extent to which the sample selected for observation is repre-
sentative of a population.”
[100]
Offensiveness
“Information consumers can consider web content offensive for
moral, religious, or political reasons.”
[29]
Operation
deficiencies
—
[80]
Perceived quality — [61]
Performance
own performance model [61]
“comprises aspects of enhancing the performance of a source as well
as measurings of the actual values”
[55]
“efficiency of a system that binds to a large dataset, that is, the more
performant a data source is the more efficiently a system can process
data”
[148]
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Period of validity
timenext_change − timelast_update Ð→ “how long the item remains
valid”
[138]
Portability
“Number of cases where the software failed to adopt to new environ-
ments; man-hours needed to install software in new environments”
[85]
“The format can be applied to as a wide set of situations as possible” [123]
Precision — [138]
Price “amount of money a user has to pay for a query” [108]
Privacy “The extent to which a task has permissions to access the data.” [100]
Punctuality
“refers to the time lag between the release date of data and the target
date when it should have been delivered”
[19]
Quality of service “measure for transmission and error rates of Web sources” [108]
Readability — [138]
Reasonability — [151]
Relevancy
—
[144, 136,
95, 138]
“degree to which the provided information satisfies the users need” [108]
“extent to which data are applicable and useful for a specific theory” [100]
“extent to which information is applicable and helpful for the task at
hand”
[119, 29]
“degree to which statistics meet current and potential user needs” [19]
“refers to the provision of information which is in accordance with
the task at hand and important to the users’ query”
[148]
Reliability
— [61]
“Frequency of failures, Fault tolerance” [85]
here ‘Reliability of Data Clerks’ : “The extent to which data entry
clerks are able to avoid mistakes.”
[100]
Reputation
—
[144, 136,
95, 138]
“degree to which the data or its source is in high standing” [108]
“extent to which data is highly regarded in terms of its source or
content”
[119]
Response time
“delay in seconds between submission of a query by the user and
reception of the complete response from the data source”
[108, 29]
Security
— [51, 95]
here ‘Access security’ [144, 136]
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Security
(cont.)
Schema: “Level of security (access rights)” [85]
Type: “Level of security (access rights)” [85]
Agent: “Are there physical access restrictions?” [85]
Data Store: “Is the store able to prevent unauthorized access?” [85]
“degree to which data is passed privately from users to the data
source and back”
[108]
“The extent to which a task has secured access to the data.” [100]
“extent to which access to data is restricted appropriately to main-
tain its security”
[119]
“extent to which data is protected against alteration and misuse” [148]
Semantic stability “The same data have same meaning across time and space.” [100]
Serviceability — [61]
Soundness ∣Dreal∩Dideal ∣∣Dreal ∣ [107]
Speed — [51]
Syntactic validity
“degree to which an RDF document conforms to the specification of
the serialization format”
[148]
Time “How long it takes to retrieve the information” [31]
Time-inaccuracy here ‘Time-inaccurate’ [97]
Timeliness
—
[144, 136,
85, 51,
95, 128]
“average age of the data in a source” [108]
“extent to which data are sufficiently up-to-date for a task.”
[100, 119,
148]
max ((1 − currency
period_of_validity ) ,0)β [138]
“length of time between [an information’s] availability and the event
or phenomenon it describes”
[19]
“degree to which information is up-to-date” [29]
conversion scenario: data outdated if modification time of the source
more current than modification time of target or if expiry date passed
[59]
“refers to the currentness of the data provided by a source” [55]
Traceability
— [51]
Model: “Are the designer’s requirements and changes recorded?” [85]
Concept: “Are the designer’s requirements and changes recorded?” [85]
Schema: “Are the designer’s requirements and changes recorded?” [85]
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Traceab. (cont.) Type: “Are the designer’s requirements and changes recorded?” [85]
Trustworthiness
here ‘Trustworthiness of the collector’ : “The extent to which the
collector has integrity of not committing falsification.”
[100]
“degree to which the information is accepted to be correct, true, real
and credible”
[148]
Unambiguity
here ‘Ambiguous’ [97]
here ‘Unambiguous’ : “Improper representation: multiple RW states
mapped to the same IS state”
[143]
here ‘Ambiguity’ : “Ambiguity is if an instance or a schema element
can represent two or more meanings that are treated differently by
any consumer of the data.”
[58]
Understanda-
bility
— [95]
here ‘Ease of understanding’ [144, 136]
here ‘Case of understanding’ (sic) [138]
“degree to which the data can be easily comprehended by the user”
[108, 119,
29]
“refers to the ease with which data can be comprehended without
ambiguity and be used by a human information consumer”
[148]
Uniformity
“refers to the usage of established techniques in order to increase the
usability of the data”
[55]
Usability
“Acceptance of the users” [85]
“extent to which information is clear and easily used” [4]
Usefulness
Schema: “Is the schema used by any users?” [85]
Type: “Is the type used by any users?” [85]
Agent: “Is the data delivered by the agent really used in the desti-
nation store?”
[85]
Data Store: “Is the data in this store queried by a user?” [85]
Vacuity
“We consider instances or schema elements that have no meaning
at all in the presented context as vacuous.”
[58]
Validity
“consists of two aspects influencing the usability of the documents:
the valid usage of the underlying vocabularies and the valid syntax
of the documents”
[55]
Value-
added
—
[144, 136,
138]
“amount of monetary benefit the use of the data provides” [108]
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Value-added
(cont.)
“extent to which data is beneficial and provides advantages from its
use”
[119]
Verifiability
“degree and ease with which the data can be checked for correctness” [108, 29]
“refers to the means a consumer is provided with, which can be used
to examine the data for correctness”
[55]
Versatility
“refers to alternative representations of the data and its handling” [55]
“refers to the availability of the data in an internationalized way and
alternative representations of data”
[148]
Volatility
“How long it remains valid” [31](timeexp − timecurr) − ∫ timeexptimecurr Fexp(t)dt [116]
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